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3EY0ND THE OPEN DOOR:  U.S. POLICY 
AND ACCESS TO GLOBAL RESOURCES 

I.  BACKGROUND 

Throughout the postwar era. U.S. foreign policy has pressed for 

lowered tariff and non-tariff barriers to world trade and the emergence 

of an open world economy.  Both the Bretton Woods agreements and the 

GATT were designed to serve that objective.  The IMF was to provide a 

foreign exchange system adequate to future growth of world trade, while 

the GATT committed its members to the principle of nondiscriminatory 

trading and to pursuit of trade liberalization.  But. although the 

Atlantic Charter referred to 

The enjoyment by all states, great or small, victor or van- 
qu.shed. of access, on equal terms, to the trade and to the 
raw materials of^the world which are needed for th^Tr eco- 
nomic prosperity  (Italics added), 

the focus of the postwar economic order has been upon access to markets 

and not upon access to supplies."* 

Recent events, most particularly the politically-motivated use of 

export controls by most of the Arab oil-producing countries in October 

1973. have brought the question of accurs to raw materials supplies 

back to the forefront of global debate. Within the United States there 

has been continuing speculation about how to respond to a future Arab 

embargo and about what types of international norms of access to 

Ik. . Thef
AJlanfic Charter. Ity, in Wi11 lam Appleman Wi11iams (ed ) The 

Shapmg of American Diplomacy (Chicago:  Rand McNally | Co  ,Isst),   p.% 

**, 
On the origins of the postwar system and U.S. policy, see Gabriel 

Kolko, The Politics of War (New York:  Vintage Books? 1968). esp Ch  ,,. 
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supplies the United States should begin to foster.  Each of these 

questions exists within a broader context of issues associated with 

managing global economic interdependence, the scope of rr;distribution 

from rich to poor nations, and strengthening the existing system of 

conflict management while broadening it to encompass irternational 

economic collective security. 

The following paper delineates the framework of a U.S. policy on 

access to global resources.  Beginning from a discussion of the dimen- 

sions of the problem, it goes on to propose and assess alternative norms 

in view of U.S. interests both narrowly and more broadly deflnec, the 

interests of other countries, and nascent community interests.  Finally, 

ir discussing how U.S. policy might pursue its preferred norms, the 

measures which could be utilized to deter or respond to any future Arab 

oil embargo will be evaluated. 

^.„■J—T  ■-«• 
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II.  DIMENSIONS OF THE PROBLEM 

Any attempt to delineate the dinensions of the access-to-resources 

problem immediately becomes enmeshed in controversies concerning the 

feasibility of U.S. energy independence, the likelihood of global food 

shortages, the prospect of natural scarcities in other non-fuel raw 

materials, and the probability that the success of the OPEC cartel will 

lead to additional successful  raw materials cartels.  A complete dis- 

cussion o^ th»sfc issues exceeds the scope of this oaper. However, to 

provide background for later analysis and to indicate that the need to 

consider appropriate international export control norms stems not only 

from the possible short-run use of the Arab "oil weapon," but also 

from uncertainties about long-run resource scarcities, a brief examina- 

tion of this resource debate is warranted. 

U.S. Energy Independence 

Near-term U.S. dependence upon imports of foreign oil, including 

growing relative dependence upon Arab oil, remains unavoidable.  Both 

the prospect of continued Arab-Israeli conflict and renewed Arab refer- 

ences to the possibility of politically-motivated production cutbacks 

or embargoes indicate, therefore, the need to articulate a U.S. policy 

on access to global resources. Over the longer-run, U.S. attainment 

of relative energy independence would be possible. To do so, however, 

by 1985-1990 would reguire sufficient political will and ability to 

reduce demand by both conservation and a shift to energy-saving pro- 

cesses and eguipment and to increase domestic supplies by greater use 

»I coal, off-shore oil, nuclear power, and shale resources. Yet, for 

mm,  '■*   MPBI»,,..^., rrzac 
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a variety of reasons, the outlook for relative independence is uncertain. 

These include political vacillation, resistance from environmentalists 

and others to increased reliance upon nuclear power and coal slrip- 

. .   . * 
mining in the West,  investor uncertainty about the longer-run price of 

oil combined with governmental reluctance to set a floor beneath the price 

of oil substitutes,'" and limited movement toward the level of conserva- 

tion and energy-saving adjustments that would be required."   Gl/en 

these factors, the near-term of United States vulnerability to the Arab 

"oil weapon" may be more prolonged than previously anticipated. 

Food Shortages 

Fo-- many countries the access-to-resources problem includes access 

to U.S. food and feed grains supplies in a time of periodic, recurrent 

sSorta9v-»s.  Although some question arises whether coming decades will be 

characterized by such shortages, most agricultural economists foresee 

an unsteady balance between world supply and demand punctuated by 

periodic crises in which global needs clash with U.S. efforts to assure 

adequate domestic availability of such supplies at moderately stable 

prices.  The changed world food situation during the next decades will 

be shaped by three factors:  First, both population growth and higher incomes 

are Increasing demand.  The latter is particularly exacerbating because 

increased income is accompanied by a shift to reliance upon meet as a protein 

source with concomitant increased per capita cereal consumption. Second those 

On resistance to strip-mining among Montana ranchers, see The New 
York Times Magazine, October 6, IS?'». 

Aft 
See recent decision of Colony Development Operation to suspend con- 

struction of shale oil plant, The New York Times. October 5, 197^. 

'The hiew York Times, October 9, ^37^. 

-> 
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global grain reserves an^ unused U.S. croplands which underpinned the stabil- 

ity of the postwar global food economy no longer exist.  Third, critical 

inputs necessary to achieve greater yields on available land, e.g.. fuel, fer- 

tilizer, water and appropriate weather conditions, may very likely be unavail- 

able periodically or available only at prices which preclude sufficiently 

widespread utilization." For these reasons, optimists notwithstanding, 

global dependence upon North America, and particularly upon the United 

States, as a source of residual agricultural exports to make up for 

periodic shortages elsewhere will increase greatly during the next 

decades.  The probable clash between U.S. domestic interests and those 

of other nations illustrates the need to clarify international norms 

for export controls. 

Non-Fuel Raw Materials and Commodity Cartels 

Following Meadows and the Limits to Growth argument, some would 

contend that access to resources will dominate future international 

economic affairs as the world slowly "runs out of raw materials." Were 

this the case, heavy U.S. dependence upon foreign sources of vital raw 

materials, e.g.. bauxite, chromium, cobalt, maganese. mercury, nickel, 

tin, tungsten, and zinc, would v^e a cause for concern  But such dire 

predictions of naturally induced scarcities too quickly dismiss the 

likelihood that present and new technologies will permit a gradual 

See. e.g.. the discussion in Lester R. Brown and Erik P. Eckholm. 
Food and Hunger; The Balance Sheet." Challenge. September/Octrber. 1971. 

pp. \2-2l*;  Lyle P. Schertz. "World Food: Prices and the Poor,' Foreign 
Affairs. Vol. 52. No. 3 (April W). pp. 511-537; Willard W. Cochrane. 
feast or Famine: The Uncertain World of Food and Agriculture and Its Policy 
Impllcatj^n^for the United States (W^hinn^n n ?   ■ M.>,^. P.lnnin5 

L 

Association, 1971»). ■ 

-—■■ -w 
"   ■■■■■ ^ 
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shift from scarce to abundant materials, the development of new substi- 

tutes, more efficient use of lower grade ores, economies of use due to 

increased prices, increased recycling, and similar adjustments as have 

occurred in the past when a particular raw material becaov- scarce. 

Thus, a more plausible conclusion is that "the United States Is not 

likely to experience truly serious shortages of raw materials during 

the next thirty to fifty years because of projected population and 

economic growth."" 

The outlook for scarcities artificially induced for economic or 

political reasons by commodity cartelization is somewhat more uncertain. 

Both sides in the current "commodity cartel debate" note how OPEC's 

apparent success has stimulated efforts to form cartels by other groups 

of raw materials producing countries, e.g.. in bauxite, tin, copper, 

coffee, and even bananas.  They agree also that low price elasticity of 

demand and supply, high market concentration. ?nd an ability to coordi- 

nate policy and actions reinforced by the experience of past cooperation 

arc necessary conditions for successful cartelization. This agreement 

begins to crumble on whether these non-fuel raw materials ars character- 

ized by the preceding conditions.  How unresponsive to changes In price 

are supply and demand for materials such as t^u>ite. tin. copper, zinc, 

and nickel?  Is the number of producers sufficiently limited? More 

importantly, even assuming that many if not most raw materials are so 

characterized, are the preceding necessary and sufficient conditions for 

a successful producer cartel? Must there also be shared political 

/ 

% 

Avail.h?^ L /r5her ^ Rona'd G-   Redker'  "poP">ation Growth,  Resource 
Ava.labihtyand Fnv. ronmental   Qual ity." American  Economic Rev^w    Vol.   LXIII, 
No 2  (May  1973), pf.   79-87. p.  81 
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values or will   the  mere ability  to "get along with each other" suffice? 

Are   large  foreign exchange reserves  necessary   to allow a country   to 

sacrifice turrerst   revenues  for  future gains,   or   is   the prospect of  such 

gains  enough   in   itself?    How much did passive  governmental  and multi- 

national   corporation  responses  contribute  to OPEC's  success?    Can   low 

consumer   resistance  be expected   in   the  future?     Definitive answers  must 

await   the outcome  of  current and future efforts   to  follow OPEC's  example 

as well   as of   the OPEC cartel's   long-term development.     Until   then,   how- 

ever,   some uncertainty about  the   impact of possible commodity carteliza- 

tion upon  resource  availability  remains,  even   if   the probability   is   for 

less success   than  pessimists predict.^    Moreover,   attention  to develop- 

ing norms   for access   to supplies may  serve  to  foster and  legitimize   the 

consumer  resistance whose absence contributed  significantly to OPEC's 

rise  to power. 

Interdependence.   Economic Power and 
the Need   for NOTHS 

Recent years  have seen the growth of security and economic  interde- 

pendence among Western advanced   industrialized countries.     Periodic  con- 

flicts  have been   replaced by a "security community" within which  the 

prrspect of military  conflict   is  no   longer a  prime  concern.     During   the 

same  tiTie,  changes   in  communication and  transportation technologies 

Representative of  the "commodity cartels  debate" are C.   Fred  Bergsten 
"The New Era   in World Commodit" Markets," Challenge.  September/October,   197^1 
PP. J*»-^;   Stephen  B.   Krasner,  "Oil   is   the Exception," Foreign Policy,  No. 
I«   (Spring   1174),   pp.   68-83;  Bens ion Varon and  Kenji   Takeuchf,  "Developing 
Counties and Non-Fuel  Minerals," Foreign Affairs.   Vol.   52, No.   3  (April   1971») 
pp.  ^97-510. ' 

X JL 

"See,   Stephen   B.   Krasner,  "The Great  Oil   Sheikdown." Foreign Policy    Uo 
13  (Wmter  I973-7A).  pp.   123-138;  M.A.  Adelman,  "Is  the Oil  Shortage Real'?     ' 
0.1  Compan.es as  OPEC Tax Collectors." Foreign  Policy. No.  9  (Winter  1973-74). 
pp.   69-10\  esp.   79-82. >J   ,   i* 
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have eroded  the  pre-existinc   fragmentation of   factor markets among 

these   industrialized countries,   creating an  "interpenetration of econ- 

omies."    Each  development  affects   the dimensions  of   the access-to- 

resources  problem. 

On   the one  hand,   reaction   in  both Japan and Western Europe   to  the 

imposition of a   temporary embargo on  soybean exports   in June   1973  and  to 

the general   oattern of U.S.  economic  policy   in   the early  1970s   indicates 

that  economic   'ssues  are one of  the most  crucial   sources of potential 

disruption of   the Western   industrialized security  community.     Continued 

cohesion of  the Atlantic Alliance and  tht U.S.-Japanese  relationship 

depends  partly  upon how  the   issue of access   to U.S.   agricultural   commod- 

ities   is  managed.     On  the other hand,   the growth of economic  Interde- 

pendence,   eroding national   economic autonomy  beciuse of  the sensitivity 

of domestic economies  to actions and events   In other countries,  necessi- 

tates   the creation of joint  institutions and  practices within which  to 

harmonize national   economic policies.     Even granting  that  the United 

States   is  relatively  less vulnerable  to a disruption of  interdependence 

relationships,  an  unscrambling of  those relationships now would have 

important  costs."    The development of norms  for access  to raw materials 

is necessary,   therefore,   lest a  race  for access,  motivated either by 

irth„ A00-6^"0"1'0   '"'T^*™'«"«•   see C.   Fred Bersten,   in association with 
John A.   Math^son.  "The Future of  the   International   Economic Order-   An 
Agenda   for  Research,"   in C.   Fred  Bergsten   (ed.).  The  Future of  the   Interna- 
ttonal   Economic Order  (Lexington.  Massachusetts:  Lexington Books,   1973)  
pp.   s-59.  esp.   p.   1-33;  Richard N.   Cooper,  "Economic   Interdependence and 
Foreign  Policy   in   the Seventies." World Politics.   Vol.   XXIV.  No.   2   (January 
972).   pp.     59-179;   Edward L.   Morse.  "Interdependence   In World Affairs" 

(Mimeograph). 

-■^■WW*! ■ --■^ - 
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fears  of  near-term  vulnerability   to supply   interruption and  uncertainty 

about   the   long-term availability or  simply  by  erroneous  calculations, 

eventuate   in   just   such  an   unscrambling. 

One   final   aspect  of   the contours  of   the  access-to-resources  prob- 

lem should  be  noted.     World  politics   has  been  dominated  previously  by 

questions  of war  and peace.     The "soldier and  the diplomat."  to use 

Raymond Aron's  summary,   have shaped   the ebb and  flow of events.     Two 

secular   trends  ore   likely   to modify   this  preoccupation with military 

security   in   the next  decades,   thus  causing new problems while creating 

new opportunities.     First,   as many have argued,   an erosion of  the 

traditional   distinction between "high   foreign policy"  concerned with 

national   defense  and  "low   foreign  policy"  concerned with wealth  and 

welfare   is  occurring.     Put  otherwise,   economic   issues  and  the question 

of   international   economic collective  security will   increasingly have  to 

be dealt with   in defining and pursuing   international   peace and order." 

Second,  although   it appears somewhat  extreme   to corclude JS Robert Hunter 

has  done   that "we are  moving  into an era dominated by  economic power,"^ 

it appears,   nonetheless,   that  the decreasing  utility of military power 

joined   to  the   rise of economic   issues   to  the  top of  foreign policy 

agendas  augurs   the   increasing  importance of economic  power.     From this 

dual   perspective  the question of access   to resources,   and particularly 

See, e.g.. Cooper, "Economic Interdependence and Foreign Policy"- 
Edward L. Morse, "The Transformation of Foreign Policies: Modernization 
Interdependence and  External ization," World Politics Vol     XXII     No    ^   fAnril 

oM   C^F   ^'"I'r-   377-383;   ^'chardN.   Cooper,  "Trade P^l Icy   is3ForeP 

Policy,"  For^i^r^PoN,-^ Number 9   (Winter   1972-73),   pp.   18-36. 

1%)   lnRO?7rLHlJnte;fl "c
P0Wer

l
and Peace'"  foreign  Policy Number 9  (Winter   1972- 

c      •       «rr  ?'  P'   3        ee aKo Seyom Brown'  "The Changing Essence of Power " 
Fore.gn Affairs  Vol   51.  No.   2   (January   1973).   pp.   286-299. 

—--..,.,- 
Mm , ^  «■   *   -■ 
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it. current manifestation of how to react to the politically-motivated 

use of oil, takes on added significance.  It represents the first arena 

within which U.S. foreign policy and the international community gener- 

ally must begin coming to terms with both the problem of international 

economic collective security and the regulation of economic power. 
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III.     ACCESS  TO  GLOBAL  RESOURCES: 
EXISTING  NORMS  AND  DIVERGENT POLICY  PREFERENCES 

To provide a   foundation   for  delineation of  a  U.S.   policy   regarding 

access   to supplies,   it   is  neceosary   to examine   the existing norms 

governing access   to  resources  and  to specify   the   range of  policy  pre- 

ferences and goals which are   involved. 

Existing  International  Norms 

Turning  initially  to  the  politically-motivated use of export con- 

trols,  an examination of  the   relevant norms  provided by Article 2,  Para- 

graph k of  the United Nations  Charter. Declarations by  the U.N.   General 

Assembly,  customary  state practice,  and  treaty  provisions   leads   to two 

conclusions:     first,   the normative status of attempts   to   Influence other 

countries'  domestic and foreign policies by export controls  is somewhat 

more ambiguous   than  references  to the Arab oil   embargo as "economic 

warfare clearly   in  violation of   international   law" would claim;  and 

second,  there   is.   nonetheless,  sufficient basis within existing  inter- 

national   law from which a norm prohibiting such politiclration of 

Ipcernational  economic  interaction could be developed. 

The most obvious  norm  is expressed by Article 2,  Paragraph k of 

the U.N.  Charter: 

All  members  shall   refrain   in  their  international   relations 
from the  threat or use of   force against   the  territorial 
integrity or political   independence of any state,  or   in any 
manner  Inconsistent with  the purposes of  the United Nations. 

— 

*As noted below, one of the most critical questions Is whether U.S. 
raw materials policy should seek the depol1ticization of export controls 

and trade. 

- 

i 1 
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The  controversial   question   is whether "force"  encompasses  economic 

coercion.    Even   though   the  n^vaux p/eparatoires  do not explicitly 

support  their  contention,   many  jurists claim  that Article  2   W   pro- 

hibits only "armed  force."*    More   imoortantly.   ^mong   legal   scholars who 

argue  for a   less   restrictive   interpretation,   holding   that  Article 2   (k) 

was   intended   to  prohibit more  than  the  threat or  use of a nation's organ- 

ized military  capability,   there   is  disagreement.     Ian Brownlie,   for 

example,  proposes   that, 

whilst   it   is  correct   to assume that  paragraph h applies  to 
force other  than armed force,   it  is  very doubtful   ft  It 
applies   ^ -.conomic measures of a coercive nature. 

To the contrary argue Jordan J.  Paust and Albert P.  Blaustein,  following 

the HcDougal-Lasswell   approach with  its attempt   to distinguish permis- 

sible from  impermissible coercion.    They  contend  that when  the Preamble 

and Articles   I   and 2 of  the Charter are   interpreted within a broader spec- 

trum of U.N.   Declarations. "It   is now possible  to see  that  the use of 

economic coercion  can violate  the Charter."***    Even  in an   international 

system in which  some degree of coercion  is   unavoidable.  Paust and Blau- 

stem contend   that a contextual  analysis of a particular  instance of 

economic coercion could  indicate that  it was  so sufficiently  intense and 

inconsistent with  the  purposes of  the U.N.   Charter as  to fall  under the 

Article 2   (M   prohibition.    They claim,   further,   that  the Arab oil 

embargo was  such an  Instance 
AAAA 

 'S„ dlscu^ioo by   S  Brenne. Ji"£™" '"'"'' J/" """ "" "" °f  *** 
b< states   (Oxford;  The Clarendon Press.   1963). Ch.   X«. 

•""SlI  J    Paust  and Albert P    blaustein. "The Arab Oil  Weapon--A Threat 
to  .nt ^lonal^ce^Am.ri^n   .oornal   of   'nternational  L^w Vd.  68.  No.   3 

(July 197M.   PP.   MO-*».  P.   TO  also see  pp.   «FTO 

****lbid.,   p.   »»31.  PP.   ***&* 
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'l—ng the U.N. Declarations to which Paust and Blaustein point to 

support their contention that Article 2 (111 encompasses more than "armed" 

force is the 1970 United Nations General Assembly Declaration of the 

Principles of International Law Concernir.q Friendly Relations Among 

States.  This Declaration reads in part: 

no State may use or encourage the use of economic, political, 
or any oth-r type of measures to coerce another State In 
order to obtain from it the subordination of the exercise 
of its sovereign rights and to secure from it advantages 

of any kind. 

Notwithstanding this declaration, whether Intense economic coercion such 

as the Arab "oil weapon" clearly violates existing international norms 

is still disputable. Assuming a violation of other parts of the Decla- 

ration on Friendly Relations or of the U.N. Charter, would economic 

coercion exercised in self-defense or as a reprisal be permissable? 

Depending upon the particulars of the situation, could it be claimed 

and recognized to be so?"'  There is also legitimate doubt about the 

status of General Assembly resolutions and declarations as sources of 

international law.*** Finally, other General Assembly resolutions 

appear to erode the impact of the D-claratlon on Friendly Relations as 

a source of a norm prohibiting economic coercion. For example. In I960 

the General Assembly passed a resolution upholding "the sovereign right 

of »very State to dispose of its wealth and natural resources. 

ftU.N. G.A. Res. 262 5(XXV), October 2*., 1970, GAOR, 25th Sess., Supp. 

No. 28 at 122-2'» (A/8028). 

':*See e g., Ibrahim F. I. Shlhata, "Destination Embargo of Arab Oil: 
Its Legality Under International Law," to be published In American Journal 

of International Law (November 1971»). 

173. 

***Louis Henkln, How Nations  Behave  (New York:    Praeger,   1968),  pp.   165- 

****U.N.   G.A.  Res.   1515(XV),  GAOR,   '5th Sess., December   15,   I960. 

• 

/ 

.*—■■■^' '■ ^''-M' *        *    " 
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And a 1972 resolution, after reaffirming both the right to control 

natural resource- and the prohibition on measures of coercion, went on 

to declare "that actions, measures or legislative regulations by States 

aimed at coercing, directly or indirectly, other States engaged in... 

the exercise of their sovereign rights over their natural resources..." 

violated the Charter and the Declaration on Friendly Relations.  This 

emphasis upon "full permanent sovereignty of every State over its natural 

resources »nd all economic activities" was restated in the 197*1 General 

Assembly Declaration on the Establishment of a New International Economic 

Order."  Certainly It could be claimed that the meaning of "sovereign 

rights" does not include actions which Impede th« development by other 

countries of their natural resources or which clash with the growing 

community emphasis upon cooperative action to promote community goals 

of increased human rights „nd welfare, economic development, and social 

progress.  From this perspective the Arab use of the "ol' weapon" or 

other instances of coercive manipulation of natural resources could be 

classified as detrimental to a more Inclusive community approach to 

natural resource development and use/" Nevertheless, noting this 

possible counterclaim does not resolve the issue; It serves only to 

indicate again the normatlvely ambiguous status of politically-motivated 

export controls. 

*U.N. G.A. Res. 30l6(XXVIl), GAOR, 27th Sess., December 18. 1972. 

**U.N. Monthly Chronicle, pp. 66-69, P- 67. 

***See Paust and Blausteln. o£. cU., pp. ttMM. 
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This ambiguity is enhanced once customary state practice is exam- 

ined.  During the postwar era, the United States placed embargoes upon 

the sale of so-callec! "strategic" goods to the Soviet Union, the Chinese 

People's Republic, North Korea, North Vietnam, Soviet Bloc rnuntrles of 

Eastern Europe, and Cuba.  The Export Control Act of 13^3  authorized 

the President to prohibit or curtail exports "to further the foreign 

policy of the United States," to preserve "the national security" of 

the United States. This power to prohibit exports on grounds of U.S. 

foreign policy and national security was reaffirmed by the Export Admin- 

istration Act of I969. At the start of the Cold War era, moreover, the 

United States used its economic and military leverage, formalized in 

the Battle Act of 1951, to pressure its Western European allies to 

cooperate in this embargo policy.  These countries did so for a time, 

passing appropriate domestic legislation or relying on pre-existing 

law. Nor has the political use of export controls been solely a Western 

practice. The Soviet Union has utilized trade restrictions against a 

range of countries including Yugoslavia, Albania, Finland, and China. 

Yet, to note, as has Gunnar Adler-KarIsson in his definitive study 

of the subject, that '"the embargo policy has been worldwide,"  does not 

resolve the question of its normative st.ttus.  International law cannot 

be equated simply with "what states do" if It is to retain Its status 

as law. Without a sense of reciprocally binding obligation, customary 

For a brief summary, see Klaus Knorr, Power and Wealth; The 
Political Economy of International Power (New York: Baste Books, 1973)> 
pp. 138-156. 

^Gunnar Adler-Karlsson, Western Economic Warfare, I9A7-1967 (Stock- 
nolm: Almquist andWIksell. 1968), p. 3. 
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St.U  practice   is only  '.the  merely  systematic  exercise  of  power."* 

Whether  the postwar preva.ence of export  contro.s  utMIx.d  for .o.itica, 

Purposes exe.pHfies   the creation of a   legitimizing  .orm or only state 

exercise of power within   the   interstices of  the   international   legal 

system remains  unclear. 

One  further  relevant  set of norms  concerning export  controls   is   the 

Provision of  the Genera.   Agreement on Tariffs and Trade   (GATT).     Article 

•   contains   the most-favored-nation  treatment  provision,   rormulating 

the basic principle of nondiscriminatory  trading relationships.    Article 

H   Prohibits quantitative  r,?trictions on  imports or exports by  the use 

of quotas,   licenses,  or other measures,   subject  to stated exceptions. 

Article   13  requires   that   import or export  restrictions   b£  applied without 

discrimination against   third countries.    Article 20 enumerates "general 

exceptions."   including   the  right   to take -Maftf -VelaUng  to  the con- 

servation of exhaustible  natural   resources." and prohibits  "arbitrary or 

unjustified discrimination between  countries"   in  regard  to such measures. 

F.nally.  of central   importance   to  the problem or  the normative status of 

export    controls.   Artlcl.  21   declares   that  the preced-'ng Articles should 

not  be construed "to prevent any contracting party from taking any action 

which  it  considers necessary  for  the protection of  its  essential  security 

interests...taken  In time of war or other emergencies   In   Internationa, 

relations."    Thus.  a.though  some would argue   that  the political   use of 

export    controls,  and particularly   the Arab oil  enfcargo.   vio^ted  the 

The 
men i mtSfX    MSSSi University ^.d     W^l    2>     .I'liT^ 
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provisions of the GATT,' it appears necessary to agree with Richard N. 

Gardner that "it is extremely difficult to discern any coherent gulde- 

lines for national policy."    The sweeping "national security" excep- 

tion of Article 21 serves to reinforce this conclusion. 

The international legal status of politically-motivated manipula- 

tions of economic power and resource control thus continues to be a 

matter of much controversy.  E\.en though a strong case could be made, 

based upon interpretations of existing norms, that such measures are 

orohibited, a counterclaim could be established and buttressed by 

other suitable references.  That clear norms governing economic coercion 

do not exist should not be surprising, for, as William Coplin has noted, 

To conclude that International law must adjust to political 
reality, therefore. Is to miss the point, since inter- 
national law is part of political reallly and serves as 
an Institutional means of developing and reflecting a gen- 
eral consensus on the nature of International reality. 

The norms governing politically-motivated export controls are ambiguous 

because consensus on the place of economic coercion as an Instrument of 

stability and/or change within the present International system Is lack- 

ing and divergent policy p-eferences exist. However, before examining 

those divergent preferences and interests, a brief consideration of norms 

concerning economically-motivated export restrictions Is needed. 

' Pai«'. and Blaustein, OJK cl t. , p. ^26. 

**Testimony of Richard N. Gardner, Hearings, Joint Economic Committee, 
On Economic Impact of Petroleum Shortages, 93rd Long., 1st Sess., December 

13. 1971.. PP. 156-161, p. 157. 

***William D. Coplin, "Law and Internj:ional Politics," reprinted In 
Polltl.s and the International System. Kobert L. Pfaltzgraff, Jr. (cd.) 
TPFHTadelphia:  J.B. Llppincott Co., 1972), pp. 52^-561, pp. 560-561. 
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The main instrument reijj'ating trading relations, includiny the ust 

of export controls as an instrument of domestic economic policy, e.g., 

the June 1973 U.S. temporary embargo on soybean exports, is the GAIT. 

As noted already, GATT provides a set of general rules to govern inter- 

national trade, commits the contracting parties to lowering trade bar- 

riers, and contains procedures for settling disputes over its provisions 

and mechanisms for the controlled employment of economic sanctions.  At 

the same time, GATT provides a series of permissible exceptions to its 

rules.'  In addition to the "national security" exception of Article 21 

noted earlier, several exceptions bear upon the issue of  export controls 

for domestic reasons.  Article 1! permits export prohibitions or restric- 

tions "temporarily applied to prevent or relieve critical shortages of 

foodstuffs or other products essential to the exporting contracting 

party." Article 20 allows for measures related to "conservation of 

exhaustible nattral resources" and permits restrictions "essential to 

the acquisition or distribution of products in general or local short 

supply." Given these exceptions, the result is to "leave very little, 

if any, effective GATT policing of export control policy."'   Thus, as 

in the case of politically-motivated export controls, the existing 

normative framework for the problem of access to supplies Is inadequate 

to handle the problems likely to confront the international economic 

system in the coming decades. 

'See, generally, John H. Jackson, World Trade and the Law of the GATT 

(New York:  Bobbs-Merri11 Co., 1972). 

ftft|bid. . p. 502. 
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Access   to  Global   Resources: 
The Stakes 

The  stakes of   the access-to-global-resources   issue vary with   the 

perspective adopted.     An examination of how  the   issue   looks   to  the 

United  States,   to other   industrialized nations,   to  resource-rich  LDCs, 

to resource-poor  LDCs,  and  to a nascent   international   community   indi- 

cates   the  choices  and constraints   to be  dealt with by a set of guide- 

lines   for a  U.S.   approach  to access   to supplies. 

To  U.S.   policymakers,   the   issue of access-to-global-resources   is 

a multifaceted  problem,   diversely  affecting a   range of U.S.   interests. 

First,   as  a  resource   importer,   likely   to depend   in   1985 upon   imports of 

nine of   the  thirteen basic minerals,  excluding oil,  critical   to a modern 

industrial   economy,   the U.S.  has  a clear  interest  in assuring stable 

supplie«  of  these resources.    Abrupt  supply shutoffs, whether  for polit- 

ical  or  economic reasons, will  disrupt   the U.S.  economy and slow economic 

growth.     A preliminary  FEA assessment of   the   impact of  the Arab oil 

errbargo  suggests   that  it  resulted   in a  $10-20 billion slowdown of  the 

U.S.   economy and  the   loss  of approximately  500,000 jobs.       Similarly, 

uncertainty about   the possibility of such abrupt disruptions  and about 

the difficulties of substitution of  materials   undermines  the necessary 

stability of expectations.     The  result may be  postponed   investment 

decisions,   under-utilized capacity,  or speculative buying and price 

fluctuations.     Finally,   the United  States,  as  an oil   importer,   has  an 

inte'est   in  fostering OPEC policies more sensitive to the disruptive 

national   and   international   consequences of excessively high oil   prices. 

Federal   Energy Agency,   Impact of  the Oil  Embargo,   (mimeograph) 

"• 
mm 
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Second, the emergence of the United States as the major residual 

source of agricultural exports alsc affects U.S. interests.  From this 

perspective, access tc supplies requires that the interests of other 

countries in stable availability of U.S. agricultural commodities be 

balanced against sufficient availability of supplies for the domestic 

market and moderate price 'lability of those domestic supplies and 

their products.  Nor is this the case only with U.S. agricultural pro- 

ducts.  A comparable clash between the interests of foreign and domes- 

tic consumers is emerginy over supplies of coking coal.  Pressures 

* 
for U.S. export controls on this raw material are also growing. 

Third, a U.S. approach to the issue of access-to-global-resources 

must not only take into account its divergent interests stemming from 

its position as both producer and consumer, but must also bear in mind 

that the United States is the leader of a security coalition among 

Western, advanced industrialized nations.  Excessively narrow positions 

designed to protect U.S. producer interests can endanger alliance 

cohesion.  For example, the disruptive impact of the June 1973 U.S. 

soybean embargo upon economic calculations in Western Europe and Japan 

was one further blow added to the "economic shock" of August 1071 in which 

poor handling o' economic relationships eroded political solidarity. 

Nor are adverse political consequences absent in those areas where both 

the United St»tec and its allies are interested In stable access dt 

manageable prices tc other countries' raw materials.  Intra-alllance 

kThe New York Times. September 26, 197'* 
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clashes over the prospect of a future Arab oil embargo and with the 

economic repercussions of high oil prices during the past year indicate 

the possibility of conflict.  Significantly greater Western European 

and Japanese relative dependence upon Arab oil imports, as well as the 

prior renunciation by U.S. al'ies of pretensions to a global foreign 

policy roie, nade these allies both far less ready to have a consumer- 

producer confrontation and far more wilting to allow their foreign 

policies to be influenced by the Arab "o'1 weapon." As long as mainte- 

nance of a stable security relationship with these countries remains a 

U.S. interest, the impact upon alliance cohesion of approaches to the 

access-to-supplies issue will have to be weighed in the balance.  More- 

over, given its basic security interests in Western Europe, the United 

States must also be concerned about the implications of the four-fold 

increase in oil prices for European economic and political viability. 

Economic and political collapse in one or more of the weaker European 

nations would seriously affect the U.S. global security position and 

ulsrupt global economic interaction beneficial to tha United States. 

Fourth, the question of access-to-global-resources touches signif- 

icantly upon the U.S. interest in countering threats to U.S. Independence 

of action in world affiars.  Absolute freedom of action Is clearly unat- 

tainable.  But heavy dependence upon foreign, potentially unstable, 

sources of critical resources would be an additional constraint.  The 

prospect of a future oil embargo, for example, need not, as it did in 

1973-7'«, lead to a forced reversal of U.S. policy; but It could lead to 

a slow, almost imperceptible erosion of past policy positions.  A dif- 

fuse sense of vulnerability would affect U.S  policymakers much as 

• 
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choices. :  Thus, the access-to-globa)-resources issue raises the ques- 

tion of the extent to which a shift towards depoliticizing international 

economic dealings would .ean sacrificing a valuable U.S. foreign policy 

instrument.  If it would, whether .uch depoliticlzation should be the 

objective of U.S. policy is debatable. 

Sixth, the access-to-resources question is also tied up with a 

broader U.S. interest In narrowing the gap between rich and poor nations. 

Support for the developmental efforts of the world's poorer nations 

rests upon a combination of concern about the conflict-producing poten- 

tial of a growing North-South division, diffuse humanitarian instincts, 

and responsibility to ourselves as a nation and to what we would have 

the United States stand for in the world. The impact upon this interest 

of alternative approaches, of a niggling or a more community-minded 

balance between U.S. producer and consumer demands concerning agricul- 

tural exports, will not be Insignificant. 

A U.S. raw materials policy will have to take into account not only 

the preceding range of U.S. interests but those of other countries as 

well.  Within the limited confines of this essay it is possible only to 

note briefly these other views of what is at stake. 

For the other advanced, industrial.zed countries, access to scarce 

resources, as noted earlier, means stable access at manageable prices 

both to critical minerals such as oil and to U.S. agricultural products. 

When the executive conrnsslon of the European Economic Community calls 

\ 
\ 

See 
Raw Mate 

e    e g   .  William Schneider,   Jr.,  Can We ^rt
v
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Strategy InformatIon Center, 19/M . 
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For the resource-poor LOCs, the newly-named "'Uh world," access to 

resources is partly an attempt to avoid becominq "spillover victims" 

<>f politically-motivated embargoes or of cartelization and increased 

prices.  Their potential conflict of interest with the resource-rich 

LDCs is tempered significantly, however, by vicarious identification 

with the resources power of those exporting countries.  At the same 

tine, access to supplies means access to U.S. food grains as insurance 

against crop failure and famine.  In these countries as well, however, 

there is resistance to linking more stable and open access to U.S. 

agricultural commodities with more assured access to those natural 

resources vital to the advanced industrial eocnomies. 

See, Barbara Ward, "First, Second, Third and Fourth Worlds," 
Economist, May 18, \97t*,   pp. 65 ff. 
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IV.  GUIDELINES FOR U.S. RESOURCES POLICY 

The overall purpose of U.S. "resources pol.cy" should be the grad- 

ual development of a system of international economic collective security, 

Such a system would comprehend norms and procedures within which to 

harmonize diverqent claims to the world's resources and variously to 

regulate, rationalize, or limit the growth and/or effects of economic 

interdependence.  Movement towards an international economic collective 

security system requires that three problems be handled:  first, the 

coercive manipulation of economic dependency relationships, e.g., 

utilization of oil as a source of political power; second, decreased 

domestic economic autonomy in an era of the "interpenetration of econo- 

mies"; and third, broad agreement upon a conception of global economic 

equity without which any economic collective security system will be 

subject to revisionist pressures from both poor and rich nations.  As 

the preceding examination of alternative perceptions of the stakes 

involved in the access-to-resources issue would indicate, preferred 

solutions to these problems vary.  The following proposes a set of norms 

and procedures, therefore, from a U.S. policy perspective, but one 

broadly rat^r than narrowly defined.  This attempt to base a possible 

US. resources policy upon self-interest blended with a larger community 

perspective is in the tradition of much of Twentieth Century U.S. foreign 

po11cy. 

Depol11ici zation of 
International Resources Trade 

In the midst of the Arab oil embargo Richard Gardner argued that. 

At a minimum, the new rules (on export controls) should 
prohibit the use of export or other controls for political 

BWmim PMJM E^-. 
  •' )■» ■M... . — WT FHiffiD * 
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about U.S. manipulation of Soviet emigration policy by withholding M.F.N. 

status for Soviet exports should not be overlooked.'  Nonetheless, to 

argue that a norm depoliticizing international economic dealings, partic- 

ularly the use of export controls to gain political advantages, would be 

a desirable elaboration of existing international norms and purposes 

does not resolve the matter. Would U.S. interests be best served by 

support for such a norm?  If depoliticization is desirable, but Inter- 

national agreement is unlikely to be forthcoming, should U.S. resources 

policy seek instead to foster a more limited consensus upon what types 

of politically-motivated manipulations of economic interactions are 

acceptable? Or should it pursue acceptance of the more restrictive norm, 

while acknowledging limits to its universality? 

Acceptance by U.S. policymakers of a norm prohibiting the politi- 

cal ly-motivated use of export controls as a coercive instrument would 

entail both a reversal of past practice and a willingness to forgo the 

possible political advantages that might accrue from the U.S. emergence 

as residual source of agricultural commodities. As noted earlier, U.S. 

cold war strategy included the embargo of sules of a broad range of 

"strategic" goods to the Soviet Union, the Chinese People's Republic, 

and various "Communist bloc" countries.  Similarly, the United States In 

October I960 embargoed trade with Cuba, while decisions made in 1962 

prohibited impoits of products of Cuban or partly Cuban origin.** But 

The New York Times, October 15, ]37'*. 

** 
See,  Anna P.  Schreiber, "Economic Coercion as an  Instrument of 

Foreign Policy:     U.S.  Economic Measures Against Cuba and the Dominican 
Republic," World Politics,  Volume XXV.  Number  3  (April   1973),  pp.   387" 
^13.  pp.  387-389. pp.  '♦05-A08. 

■■ 
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this  U.S.   manipulation of  trading   relationships was  not motivated   in all 

cases  by  cold war calculations alone.     By closely controlling U.S.   food 

aid  to   India   in   the mid-1960s,  President  Johnson  sought   to force a 

change   in   India's  agricultural   policies."'     Between   1960-1962 U.S.   eco- 

nomic  policies were  used   in an attempt  to end  the Trujillo regime and 

then  to support  a more democratic  regime   in   the Dominican Reptblic.** 

The record  indicates,  however,   that each   instance of economic coercion 

had an extremely   limited,   if any,   impact.     Economic development   in the 

Soviet  Union,   China,  and  the Eastern European  countries was not  signifi- 

cantly   impaired,   and Soviet military  power continued  to grow.     As   for 

the economic boycott of Cuba,  the growth of  triangular  trade and depen- 

dence on  the  Soviet Union neutralized many of   Its eff-tts.     In any case, 

Castro's policy was  unaffected.    Similarly,   the modest success   in  the 

Dominican  Republic was due as much  to tht  threat of force were an anti- 

democratic coup  to occur as  to economic coercion against  the Trujlllc 

regime and  in support of  its successors.     Finally,   recent events call 

into question  the  long-term results of Johnson's pressures upon   India's 

agricultural  policies. In assessing  the costs  to the United States 

of a norm prohibiting future political   use of export controls,   this very 

limited success  of such past efforts  should be borne  in mind. 

By  contrast,   recent efforts   to change Soviet emigration policy by 

linking M.F.N.   status  for Soviet e>ports  to such  liberalization appear 

See    W.W.   Rostow,  The Diffusion of Power   (New York:    The M^cmlllan 
Co.,   1972),  pp.   m2-k2}. ~~~ 

■A A 
Schreiber, o£. clt., pp. A05-4O8. 

*A* 

See Schreiber, o£. cit., pp. kOk-kOS,  p. M3. Generally see Knorr, 
Power and Wealth, pp. I38-T5?. 
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to have been a more successful attempt to manipulate economic transac- 

tions for political purposes.  More importantly, the United States emer- 

^nce as the major residual supplier of agricultural commodities is seen 

by some as providing opportunities for the political manipulation of 

agricultural exports in support of U.S. foreign policy.  Thus, William 

Schneider envisages, assuming proper preparatory measures, "the exercise 

of economic warfare in agricultural commodities as a routine component 

of U.S. diplomacy."  According to Schneider, politirally-motivated 

manipulation of agricultural exports wojld allow the United States, "to 

influence resotrce allocation within the Soviet ctonomy" and otherwise 

demand quid pro quos from the Soviets.   It would also constitute a 

multipurpose instrument in relations with various developing countries 

as a means of "improving (the U.S.] birgainlng position vis-a-vis raw 

materials suppliers," "extracting military basing rights from otherwise 

reluctant nations," and "inhib'tlng alliances hostile to the interests 

of the United States."    In view of such proposals, the benefit for 

U.S. interests of a norm prohibiting politically-motivated export manipu- 

lation is arguable.  Its ultimate desirability depends, thus, upon how 

useful an instrument of U.S. policy the ability to manipulate agricul- 

tural exports would be and what the costs are to the United States or 

making "economic warfare in agricultural commodities a routine component 

of U.S. diplomacy." 

y,-A 

*** 

Schneider, 0£. ci t., p. 2**. 

Ibid. , p. 37, pp. BS-'O generally 

Ibid., p. 39. P. M. 
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United States.  While these imports comprised 13.3 percent of their 

votal supply, imports from the United States represented only 3-2 per- 

cent of a total world wheat market of 69.o million metric tons.  Specif- 

ically, Saudi Arabia and Algeria are both heavily dependent upon imports 

from the United States.  Thus in 1973 the United States supplied 225,000 

metric tons of wheat and wheat flour to Saudi Arabia or 63 percent of 

total Saudi imports, and 575,000 metric tons to Algeria or 51 percent of 

total Algerian imports.  It is necessary, however, to compare these 

import figures to the size of the world wheat and wheat flour market 

wlich in 1973 was 69.8 million metric tons and to U.S. wheat and wheat 

flour exports in the same year of 31.0 million metric tons.  The vulner- 

ability of countries such as Algeria and Saudi Arabia depends, therefore, 

upon whether a cut-off of U.S. exports could be compensated for by pur- 

chases from other suppliers.  Given the relatively small proportion of 

the world wheat market represented by Saudi and Algerian Imports and 

their ability to use their oil revenues to outbid other potential custo- 

mers. It is reasonable to conclude that a shift to alternative suppliers 

would be feasible.  Nor, without significantly Improved U.S. controls 

over and monitoring of export destinations and transshipment, could the 

possibility of Arab purchases of U.S. grain via anonymous middlemen be 

preeluded. 

This and the following figures are from U.S. Department of Agri- 
culture data supplied In Foffgn Agricultural Trade of the United States, 
Economic Research Service, U S. Department 5f Agriculture. 197^«; Data 
and Analysis Concerning the Hossibllity of a U.S. Food Embargo as a 
Response to the Present Arab Oil Boycott, prepared for U.S. Congress, 
House, Committee on Foreign Affairs, 197'». 

Movement to such control seems to be taking place in the wake of 
recent Soviet efforts to purchase unexpected amounts of U.S. feed grains. 
The New York Times, October 10, 197'». 
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The situation   for U.S.   rice exports   is oniy slightly  different. 

Among   the Arab countries  Saudi   Arab   ^ alone   is heavily  dependent  upon 

the  United States.     In   Wk   it   imported  250.000 metric  tons of  rice, 

including   125.000  tons   from  the  United States.     Since  Saudi   Arabia pro- 

duces  virtually  no  rice of   its own,   U.S.   imports equalled 50 percent  of 

Saudi   rice  requirements.     Unlike  the world wheat  market,   however,   the 

world  rice market   is   relatively small   {1M million metric   tons   in   Wk) 

in comparison  to Saudi   imports.     Even so.   use of a "rice   lever"  is 

limited both  to  the ability of Saudi   consumers  to switch  from rice  to 

wheat as   India did  in  1973 or once again  to barter her high-priced 

oiI   for  rice. 

Thus, to have a chance of success an agr-cultural food exports 

embargo wculd have to include not only U.S. supplies, but also those of 

the other major exporters of wheat and wheat flour, of Australia, Canada, 

Argentina, France, and to a lesser degree the U.S.S.R. A joint embargo 

by the major Western exporters is highly unlikely for a variety of 

reasons, not least of which is the relatively greater vulnerability of 

the other Western countries to Arab oil countermeasures.  Even assuming 

a We-tern embargo, purchases could still be made from the Soviet Union, 

Argentina, and smaller exporters. With regard to LDC producers of other 

raw materials, the situation appears comparable.  Countries such as 

Jamaica (bauxite). Morocco (phosphates), Malaysia and Thailand (tin), or 

Brazil and Gabon (manganese) are either not dependent on U.S. agrlcul- 

tural exports or not sufficiently dependent in comparison to the size 

of the world market to make the threat of a U.S. export embargo an 

A 
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adequate deterrent.'" Thus, the potential utility of -^nlpulating agri- 

cultural exports as a bargaining instrument vis-a-vis LDC raw materials 

producers is open to serious question. 

And the probable costs of such an approach aimed at either the 

Soviets or selected LOC's are strong reasons for believing that 'J.S. 

interests would be served better by a norm depoliticlzing such Inter- 

national transactions.  First, as already noted, the recent Congres- 

sional usage of M.F.N. status for Soviet exports to the United States 

to influence Soviet domestic policies has created bitterness and resent- 

ment within the Soviet elite. A more far-reaching attempt to link 

continued Soviet access to the U.S. agricultural market with Soviet 

political quid pro quos or to refuse access in order to influence 

Sowie.): resource allocation or to erode the political position of 

existing leaders would create even more displeasure. As Schneider notes, 

manipulating agricultural exports Ji a form of economic warfare.  Grant- 

ing the need to avoid exaggerating what detente means from a Soviet per- 

spective, it is nonetheless the case that such U.S. economic coercion 

would run counter to attempts at rationalizing the "limited adversary" 

relationship between the Unitel States and the Soviet Union. Conserva- 

tive forces within the Soviet leadership skeptical about the possibility 

of finding areas of overlapping U.S.-Soviet interest would find their 

position strengthened, particularly since the Brezhnev leadership h». 

stressed the economic qains of detente. Moreover, the state of mind 

See data in Foreign Agricultural Trade of the United States on 
exports to particular countries. 

- •-' -^- ■•^* 'WP» •mfguMW '»y ^■'^-' —^t«. 
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likely   to develop on  both sides   from U.S.   economic warfare would  be 

hardly  conducive   to  arms  control   negotiations.      In so  far as   such  agree- 

ments and a  more diffuse movement   towards  more  stable rules   regulating 

Soviet-American  global   interaction   is   in   the   U.S.   interest,   the  costs  of 

economic warfare  of   the  type  Schneider  discusses  outweigh   the  putative 

benefits."     Second,  were   this  worsening  of  U.S.-Soviet   relations   to occur, 

one  side  effect   is   likely   to be   increased   intra-al1iance  tensions  because 

the other members would see U.S.   policy as   an  anachronistic  throwback   to 

cold war policies  and because   it would  run  counter  to  that  gradual   "al 1- 

European  reconciliation"  to which governments  and publics had  been  com- 

mitted.     Third,   and perhaps most   importantly,   a U.S.   policy of   trying  to 

employ a "commodities weapon" would preclude efforts  to depoliticize 

trade and access   to raw materials. 

In contrast,  why U.S.   interests would  be better served by a norm 

prohibiting  politically-motivated export   controls  should be briefly 

elaborated.     To begin,  even were  raw materials  producing LDC's   to vio- 

late  that   norm,   the United States would be   in a better position   to  take 

retaliatory  action.     An  international   standard by which  to defend and 

legitimize  U.S.   actions would help  to minimize both  the   international 

and  domestic   repercussions of a confrontation with producing countries. 

This could be  particularly helpful  were   the  United States,   in  the midst 

of a  future Arab oil   embargo,   to conclude   that only  the threat or use of 

military  force could alleviate   the embargo's  destructive  impact.     Were 

Conversely,  were Soviet  actions   to   indicate a  lack of serious 
commitment   to arms  control   agreements  and  stabilizing  the U.S.-Soviet 
relationship,   economic warfare might  be appropriate.     But,   In  that case 
the overall   framework would have shifted  back  to that of the cold war. 
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African  interest   is  not   incongruent with more   limited calculations of 

U.S.   interests,   it   reinforces   the argument   for  U.S.   pursuit of a norm 

depoliticizing access   to global   resources. 

On balance,   therefore.   U.S.   interests would be better  served by a 

norm barring  politically-motivated export   controls   than  by  continued 

normative ambiguity  regarding economic coercion.     The  possible benefits 

to  the United States of a  policy of manipulating agricultural   exports 

are outweighed by  a variety  of considerations.     Not   the   least of  these 

is   the handicap  such a U.S.   policy would  represent   for mobilizing sup- 

port, especially within  the united States,   to buttress  a counte-coercive 

set of  retaliatory  actions   during,   for example,  a  future Arab oil  embargo. 

But  to argue  that  a norm depoliticizing   international   economic 

trading transactions   is  desirable  from a U.S.   perspective   is   far  fror, 

proving that   it   is   likely   to come about   in  the near   term.     The opposition, 

noted earlier,   to such a  norm an^ng both  the  resource-rich LOC's and 

their "fourth  world"  supporters  makes   its  quick and easy  establishment 

.ost  unlikely       With  the  depoliticization of access   to supplies  desirable 

but presently   infeasible.  U.S.   policy confronts  two alternatives.     It 

could seek to foster an  international  consensus delimiting  those few 

purposes  for which politically-motivated export controls would be deemed 

legitime,  a policy of "limited depol i tici zation."    Or.   it  could argue 

•~„ ~rrthihi t-inn even  if a consensus  is not instead for  the more  sweeping  prohibition even 

forthcoming. 

There are  several   reasons   to conclude  that  the  latter alternative 

should guide U.S.   policy.     To begin with.   It  is  impossible not to 

believe that whatever framework of norms  regulating  the  limited 

/ 
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depoliticization of international economic transactions which emerged 

would not allow for repeated use of the Arab "oil weapon." The balance 

of global forces which makes general depoliticization infeasible equally 

makes that outcome a certainty.  Thus, by going along with efforts to 

establish limited depoliticization, the United States would also find 

itself less able to take retaliatory measures needed to protect U.S. 

interests.  Even ambiguous normative guidelines not necessarily univer- 

sally accepted which would allow U.S. policymakers to claim the ille- 

gality and illegitimacy of the "oil weapon" are to be preferred to more 

limited and accepted norms which legalize in certain situations that 

weapon': use.  In this case "second best" Is not a partial regulation of 

export politics.  Also, the types of exceptions likely to emerge in a 

limited depoliticization norm are very likely to be meaningless, dan- 

gerous, or both.  One possible exception would allow economic coercion 

in self-defense against lesser threats than the armed attack of Article 

51 of the U.N. Charter.  Given the vagueness of "self-defense" in inter- 

national law, it is hard to see how this exception would comprise an 

uncontroversial standard.  Another possible exception would demand a 

is 
"legitimate purpose"   to justify  such measures.       But,  who and what will 

define "legitimate"?     The pitfalls of auto-determlnation  need not be 

elaborated.     Still   another exception might  combine attempts   to define 

legitimate purposes with a  rule  that  the economic coercion must both be 

necessary   for  pursuit of   that  purpose and  proportional   to  the values at 

Shihata,  o£.   ci t. ,   argues  for  this   interpretation  and   includes   the 
October   1973 oil   boycott. 
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stake.  This formulation, however, only shifts the controversy to what 

is necessary and proportional.  Or, it might be agreed that politlcally- 

motivated export controls are legitimately directed at primary opponents 

but not at secondary ones, much as domestic law prohibits secondary 

boycotts.  But, to take the "oil weapon," its spillover effects and the 

prohable response of the oil multinationals in spreading the impact of 

an oil embargo irretrievably muddy any such distinction. 

More importantly, perhaps, any one of the preceding exceptions 

would be dangerous from the perspective of U.S. interests.  Again, they 

all make U.S. retaliation more difficult to undertake by legalizing raw 

materials coercion in loosely defined and readily manlpulable circum- 

stances.  Moreover, the final exception distinguishing primary from 

secondary targets is especially undesirable because its most probable 

effect would be to weaken further the cohesion among the advanced, 

industrialized nations. 

For the preceding reasons, therefore, U.S. policy should not sup- 

port efforts to formulate agreement on the limited depolitlclzatlon of 

access to supplies.  Jven though success Is unlikely, U.S. articulation 

of a norm generally barring political coercion via export controls over 

scarce raw materials Is more In accord with a full range of U.S. Inter- 

ests.  And again, not least important of those interests Is the creation 

of a normative climate within which U.S. policymakers could justify 

domestically U.S. counter-coercion If necessary. 

'   IM^'JUHr 'M '»"I «H. IM II | 
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Rationali;ation  of   Interdependence: 
Export  Controls  and Economic  Necessities 

The postwar growth of economic   interdependence has  eroded national 

autonomy:      increased   interpenetrat ion  of  national   economies  handicaps 

national   efforts  to achieve a broad   range of social   and economic objec- 

tives.     Recently  its disruptive  domestic effect  has  be. sme  clearly 

evident   in  the area of U.S.   agricultural   cornmodity  exports.     For  the 

U.S.   the position of  residual   supplier has meant  steadily  rising domes- 

tic  prices,   the possibility of   inadequate supplies   to meet  domestic 

needs,   and,   generally,   a   vulnerability  to unpredictable  fluctuations 

abroad.    As  for  the  future,   the prospect of periodic external   shortages 

or surpluses   in an unregulated global   free-market  structure  raises 

serious  problems  for  the  United States.     Movement   towards  global   economic 

collective security requires,   therefore,   that  trade   in  agricultural   com- 

modities be  rationalized.     At   the  same  time,   the norms  developed here 

can serve as  potential   guidelines   in other areas where efforts   to  rationa- 

lize   interdependence are  needed. 

The alternative  to norms  harmonizing  the  interests of producing and 

consuming  countries would  be what   Richard Cooper   labels  a "defensive 

response."     It entails  "attempts   to  reduce economic   interdependence by 

preserving or restoring  the  fragmentation of markets   In order  to retain 

some  economic autonomy."       A defensive U.S.   response which sought  to 

reinsulate   the U.S.   domestic market without  taking   into account  the 

interests of  those countries which had become dependent  upon  that market 

Cooper,  "Economic   Interdependence and Foreign  Policy," p.   169. 
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could well   foster more widespread  unscrambling of   interdependency  rela- 

tionships,   including  security   relationships.     Narrowly  self-interested 

U.S.   export controls  over agricultural   products would   foster conflict 

and disunity among   the United States,   Japan,  and   the Western European 

countries.     More   importantly,   failure  to find mutually  acceptable norms 

of access   to these exports would   increase existing  uncertainties  about 

access   to supplies of  future  scarce   resources.     In  so doing,   it   increases 

the  probability of  efforts   to assure such access  either by  competitive 

bilateral   scrambling or by bloc-wide preferential   agreements.     Either 

would  have appreciable economic and political   costs. 

Rationalization of   interdependence  in U.S.   agricultural   commodities 

would  require both   the creation of a world  food   reserve  system and agree- 

mert  upon  the norms  and procedures  governing controls  upon experts.     On 

the one hand,  a world   reserve system in which both   importers and exporters 

agree  to hold minimum stocks of   food and feed grains,   buying   In  times of 

relative  surplus and  selling   in  times of relative  scarcity, would help 

stabilize  the world agrlcultursl  market and provide   insurance against 

serious  famines.     Spreading   the burden and responsibility among nations 

represents a more equitable solution  than postwar  reliance on  the United 

States as   the source of  reserves.     The   latter   is   in  any  case no  longer 

politically acceptable  to  the United States,  nor  perhaps   to potent;ally 

needy countries such as   India.     The world reserve system woula create a 

relative balance between  -upply and denwnd and make   the U.S.   position as 

residual  supplier  far more  tolerable  in terms of domestic  impact.     It 

could both meet  the needs of potential  customers   In  timeo of shortages 

and control   the   impact  upon  the U.S.  price structure of such unpredictable 

■ 
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materials  and commodities.     Fo- example,   from the  viewpoint  of copper- 

producinq  countries   the   recent  wide  price   fluctuations   are  undesirable. 

U.S.   policy  should accept   stabilizing  trade   in such   r=,w materials  as  a 

concomitant of stabilizinq   trade   in commodities of   interest   to  the 

United  States.     Both  come within   the  broader  rubric of   international 

economic  collective security.     Moreover,   regarding access   to supplies 

of  non-renewable  resources,   a  norm allowing export   restrictions  designed 

to  regulate  reasonably  the   rate of  utilization   is   legitimate.     But.  as 

with agricultural   commodities   restrictions   for conservation purposes 

need  to be accompanied by  procedures designed  to allow  purchasers  to 

adjust  their policies.    Abrupt  changes would,   therefore,   violate the 

obligations  of  resource pr.uucers   to  resource consumers. 

To sum up,   reaching an   International   consensus  upon n. -ms and pro- 

cedures  for   regulating economically-motivated  recourse   to export con- 

trols  should not  be an   impossible  undertaking.    A normative  framework 

which emphasized  the   legitimacy of export   restrictions when needed  to 

satisfy domestic needs at  moderately stable prices or   for  conservation, 

but which made  recourse   to controls  conditional   upon   fulfilling proce- 

dures  designed  to  require explanation or justification,  minimize abrupt- 

ness,   and  recognize  the dependency of  traditional  buyers   represents one 

framework  for balancing producer and consumer  interests.     When accom- 

panied by measures  to smootii out   the market, e.g.,  a global   food and  feed 

grains   reserve system or  commodity stabilization agreements,   these norms 

and procedures would contribute significantly  to rationalizing access  to 

supplies   in an  interdependent  economic order.     This overall   framework 

would contribute thereby  to  increased global  economic  security. 
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Towards a Conception of Global Economic Equity 

Underlying any security system is a given status quo which that 

system seeks to maintain.  Past experience with political-military 

collective security systems has demonstrated repeatedly that lack of 

agreement upon what is to be ■Jecured--the peace that is at stake--is 

their main weakness.  This means that future global efforts to articu- 

late and manage a system of collective intemntional economic security 

must be accompanied, if not preceded, by effc-ts to foster agreement 

upon a more equitable conception of world economic interaction bene- 

ficial to all.  It will have to satisfy the demands for international 

economic equit- of both the LDC's and the developed countries. On the 

one hand, it will be necessary to enhance that emerging global comi t- 

ment to the economic, social, and political development of both *he "3rd" 

and "'.th worlds" Efforts to rarrow the gap between rich and poor nations, 

to develop and support an inclusive approach to global welfare which 

recognizes, as one U.M. declaration put it. that "economic and social 

progress is the common and shared responsibility of the entire inter- 

national communit-."* would be one component of the emerging structure. 

On the other hand, movement towards a structure of global economic 

secrity cannot be defined simply in terms of increased redistribution 

between rich and poor nations, as an effort to further the rights and 

satisfy the needs of only one portion of the world community. An 

inclusive approach to global equity would require recognition of both 

the economic necessities and responsibilities of »tl nations.  Regard- 

less of recent efforts by both resource-rich LDC's and the UNCTAD Group 
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of 77 to establish a narrow approach to international economic security, 

a broader meaning needs to be qiven to the U.N. declaration that 

every country has the right and duty to develop itj human 
and natural resources, but the full benefit of its efforts 
can be realized only with the concomitant and efective 
international action.  (Itclics added]* 

To paraphrase Robert Hunter, the answer given to the question "Whose 

economic peace?" must be not the developed countries' peace, nor that 

of the LDC's, but both. Otherwise, whatever economic order emerges will 

be based solely upon the relative balance of power and subject to con- 

tinued revisionist pressures from dissatisfied countries. 

From the perspective of U.S. "resources diplomacy," a U.S. commit- 

ment to international economic security grounded in an inclusive concep- 

tion of global equity would require support for the following guidelines. 

First, U.S. policy should accept a broad, though not the sole, measure 

of responsibility for supplying food aid on concessional terms to famine- 

threatened LOC's.  In so doing, it should clearly argue that such aid is 

an acknowledgment of the need for a cooperative international approach 

to economic security, thus setting up a framework within which to call 

for concessions in other areas, especially energy. As has been proposed 

frequently, a U.S. reserves program should treat such supplies as the 

equivalent of supplies for domestic needs.  Similarly, U.S. reserves 

policy should take the opportunity to support the inclusive conception 

of global equity by articulating the principle of burden-sharing and by 

requiring contributions fro^ other developed countries and resource- 

rich LOC's. 

Ibid. 
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Sr.cond, international collective economic security requires that 

resource-rich LDC's consider the impact of their raw materials develop- 

ment, utilization, and pricing policies upon other countries.  Global 

economic equity requires that the legitimate interest of oil-producing 

countries in higher prices, particularly given past inequities, be 

tempered, nonetheless, by consideration of the effects abroad of the 

four-fold increase of oil prices.  Raw materials prices which vitiate 

the development efforts of resource-poor LDC's and which gravel* threaten 

the economic and political stability of the advanced industrialized coun- 

tries challenge the community commitment to economic equity and security. 

U.S. raw materials policy should challenge the legitimacy of such exclu- 

sivist manipulation of economic dependency.  In so doing, it should clearly 

link together food and fuel.  Notwithstanding the resistance among resource- 

rich and resource-poor LDC's to such a linkage, both issues are cases in 

which narrowly self-interested policies threaten broader community pur- 

poses and in which exclusivist policy takes from the well-being, both 

present and future, of other countries. 

Thira, U.S. policy would recognize that a more equitable inter- 

national economic order would have to find means of handling the related 

problems of the LDC's terms of trade and access to markets.  Although 

the Shah's proposal of indexing oil prices to the rate of inflation of 

developed countries' exports appears likely further to institutionalize 

inflation, -.he problem to which the proposal points cannot be dismissed 

On the impact of oil prices see World Bank. Annual Report lg?*», 
esp. pp. 5-13; OECD, Economic Outlook, July, 197**. 

""■•- ,««-; HF ■», I»H»'I 
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out of hand.  One possibility would be to trade-off stable oil prices 

at $6-8/barrel for agreement among the advanced industrialized nations 

to take hard anti-'nflation measures much as the IMF has frequently 

demanded an internal economic quid pro quo or as West Germany required 

when lending money recently to Italy.  Failure to take such measures 

would free the oil-producing countries from any responsibility not to 

seek off-setting price increases.  A global agricultural reserves sys- 

tem which stabilized the price of food and, with time, feed grain exports 

to these countries would also be helpful.  As for non-cil-producing 

countries, price stabilization agreements designed to avoid erratic price 

fluctuations  and allowing for gradual upward pric** movement also come 

within the rubric of global equity.  Similarly, implementation of present 

rhetorical  upport among developed countries for preferential access to 

LDC non-raw material exports is needed. 

Among the resource-rich LDC's there has been an jnwi11ingness to 

accept any linkage between dealing with the world food situation and the 

price-of-oil problem.  U.S. assertions of such linkage have been seen as 

callous attempts to utilize the U.S. position as a major agricultural 

exporter to U.S. advantage In other arenas.  The preceding analysis indi- 

cates, however, that food and fuel are linked to one another much as 

they are link.'d to questions of terms of trade, commodity stabilization 

measures, and preferential trading agreements.  All are aspects of a 

community approach to global economic equity, to regulating the 

E.g., the price of copper has fluctuated from 60 cents per pound In 
August 1973 to Sl.^O per pound In June I971» to 60 cents per pound In 
September 1971». 
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utilization  of   the  globe's   resources  so as   to allow every  country,   poor 

and  rich,   to develop   its  natural   and human  resources.     Moreover, within 

the broader  framework of a  system of   international   economic collective 

security   this movement   towards  global  equity   is  joined  to  the need for 

international   agreement   depoliticizing access   to supplies  and  for 

measures  rationalizing  recourse  to export controls   for  non-coercive 

purposes. 

It  remains   to examine   in  conclusion how a U.S.   raw materials  policy 

rright pursue  these various  but   interrelated objectives.     Interwoven 

throughout  that examination   is  an assessment of the options open to U.S. 

policymakers     for deterring or  responding  to renewed Arab  use of  the 

"oil  weapon." 

• 

For reasons given above it is held that yielding to oil coercion 
Is not in U.S. interests.  Thus, the option of responding by "giving 
the Arabs what they want" is not considered beljw. 
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V.  PURSUING A GLOBAL ECONOMIC SECURITY SYSTEM 

Analysis and evaluation of the .eans by which U.S. policy-makers 

.i.ht pursue the postulated three-fold goal of U.S. raw materials policy 

quires examining four alternative approaches.  Depending upon the par- 

ticular issue and the response of other countries. U.S. policymakers 

could choose among:  right reason and diplomatic initiatives; efforts to 

decrease U.S. vulnerability to disruption of a given interdependency 

;,ationship; actions designed to manipulate or transform the pattern of 
re 

,„..„«100 w.thin . stoql.  issue-are.;  and attempts to »animate other 

countries'  vulnerabilities  in related  issue-areas.* 

Right  Reason and 
Diplomatic   Initiatives 

ji„i«matlr   initiatives" approach attempts  to The "right   reason-diplomatic   iniiianvca    C.KK 

convince other nations by rational  ardent  that  their  iong-ter. interests 

„ouid be served best  by mutual  accommodation -ithin a structure of   inter- 

national economic coilectLe  security.    As utilized  in recent months by 

U.S.   po.icymakers.    «his approach has encompassed sever,,!  elements.    First. 

It has  included frequent  references  to the dire consequences   in an era of 

.„creasin, econom'c   interdependence of continued hl9h oil   prices and o, 

exclusivlst definitions of global  equity.    SpeaMn, at  the United Nations. 

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger  thus v-arned: 

The  increasingly open and cooperative global  economic 
system that we have com.  to M. Jjr^««- *-*  ^ 

Z^ örrn :       o' hfunrelt^ed economic na.ion.l- 
^Ithill. accompanied the collapse of economic order  In 

mill 
■^^z:^-T^^7-^^va 
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^or^^'n'  ^ ShOU,d that OCCur' a,l ^u\d  suffer- 
poor as well as rich, producer as well as consumer.** 

Second, the right reason approach has emphasized both that the polltlcl- 

zation of access to supplies runs counter to a cooperative approach. 

threatens instead a return to neo-mercant i 1 ism. and that talk of an 

oil embargo is unwarranted given U.S. d:plomatic efforts to secure a 

Middle East peace agreement, much as its continuation after adoption of 

a more even-handed U.S. policy in October-November 1973 was '■inappro- 

priate. n** 
Third, rejecting a U.S. role as "the world's sole holder of 

food and feed reserves." the right reason approach calls for cooperative, 

burden-sharing arrangements, including contributions by the oil-producing 

countries, to develop sufficient world food reserves to assure adequate 

supplies in times of scarcity.*** 

The limits to the right reason-diplomatic initiatives approach are 

dearly revealed, however, by its lack of success in the energy issue- 

area.  The Arab oi1-producinj countries remain committed to a renewed oil 

embargo against the United States shouH a new Middle East war erupt.**** 

Alternatively, the record of the past months is one of continuing Saudi 

references to the desirability of an oil price decrease, but also of 

***** repeated unwillingness to take the necessary actions. Other OPEC 

^The New York Times. September 27. 1974. 

**** 
^ See. e.g.. statement of Sheik Yamani. The New York Times. October I, 

*****- 

King  Fana,I^r-~
!S:  ^^ Ü   ^'^ a  recent  sta^nt  by 

Saudi  ac   ion     inc'ud „a    ''!"??'  'VT  ^^    Conver^y.  on   limited 
The  New  ^^.fIKCÄM***^     ^   l******* ^gust  ,||   auction,   see 

nt'iw "■■'' '■■■■" 
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menbers such as Iran and Venezuel.i have been even less swayed by "catas- 

trophe jaw-boning" and speak instead of justifiably high oil prices and 

the prospect of future increases,"  Nor have U.S. efforts to articulate 

the more Inclusive conception of global equity found favorable response 

among the resource-poor countries.  The latter so-called "'♦th world" 

countries continue to define the equity problem simply in terms of in- 

creased aid from the "old rich" and not from both the "old rich" and the 

"newly rich" oi1-producers.  They resist, also, as noted above, any 

linking of food and fuel issues. 

Similarly, U.S. efforts to establish acceptable procedures governing 

Soviet access to U.S. feed grains appear to have been less than successful. 

Recent Soviet attempts to purchase over 3 mil lien metric tons of feed 

grains may very well have violated prior diplomatic understandings, while 

Soviet reluctance to supply necessary agricultural data remains unaffected 

by continuing U.S. diplomatic Importuning."* 

This limited Impact of the right reason-diplomatic initiatives 

approach should not be surprising.  Given the broad range of divergent 

Interests tied up with the access-to-resources Issue and noted earlier, 

right reason alone is unlikely to produce an International consensus 

dealing with the several facets of this Issue. Although U.S. policy 

should continue to pursue its "resources diplomacy," its success will 

probably depend more often than not upon whether it Is buttressed by 

other modes of action. 

W 
'Sec, I«.g.. The New York Times. September 27, 30, IS?1»; October k. 

** 
The New York Times, October 9, IS?1». 
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OSCTgasjngJJJ^ Vulnerabi I it ies 

-.SS  to suPplies 0, othcr  ra„ materia|S] ^  ^^^ ^^ u s 

»u.n.r.M,Ity t0 supplv  interruptions.    A ^^ ^ ^^^ ^^ 

—  - ..„-.ufflcI.ncy cou|d Mk.  the ^^^ ^^^ ^^ 
i"dePende"t ^ ^^   '— -  '-  '"•  I»»..    Altar„ative,v>  Barry M 

p-year the „.^ states cou|d create ^ ^^ oi| ^^^ [o 

-».  it   tP dispen5e with srab „   ^^  ^ a ^ ^   |985    ^^ 
^nd  „duetlon..    But  ,,_  the   internationai  ^^^    ^^^ 

of ^«n^ pp high.price. ,rab „„   and  the  fact  that   ^^^^ ^^ 

..if-ufnc«.,, mii aliminate Vü,nerabi,ity _ and for aU| ^^ 

of ..•f-.»M,.,wv  ,.  to 6a pref,rred      ^    a5 argued ^^^ ^ 

•u«-.«, tP such K0B0.,e coercion servas u s    ^^^^^  ^^ 

and broadly defined. 

Over  the near-term and   the   Immfrii***   r . inc   immeaiate   future     how(>\/»r     *k„  _ •■"'c,  duwever,   the measures 

l»-"t.d.    Acceiera.ed Purspit of se, f-suff iciency ^,d take 2., ^ 

'oreduc.u.S.  Pilimporufromtheirpresent,eve|ofsixmimon 

— ,s  Per  day.     The   |^e, of ^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^   _  ^  3o ^ 

P.r gPl,on  .a. on gasolina. ^|d be  „,, ^  ^   ^ ^^ ^^ 

b.  taken so  ,„ before they began  „ ^   ^ es5ent|a|  ^^ ^ ^ 

tl".     in a»a5siP9 the pffacts „, Süch actionSi   ^ _ ^  ^^ 

d-Vi.  Pp.   Iä-2I TO XXy"•  N'"n,>er '  (Hay-June,   197«),  „J. 

"VSee    Ihejjew York Times.   September 21.   1974. 

. w- ^- —, -»-  . <l!i"» 
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however, that the Anjb oil embargo of winter 1973-7'* resulted in only 

a 2.5 million barrels per day reduction of U.S. consumption but nonethe- 

less had a relatively serious impact according to the FF.A study cited 

earlier. 

Recent attention has focused upon the newly created 12-nation oil- 

sharing plan as a means to reduce vulnerability.  This plan would commit 

the united States, Japan, Canada, and the Common Market countries, minus 

France, to a range of common action in the case of a future Arab oil 

embargo.  Both domestic and imported oil would be pooled automatically 

once reduction in supply to one member or to the group as a whole dropped 

below 7 percent.  Another part of the plan calls for national oil stock- 

piles equal to 60 days' consumption.   Given recently reported decisions 

by the Arab oil-producing countries, the main effect of this oil-sharing 

arrangement may be the probability that a future Arab oil embargo will 

not be a selective embargo as was the October 1973 embargo.'   But if 

these reports are borne out by events, the Arafj oil-producers paradoxi- 

cally may haw; outwitted themselves.  By greatly intensifying the "oil 

weapon's" destructive impact upon both friend and foe, the producers may 

engender a climate within which military retaliation becomes a thinkable 

option.  In this light the oil-sharing plan is not simply a buttress to 

U.S. diplomatic efforts but a preparatory step before recourse to coer- 

cion.  Undoubtedly, however, neither the Arab oil-producers nor the energy 

coordination grcup countries will have so intended it in advance of 

unfolding events. 

AA 

See    The New York Times,  September  21,   197'*. 

Newsweek,  November   II,   197'*. 
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But  assume   that   the Arab oil-producing  cou.itries attempt a more 

selective  and/or   limited  use of   the "oil   weapon."    This  could   take  the 

form of   total   embargoes against selected  countries,  production  cutbacks 

aimed at  all   the  energy group countries,   a  general   global   cutback,  or 

some  variant  of any of   these.     In  these cases   the oil-sharing plan would 

perform much   the  same  role  that   the oil   multinationals  did   in   the winter 

of   1973-7^ when   they allocated oil   among  countries as  a percentage of 

past  supplies.     As a device  for equalizing  the  burden of Arab oil   coer- 

cion,   the oil-sharing plan differs  significantly,  nonetheless,   from 

multinational   company action   in  that   it would  shift  both domestic and 

non-Arab   imported oil.     Unclear,   however,   is  how much of a burden each 

meaner would bear.     More   importantly, what makes such oil-sharing an 

ineffectual   deterrent of and only a partial   response to the Arab "oil 

weapon,"   is   that  even with such burden-sharing  the eventual   cost may be 

too high  for  some countries   to bear.     Yet,   it   is just  that possibility 

which makes   the Arab oil-producers  unwilling   to sacrifice potential 

power by  agreeing  to a norm depoliticizing access  to supplies.     Taken 

together,   these   two  factors  require   that  U.S.   policy seriously consider 

additional   responses  to the Arab  "oil  weapon" discussed below. 

hanipulatinq or Transforming 
Existing Patterns of   Interaction 

Turning   to cases   in which U.S.   raw materials  policy could attempt 

to manipulate or  transform a given pattern of economic  Interaction  in 

*U S.  measures  to decrease U.S.  vulnerability  to other possible  future 
raw materials  cartels are discussed below  in  the context of an antl-cartel- 

i/at ion  strategy. 

—:—, 
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support of the preceding system of global economic security, a broad 

range of actions is possible.  First, although as argued above both the 

feasibility and advisability of political manipulation of its role as 

residual supplier within the structure of world agricultural interaction 

are questionable, this need not preclude U.S. efforts to utilize its 

role to help rationalize agricultural commodity interdependence.  Having 

sold off past reserves. U.S. policymakers can now buttress right reason's 

case for a burden-sharing global reserve system by making future forma- 

tion of U.S. reserves conditional upon fiction by other countries.  Alter- 

natively, to reinforce diplomatic efforts to gain Soviet adherence to 

procedures regulating the supply of agricultural data needed for stabil- 

izing recourse to export controls. U.S. policy could make such data a 

aSSilEÄSÄ for f^ure supplies. Or, more generally, U.S. policy could 

utilize its residual supplier position to support its case for norms 

governing recourse to export controls for economic purposes.  A U.S. 

policy which blended its near-term interest in stabilizing the domestic 

economic impact of external commodities demand with the recognition of 

its long-term interest in stable rules governing access to supplies in 

areas of U.S. dependence would be a welcome contribution.  Such a policy 

would establish patterns for enhanced international management of access 

to future scarce resources. 

Second, the exclusivist pricing policy of the OPEC cartel remains 

a crucial impediment to community acceptance of an inclusive conception 

of global equity.  Right reason and dire predictions have proved Insuf- 

ficient to convince oil-p oducers that global equity will not be served 

by the pauperization, economic disruption, and political collapse of 

"■- ■■■' m 
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deve.oped countries.  U.S. policy shouid seriously consider how to manip- 

ulate the oil market, therefore, as a means to breaking the OPEC cartel 

and its exclusivist price policy.  Currently there is excess producing 

capacity within the world's oil fields estimated at between 6 and 7 mil- 

lion barrels per day/  This has led som. to argue for accelerated 

energy conservation by the Western oi 1-consuming countries.^ Presumably, 

a reduction in consumption would at least put downward pressure upon 

prices and hopefully erode the cartel as its members fell out among each 

other in attempting to allocate production cutbacks to rebalance supply 

and demand.  Such proposals unfortunately suffer from two weaknesses. 

On the one hand, until now OPEC producers have been able to counter 

pressures upon price from surplus production by cutting back production 

as exemplified by the current excess capacity. On the other hand, the 

level of consumption reduction necessary to place heavy pressure upon 

the cartel is likely to entail cuts of essential as well as non-essential 

energy uses.  The 15 percent cutback in consumption, reportedly broached 

by Secretary Kissinger to other major consumers in early October, would 

have represented a cutback equivalent to that cro.ght about by the Arab 

oil etrfcargo against the United States. 

Others, skeptical of the impact upon the cartel of conservation 

efforts, propose accelerated pursuit of self-sufficiency to put downward 

AA* 

Wall Street Journal, October 15, IS?1* 

ion 
Secretary Kis.^er is reported to have proposed e ^ coost^t. 

c 
Thi 

ft,V*Wan Street Journal. October 15, 197'«. 
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pressure upon prices.  This would require increased offshore drilling 

and more rapid depletion of exlstinq U.S. fields in the next two to three 

years.  Domestic political factors are likely, however, to make this 

infeasible.  One ingenious proposal by M.A. Adelman indicates the type 

of measure in need of serious consideration.  Adelman would manipulate 

the oil market structure by requiring oi1-producers to bid secretly for 

the right to export to the United States.  The result that he foresees 

is a loss of necessary trust and stable market shares imong OPEC members 

as some countries shave prices to gain access to the U.S. market, while 

those refusing to do so compete for larger shares of the non-U.S. market. 

Other means of manipulating the oil market interaction undoubtedly could 

be developed.  What is needed is an admission that right reason iias failed 

and that some combination of conservation, new production, and Adelman- 

type manipulation needs to be tried. 

Third, one of the major uncertainties overhanging the access-to- 

supplies issue is whether or not other raw materials producers will be 

able to replicate the OPEC cartel.  Even though, as argued above, the 

likelihood of similar cartelization is low, the bare possibility impedes 

movement toward international collective economic security.  Among con- 

suming countries, that uncertainty reinforces existing neo-mercantiIistic 

tendencies which hinder efforts to develop a non-discriminatory framework 

lo regulate recourse to export controls, creating a climate legitimizing 

exclusivist approaches to global economic equity.  Similarly, as long as 

raw materials producing countries remain hopeful that successful 

M.A. Adelman, "Letter to the Editor," The New York Times, October 3, 

W- 
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carte.ization wi.l aHow the. to realiee ^nopo.y rents, the prospect of 

an Internationa, economic order based upon a principle other than that 

of the exploitation of the weak by tne ^rong will remain unattainable. 

To make these points, however, a U.S. raw materials policy would 

have to supplement right reason and quiet diplomacy with a readiness 

to oppose future raw materials cartels by positive inducements and nega- 

tive sanctions derived from its market position.  On the one hand. U.S. 

policy couH support international cecities agreements designed to 

assure a fair and stable rate of return to producing countries.  This 

wou,. help erode both the legit.macy and necessity of more exclusivist 

approaches. On the other hand, recalling tne importance of low consumer 

resistance to OPEC's success, various actions could reduce the likeli- 

hood of successful cartelization.  Funding of RM) In substitute 

technologies to narrow the leadtime for substitution of materials would 

he one deterrent.  Continuing to hold or building stockpiles of vital 

aerials, which if thrown on the market would severely depress world 

prices and set back cartelization. is another possibility.  Standby 

conservation measures to reduce imports in a transition period to new 

technology inputs could be developed.  Economic inducements, e.g.. tax 

credits or investment «rlf-offs. to promote substitution of the new 

inputs by otherwise reluctant firms might be legislated.  Awareness by 

erstwhile cartelize-s of the availability of such responses might 

encourage the Oftlmm  outcome from a global economic security perspec- 

tive of accomnodation of producer and consumer interests short of such 

a hostile confrontation. 

,nh.re„t in much of Ik. preceding, however, is a point which some 

m  find troubieso«. «M is. a readiness to us. non-cooperative means. 

- ^^ 
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an acceptance of the legitimacy in certain cases of cc^frontat ion or 

preparation for it, may be necessary in pursuit of a cooperative approach 

to international economic collective security.  To repeat an earlier 

argument, the unassisted effect of right reason is often limited.  It 

is, nevertheless, necessary »o be aware of the risk that U.S. policy- 

makers rely;ng upon non-cooperative measures will lose sight of the 

broader goal.  Even so, the greater danger may be chat U.S. policymakers 

will come to question the legitimacy of their actions under pressure 

from those forces which define confrontation as neo-coionialism and 

global equity as simple redistribution. 

Manipulating Vulnerabilities 
in Related Issue-Areas 

Finally, actions to take advantage of the vulnerabilities of others 

to U.S. action or inaction in one issue-area to support its objectives 

in another issue-area are possible. When the values at stake are high 

and the probability of success of less coercive means is low, this may 

be a legitimate and necessary policy tool.  Certainly this is true 

in the energy issue-area.  Possible U.S. actions to support both 

depol i t icized access to oil and lesi- exclusivist oil price policy are 

termination cf technology transfer and technical economic assistance, 

refusal to grant preferential access to OPEC countries' non-oil exports, 

cutoff of U.S. military assistance and sales, disengagement from U.S. 

security commitments or ties, institution of a food embargo, and the 

threat or use of military force. 

The probability that a U.S. boycott of the transfer of technology 

and the provision of technical economic assistance would be sufficient 
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to either  pressure   the OPEC  cartel   into   lowering oil   prices  or   to  force 

the Arabs   to desist   from a  future use of   the "oil weapon"   is  very   low. 

If U.S.   action   is rot  part  of a more widespread Western embargo on 

technology  sales  and economic  assistance--which  is  unlikely*A—high 

priced oil   will   remain  able   to buy  needed   technology ^nd  assistance   from 

other  sources.     And   the  possibility   that  OPEC  would  respond  by  a  selec- 

tive oil   production cutback against   the  United States could not  be   ruled 

out.     However,  were   it   possible,   a  common  Western approach,   perhaps   under 

the  rubric of   the new Energy Agency,  mijht   stimulate serious  consumer- 

producer  bargaining over oil   prices,   prices  of   industrial   country exports, 

provision of   technical  assistance,   and   related matters.     Even here,   none- 

theless,   an oil   cutback could be an effective counter-response. 

Alternatively,  even  the common Western  embargo upon   technology 

transfer  and economic assistance appears   unlikely  to deter or  halt  a 

future  Arab  oil   embargo or  production  cutback.     Political   motives  would 

be  more   than  ample  to outweigh  the   loss   of  economic benefits  and   the 

possible   fear of a country   like Saudi   Arabia   that continued  failure   to 

acquire  such   technology would markedly weaken her   long-term position 

vis-a-vis   Iran.     Nonetheless,   even simply  a  U.S.   embargo  in  response   to 

ine "oil   weapon" might be  useful.     Were   the  United States will inn   to   take 

o-  threaten  some of   the measures  discussed  below,  a  technology  transfer- 

assistance  embargo could have   important   symbolic consequences.     It  would 

symbolize   readiness   to act,   raising   in Arab minds  the question of how 

On  European  reluctance  to become   involved   in such a confrontation 
approach  due   to   its greater dependence on  OPEC oil,  see The New York 
Times.   October  8,   197«».   
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much action the United States might decide ultimately to take.  But its 

value would be marginal unless it were soon supplemented by o'-her actions 

in an orchestrated attempt to exacerbate Arab uncertainty. 

Second, prospects for 'inkage between OPEC oil producers' long-term 

interest in access to the markets of the advanced industrialized countries 

and lees exclusivist price policies is similarly bleak.  Not only would 

creation of a common Western front be difficult, but some of the OPEC 

countries—Algeria for one--are already tied into preferential trading 

arrangements which would be difficult to break.  Yet, further exploration 

of this prospect is needed, particularly in light of Iran1« ambitions to 

become a major industrial power.  Unilateral U.S. actions would not have 

an impjrtant effect given the availability of other markets and could be 

detrimental were they to reinforce existing tendencies towards economic 

blocs.  As a response to a future Arab oil embargo, denial of access to 

markets, whether unilateral or not, would have only minimal impact.  Once 

again, the hoped-for political gains would outweigh the economic costs. 

Third, as with the preceding options, a unilateral U.S. cutoff of 

military sales to induce the OPEC cartel to lower oil prices appears 

likely to have limited practical impact.  Key OPEC countries such as Iran, 

Saudi Arabia, and Kuwait would be able to find alternative suppliers. 

And a joint Western cutoff appears highly unlikely, given both the signi- 

ficant balance of payments contributions of armc sales and the risks of 

an OPEC oil production cutback in response. 

As a response to an Arab oil embargo or cutback, a unilateral U.S. 

cutoff of arms saies to Kuwait and Saudi Arabia again would be iidercut 

by the availability of alternative arms sources.  A joint Western arms 
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en^argo. particularly if accompanied by a threat not to resume sales 

even following renouncement of the oil embargo, might have more Impact. 

Then countries such as Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, concerned about both 

internal and external security, might question whether efforts to support 

the Palestinian-Arab cause by the ..oM weapon.. were ^  ^  ^ ^^ 

tial future insecurity.  The problem with this argument, however, is that 

9iven Western dependence on Arab oil. It is hard to believe that the 

other Western countries Involved would not be willing to trade an agree- 

ment to resume arms sales for termination of the "oil weapon'-whenever 

the Arabs offered it.  And In the short run. the Arab governments in 

question would be able to tolerate the loss of arms. 

Regarding military sales cutoffs in response to a future Arab oil 

cutback or embargo, as with unilateral cutoffs of technological sales  ~ 

and assistance, a U.S. arms embargo could have symbolic political value. 

The immediate practical effect might be limited, but as a signal of In- 

creased U.S. discontent and willingness to rock the boat It could be 

significant.  Once again, this psychological effect would be reinforced 

were a cutoff of military sales joined to other measures also aimed at 

increasing Arab uncertainty. 

Fourth, „i.h the Persra„ M,  secur,ty ^^ chariicteriM<) ^ 

the axistenc. of ma„v regimes whose seajrity from ^^  ^^ ^ 

haava! .. in *,„„,. the pr05pect „ ^.^ ,ntra.regioi)a| ^^ 

and .K. ^rowm, pr^.nc, of th. Sov,e, Un,on|. „ , ^.^ ^ ^ ^ 

H.adi'iTuUls: ü.rss'U;Mi'i5,;i;|a"l|
iuilf:l>rp^"f-"-'--T 
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support regional stability.  In pursuit of that end it has sold arms to 

Iran, Saudi Arabia, and Kuwait; provided economic assistance; maintained 

a naval presence in the Persian GulT and Indian Ocean; and conveyed by its 

diplomatic activity support for many of these regimes and their present 

rulers.  As a means of influencing both OPEC and OAPEC, U.S. policymakers 

could consider gradual disengagement from the Persian Gulf for two purposes. 

On the one hand, by increasing disengagement, U.S. policy would seek to in- 

tensify the insecurity of such key Gulf countries as Iran, Saudi Arabia, 

and Kuwait, hoping to make them more amenable to reducing the price of oil. 

The message to King Faisal would be that given the high cost of oiI, a U.S. 

concern for regional stability and for inhibiting the growth of Soviet 

influence had become an expendable luxury.  On the other h^nd, by institut- 

ing a policy of disengagement in the wake of renewed Arab use of the "oil 

weapon," U.S. policy would again increase Saudi and Kuwaiti insecurity, 

indicating to them that U.S. support was not unconditional.  There would 

be no reason why the United States would have to sever its ties with Iran. 

Rather, given traditional Saudi concern about Iran, continued U.S. ties 

with Iran would fit well with a policy of intensifying Saudi insecurity. 

But, whether as a counter-OPEC strategy or a counter-OAPEC strategy, 

U.S. disengagement is subject to several criticisms.  The negative conse- 

quences of U.S. disengagement are somewhat removed in time, meaning that 

both Iranians and Saudis would tend to discount any immediate feeling of 

increased insecurity.  Moreover, such "agonizing reappraisals" are hard to 

carry through—and target states know that.  Furthermore, U.S. disengage- 

ment could be a high-risk strategy.  Not only might it not have the sought- 

after impact upon the key countries, but it might open up significant new 
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opportunities  for   increased Soviet   influence within  the Persian Gulf. 

And even were   indigenous nationalism a match  for  the Soviet  Union,  viz. 

Eqypt.   it  might  not   be  possible  for proponents of disengacement  to con- 

vince other  bureaucratic   factions of   that   fact.     If so.   this option might 

never  go beyond  vague diplomatic  rumblings and  posturing.     In that case, 

however,   to attempt   to manipulate Persiar. Gulf  nations'   insecurity would 

be worse  than doing nothing because  the main   result would be  increased 

int rans i qence. 

Fifth,   for  the   frequent  suggestions  that  U.S.   policy  respond  to a 

future Arab oil   embargo or  selective  production cutbacks by   imposing a 

food counter-embargo,   the earlier conclusion holds.     That   is,   in  the 

absence of  parallel   action by other   food exporters,   the probability   that 

a U.S.   embargo would coerce Arab oil   exporters   into   lifting  its oil 

embargo against   the United  States   is very   low.     Even assuming parallel 

action among the major Western food exporting countries--!tsel f not  very 

likely  for  reasons of  their respective   interests noted earlier-the pros- 

pects of  success are modest.    Nonetheless,  as   In  the case of an embargo 

on  technological   MsUUflCl or on military sales,  a U.S.   food embargo 

could have   important  symbolic value and   increase Arab uncertainty about 

how far down  the  path of  direct  confrontation U.S.   policymakers  might  be 

willing  to go.     A U.S.   decisior.  to  rock  the boat   in one or more of  the 

preceding ways might  be of  symbolic value  to U.S.   policymakers  as  well   as 

to Arab sheiks.     From the very beginning Western bargaining with both 

OPEC and  OAPEC countries has suffered  from a "submission psychology." only 

occasionally  interrupted  by empty bluster.     Initial   State Department 

reaction  to OPEC pressures  in the early   1970s combined a wringing of hands 
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about seif-described U.S. weakness with pleas for OPEC statesmanship. 

The more recent "right reason" approach has been cowed repeatedly by 

counter warnings of the illegitimacy and risks of confrontation.  Thus 

a U.S. decision to resort to an embargo upon sales of food—or arms, or 

techno logy--would help engender a less submissive U.S. bargaining atti- 

tude.  It could foster a willingness to engage in other types of counter- 

confrontat ionisr politics 'and a recognition that even more forceful 

measures need not be unthinkable. 

An Ultimate Vulnerability: 
The Threat or Use of Force? 

Host analysts would agree that .t is within U.S. militarv capabilities 

to simultaneously occupy the Saudi Arabian oil fields and seize the related 

oil-loading facilities at Ras Tanura on the Persian Gulf.   Thus, disputes 

about the use or threat of military force as the ultimate option to counter 

OPEC prices and OAPEC coercion hinge not upon questions of U.S. capability 

but upon answers to the following questions:  How badly damaged by Saudi 

demolition efforts would the oil fields and related facilities be? How 

much of an obstacle to continued oil flow would sabotage and terrorism 

following a U.S. occupation represent? What would the Soviets do?  Is 

military intervention unthinkable? Given the costs of even successful 

military intervention, c^n the threat of military action be utilized 

instead? And, assuming that military intervention is probably too costly, 

Is it possible nonetheless to manipulate the threat of irrational action? 

See, e.g., Blechman and Kuzmack, o£. cl t. ; Andrew Tobias, "War-- 
The Ultimate Antitrust Action?" New York, October 14, l^l1*,   pp. SS-^O. 
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embargo would still operate.  Contrariwise, in the case of military 

intervention to break the O'EC cartel by first seizing and then selling 

increased quantities of Saudi oil at lowered prices, the impact of an 

initial production drop might be more significant.  Continued production 

by the other OPEC countries cannot be assumed without question, though 

the initial use of force would likely make them wary of responding by 

cutting production.  Therefore, assuming the other continued production, 

the temporary loss of Saudi production would constitute a moderately 

greater reduction of supply than that of the October Arab oil embargo 

(& ^ million barrels per day versus 5-5 million barrels per day). To 

spread the burden of reduction more evenly, particularly since the 

United States is not heavily dependent on imports of Saudi crude, oil- 

sharing would be needed.  Even so, the temporary loss of Saudi produc- 

tion would be economically harmful much as was the October 1973 embargo. 

It is not clear how much weight should be ^"ven these economic costs in 

evaluating the utility of military intervention as an anti-OPEC device. 

Once it is recognized that the resort to force would be likely only 

after exclusivist pricing policy had led to severe economic, financial, 

and political dislocation and suffering, would the economic loss from 

intervention be the proverbial straw that breaks the camel's back or 

simply a temporary burden?  It is not unreasonable to suggest that in 

an economic climate of double-digit unemployment, financial crises, 

and general suffering, marginal economic worsening would not lead to 

complete economic and political collapse.  In point of facl, taking 

military action as a last desperate action could engender a growing 

sense of restored control over the determinants of economic order. 
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Much as  French  domestic  opinion  not  Algerian   rebel   military  successes 

forced French disengagement   from a beleaguered occupier's   role,  U.S. 

public opinion would  probably  do   likewise.     The  crucial   question,   then, 

is  not how   long  the United  States  could  remain,  but  how   long  it would 

have  to do so.     From this  perspective  the   feasibility of   resort  to mili- 

tary   intervention  depends  heavily  upon   the  prospects   for   energy   inde- 

pendence   in  the United States  and Western Europe.     That   is, while   it 

may be possible  to conceive of military occupation as  a   last   resort, 

stop-gap  response  to either   intense economic coer? ion or  pauperizing 

oil   prices,   it   is  difficult   to see  such occupation as   a   long-term 

response.     Even then, we  are  talking of a U.S.  military  presence  for 

between   10-15 years  since only   then woulj  relative energy   independence 

provide  freedom from Arab oil   coercion and/or a  reconstituted cartel 

following U.S.   disengagement. 

Unlike  the   1958 military   intervention   in Lebanon,   assessment of 

the   recourse-to-force option must  now weigh  the possibility of Soviet 

efforts  to deter or  counter U.S.   intervention.     Recent   years have seen 

a build-up of Soviet  capabilities   to project conventional   force abroad 

and  the growth of Soviet  naval   presence East of Suez.     However,  oefore 

extrapolating  from these  developments a probable Soviet   readiness  to 

challenge U.S.   action,   the  significance of both  the  responses open  to 

the Soviet  Union and past  Soviet   risk-taking beha-ior  must  be evaluated. 

On  the one hand, with one possible exception,  rost  available Soviet 

responses would not  have a high  likelihood of success,   particularly  In 

a direct  clash with U.S.   forces.     For example, how successful  would   it 

be were the Soviets   *o seek  to deter U.S.   intervention  by   interposing 

* 
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Soviet ships between the sea-borne component of a U.S. intervencionary 

force and Saudi territory?  Such a Soviet force of ^-6 ships, mostly 

destroyers, would be militarily inferior to a U.S. carrier task force 

and would be unable to prevent helicopter landings of marines.  Nor 

could it prevent U.S. carrier-based aircraft, themsel.es unaffected by 

a small Soviet naval show of force, Trom being used in support of air- 

borne troop landings.  Alternatively, the Soviets could attempt to deter 

U.S. action by airlifting troops to northern Iraqi bases, threatening 

to move south in conjunction with Iraqi troops.  But were Soviet troops 

actually to move towards Saudi Arabia, their operations would be handi- 

capped by limited heavy equipment and, more importantly, by the lack of 

mobile air support comparable to U.S. carrier-based forces.  It is also 

questionable whether Kuwait would not seek tD resist the transit of 

Soviet-Iraqi forces through Kuwait in light of past Iraqi threats to 

Kuwaiti independence. 

The possible successful exception would be a Soviet attempt to 

blockade the Straits of Hormuz, using either a combined submarine-surface 

ship task force or undersea mines placed by submarine or by aircraft, to 

prevent oil tankers frei leaving the Persian Gulf.  The likelihood of 

an effective blockade depends upon several factors.  Would U.S. naval 

forces be able to reach the Straits of Hormuz before Soviet surface ships 

and to establish a corridor whi:h the Soviets could break only by resort 

to force? Would U.S. ASW forces be able, and would U.S. policymakers 

be willing, to establish an effective convoy system, including sinking 

Soviet submarines? Would U.S. forces be able to counter Soviet efforts 

to mine the Straits of Hormuz, which would be a relatively low torce 

mm 
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Soviet undertaking?  How would tanker owners respond to possible loss 

of their ships, i.e., would they refuse to move towards the Straits of 

Hormuz even with U.S. assurances that Soviet measures had been nega ed? 

In light of the preceding uncertainties, it is reasonable to suggest that 

this final tactic would be the preferred Soviet response, were they to 

respond.  But, would they do so? 

It is necessary to remember that postwar Soviet foreign policy has 

bee., characterized by a relatively low risk-taking propensity.  In the 

Berlin crisis of 1958-1961 the Soviets carefully avoided testing the 

threshold at which a U.S. military response became highly probable. 

Similarly, placing missiles in Cuba demonstrated not a willingness to 

run high risks but poor calculation of probable U.S. reaction and thus 

of how much risk of war they were running.  Making a distinction between 

risks, Hannes Adomeit refers to 

previous Soviet behaviour, which has been marked by recurrent 
manipulations of risks of crisis and by withdrawal from a 
competition in risk-taking only when the risk of war became 
evident. 

Extrapolating from this pattern would lead one to place a low probabil- 

ity on Soviet counter-action to a U.S. recourse to force.  But is it 

possible simply to extrapolate from a record compiled mairly before the 

transformation of the Soviet Union into a global nower and the end of 

Soviet strategic inferiority?  Do recent Soviet actions in the Middle 

Blechman and Kuzmacx conclude that "since the number of successful 
[m.ne-layinqi missions required is quite low (6 to 8 for submarines, 12 
for aircraft), it should be expected that the U.S.S.R. would be relatively 
successful." Ibid., pp. 12-13. 

A A. 
Hannes Adomeit. Soviet Risk-Takinq and Crisis Behaviour:  From 

Confrontation to Coexistence? Adelnhi P™»™ n.^-r  n^ unnrlrrrl nnH One 
(Londors:  International Institute for Strategic Studies, 1973), p. 35. 
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East, not tne least of which wou.d be the threat of military involvement 

in October 1973. augur a greater willingness to run the risk of confronta- 

tion with the ..nited States?  Or. has Soviet risking propensity refined 

low while their assessment of what is risky action changed due to a per- 

ceived U.S. relu.l.nce to become involved abroad in a "new Vietnam"? 

Moreover, it is important to consider whether U.S. action is a 

response to the use of the "oil weapon" or a desperate action to break 

the OPEC cartel.  In the former case Soviet failure to act might mean 

sacrificing past efforts to gain influence within Arab countries as well 

as future opportunities to reap the whirlwind of anti-Americanism likely 

to follow U.S. military intervention.  Yet. a military response In the 

midst of an on-going Arab-Israeli war might make it more difficult to 

avoid involvement in the central theater which would b. far more risky 

than a localized effort to mine the Straits of Hormuz.  Contrariwise, 

the risks of escalation could be less and the probability of keeping a 

Soviet-American clash over the Straits localized somewhat higher In the 

case of U.S. anti-OPEC action.  However, unlike in the antl-"oil weapon" 

case in which U.S. pulicymukers could conceivably allow their action to 

be trumped b-- Sov.et mine-laying operations, given the probible state 

of mind of U.S. policy«.^« in resorting to force to break the cartel. 

U.S. inaction in the latter case appears unlikely.  Even In tho former 

case it is not easy to imagine that, once the decision to resort to force 

had been mad^. the United States would not attest to counter a Soviet 

blockade 

Against this background of the reason for U.S. action, the probabil- 

ity of Scviet counter-action depends upon both the ^ailablllty of viable 

- 
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Soviet   responses  and   their willinqness   to  reverse  past   risk-taking  prac- 

tice.     Mining  the  Straits  of  Hormuz  could  be   rega'ded  by  Soviet  decision- 

makers  as   a   viable   response.     By   undertaking   it,   however,   Soviet  decision- 

makers would  accept   a  serious  and  unprecedented   risk  of military  conflict 

with   the  United  States.     Thus,   even   this   response might  not  be  undertaton. 

Nonetheless,   although a Stviet   response   is   far  from assured,   it   is  hard  to 

avoid  concluding  that  a U.S.   recourse   to  force   is  not a   low-risk action 

and could   t:Lrn out   to bt   a high-risk  option. 

But  depending  upon   tht circumstances,   U.S.   recourse to force,   regard- 

less of   its   risk,  could become a  thinkable option.     As argued above,  Arab 

use of  the "oil  weapon"  poses a  serious,  and potentially grave,   threat  to 

the national   interests  both of   its  direct   targets  and   its  spillover vic- 

tims,     it  not  only   :s  a conscious  exertion of what  Schelling calls   the 

"power   to hurt,"   inflicting economic pain and  suffering with only   limiteJ 

ability   to distinguish   friend  fro i foe,   civilian  from combatant,   but   It 

also seek,   to erode  the political   independence of   its   targets.     And,   to 

repeat,   given   the contribution   to global   stabilitv of  mutually  accurate 

Soviet  and American expectations of each other's   *illingness   to act,   U.S. 

apoeasement   in   the  face of Arab economic coercion would have extrerely 

serious  side-effects.     These effects would bt   intensified,  moreover, 

because   the   type of  probable concessions   to be  coerced out of  the United 

States  by   the use of  the "oil  weapor."   ii   the next  Middle East war espe- 

cially would call   into question U.S.   credibility and  reliability.     One 

such conce'sior  rovN be  U.S.   agreement  :iot   to  resupply   Israel.     Another 

could be U.S.   diplomatic  support   for   forced   Israeli  withdrawal   to pre-lSW 

border«-  or  even support  for  the Arab maximalist goe I  of a "secular, 

MBiMVM 
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democratic Palestinian state." FInall Hnaily.  as  ar    ed 

•dmlttedlynot   unassailable     cl.i a  ^rong.  but 

"^^^^^•-ercion 
threatens  community  attempts   to  reau'.. 

affa. egU,ate  reC0^   ^  force   in world 
affa,r5-     ^ "»V ^ so sufnclently    ntense as  to 

sis,. . aS  t0 coristftute  impermls- 

,b,eCOerCIOnW—'- -asures   in  se,f-defense 

inreatened bv   th."  "oi i 

. . '      ^ qUe5"on  is "« whether ^course ,o 
force  m   legitimate defense of  fh 
itwou,db " ^  ^  —«^   -   ^'^bie,  but when : r50-Therei——¥va,idanswer, 

OI   ,es5er   level   responses     on       ^u 
»".   e.g..   theoM-sharino   Insurance plan.   rn 

manag.ng   the disruptive effecf^ of    •, 
^dowstrca„dc  ffectsofo,,~----inta.wMch 

5t'C ^ ""9~^P^on „ou,d  Sh..d   it5  re|üctarice ^ 
take action.     Suffice   it   •■« 

-e.ttoso^es.   ,hattterethe,ra6oP,producers 
ln   the  next  Middle  Eait  ^*r   a 

— ^--e ._.,,. paina„d_cütt,e  __ 
- we.et„ cooperaUve efforts  ^ ^^  ^ ^  |oss o 

- —— - - „ade a „it^ and necessary inst;u. 

ment  of  self-defense. 

Turning   to  the   thinkability of  usino  f 
y 0f US,ng  force  to break  the OPEC car- 

tel,   the  issues are comparable  bur   rh   • 
but  the.r ultimate   impKcation  is more 

r™3^1—■-—cePti0„of9,obale,uity
v • 

demanded bv  coW-cf,»*   • ^       r 
V collective international economic securitv  Th  •  . 

y-  The "nmed ate 

"" ^ ^^ -"-""• — - - -o —. the e_ic 

- 
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well-being of mos. advanced industt ialized nations and to set back the 

developmental efforts of resource-poor LDCs.  Simultaneously, the vast 

resource flows involved have placed great strains upon international 

financial mechanisms not designed to handle such transactions.   Never- 

theless, despite these serious short-term consequences, the longer-term 

implications of high priced oil are a matter of some dispute.  Will the 

passage of tl^s  see the accumulation of even greater financial reserves 

in the oil-producing countries--$l.2 trillion by I985 according to one 

estimate — and the increasing pauperization and bankruptcy of many indus- 

trialized nations, accompanied by political collapse and the demise of 

democratic institutions? Or wi1 I a combination of economic forces, 

creative institutional adjustment, and lesser level common responses 

gradually cause the prospect of economic col laps« to fade from view? 

Even assuming that in the long run the world would be able* to adjust to 

exclusivist oil producer policies, will the oiI-consumers and the 

global economic system be able to weather the short-run, to m?,Ke the 

necessary adjustments though probably lacking needed time to !earn how 

to do \ol     These considerations engender the following conclusion regard- 

ing t^e use of for^e to break the cartel.  At the current poire in the 

process of adjustment to the changed balance of power between oil pro- 

ducers and oil consumers, to argue for military intervention would be 

premature.  As in the case of responses to the renewed use of the "oil 

weapon," recourse to military force should await evidence of the failure 

For an overview of the issues, s   Walter J. Levy, "World Oil 
Cooperation or International Chaos,"  orelgn Affairs, Vol. 52, No. k 
(„uly I97M. PP. 6?0 713. 

■ ♦ ■» 
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Of lesser level responses to bring „bout less exclusivist oil price 

policies-assuming time permits.  But. should careful assessment of the 

impact of high oil prices, of the short-term adjustment capabilities 

of the international economic system, and of the long-term dir-ensions 

of the problem even with such a process of adjustment indi-.e a clear 

and present danger to Western economic and political well-being and 

stability, military intervention would become a thinkable option. 

The burden of the preceding argument is that at some point in 

time, perhaps no.? readily de erminable for anti-OAPEC than anti-OPEC 

action, military intervention by the United States would not only be 

thinkable, but legitimate and necessary.  Nonetheless, even if it includes 

our NATO allies, such action would be costly in terms of risk, lives lost, 

domestic political dissidence, econo ,ic disruption, and opportunities 

for increased Soviet influence within th- Middle East.  Given these 

significant costs, two guestions arise:  What might the U.S. do to 

threaten the use u?  force? and. How effective would the threat be given 

the Arab or OPEC understanding that it would be costly to carry out? 

Several possible actions might increase the spectre of a U.S. use 

of force.  These include permanent deployment from the 7th Fleet into 

the Indian Orean of an aircraft carrier task force, including the heli- 

copter carrier Tripoli; proceeding with plans to upgrade Diego Garcia, 

inckding lengthening its runways to accommodate C-5As, airborne troop 

maneuvers; formation of special anti-demolition and oil fire-fighting 

units witl.in airborne units; publicized mine-sweeping operations in fe. 

Hdlan Ocean;  leaking discarded contingency plans to an unsuspecting 

Jack Anderson; and suitable low-level bureaucratic rumblings.  Timing 

_ 
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would be quite important.  To raisi' the issue of force and then back off 

as both Presi-.ent Ford and Secretary Kissinger did in October is counter- 

productive.  Also, such maneuvers will generate Arab resentment, as well 

^s resentment in non-Arab oil-producing countries, and should only be 

undertaken after a conscious decision to shift from diplomacy to coercive 

diplomacy.  Otherwise, when the Shah responds with talk about not "waving 

your finger at me" and the sheiks speak of blowing up the wells, U.S. 

officials will hastily retreat, reinforcing the producers' sense of 

immunity.  Coordination with U.S. allies might or might not be desirable. 

To have Harold Wilson rush to Washington at the beginning of an orches- 

trated U.S. campaign of coercive diplomacy during a new Arab-Israeli 

war, much a-i Clement At lee rushed to Washington and brought back Truman's 

disclaimer', about the use of nuclear weapons in Korea, could have mixed 

effects.  If the U.S. intended to back off, and told Wilson so, this 

would erode the threat.  But if Wilson rushed back to spread the word 

that the "mac Americans" were thinking of using force, it could enhance 

the threat. 

How effective would these and similar efforts to threaten the 

possibility of U.S. military intervention be? Granting that such threats 

would be discounted by oil-producers knowledgeable that implementation 

would be costly and that they were the targets of an orchestrated coercive 

campaign, to pose seriously the prospect of a desperation resort to force 

still could be advantageous to the United States in two ways.  First, 

Parenthetically, it might be suggested that the French would be 
particuloily convincing in the latter role. 
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although such tactics would be unlikelv ta mt*u 
uniikeiy to either prevent Arab use of 

t- "on ^^ aUogether or coerce it5 ctMit|on   ^ ^    ^   ^ 

«-M..« of o.,   c„io„.     coe.cive diplo™cy  cou,d cause  ,„, Arab 

O.I   producers „„,   t„  impU.,,ent  .  ,„„,   ^^  ^ ^^^^   ^ ^^ 

sharing plan,   eo hold  H, "modcsf"   l»„.i.   >v 
"Odest     levels  the extent of cutbacks, and to 

look  the other „ay   to  leakage,     „ucn Arah ,M  diplomacy   in  the past  year 

-  evinced a  relatively cautious  sense „f how  far  t„ push.     Thus,  hy 

Posing  the  threat of   force should oil   coercion push  too  fa-,  U.S.   dip.o- 

-.'.   Il"l...     And,   if not,   the  preparatory steps  undertaken as   threats 

-ould then serve as stepping off points  to further action.    Second,   the 

Possibility  „,.,   (he Un,.ted Slates m.ght  ^^^   ^ ^ ^ ^  ^  ^ 

^le  could  very „ell  derate OPEC  policies.     Conclusive avidenc.   is 

weakness  and pressed   its  advantages-economic and PSycho,o,ica.-ho« 

"och as with  the  resor,   to non-c„operati ,e TCasures  discussed  in  regard 

to other  ra„ materials guestions,  posing  „e  threat of  forc ^ 

-, buttress right reason. That the right reason approach, the one „,«. 

-h.ch the discussion of pursuing a system of international economic CO,- 

.active security bl.gan. needs such support is a ,a,Mntab,e, but unavoid- 

able aspect  of world politics. 

I 
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VI.  CONCLUSION 

During most of the past three decades world politics has been 

dominated by Cold War issues.  U.S. foreign policy became national 

security policy as the problem of creating and maintaining a Western 

counterpoise to Soviet power and ambition took priority.  Concomitantly, 

international economic issues of trade, investment, and finance were 

relegated to their own "track" to be resol.ed in their own terms.  But 

even before the Arab oil ^nbargo and the ensuing jump in oil prices, it 

had become clear that this postwar pattern of world politics was chang- 

ing.  By the late 1960s the breakdown of the postwar international 

economic order and the need to create a durable replacement within which 

to manage growing economic interdependence had raised economic issues to 

the agenda of "high foreign policy." Moreover, as argued throughout the 

preceding essay, the problem confronting U.S. foreign policy extends 

beyond assuring access to supplies of oil at manageable prices or 

balancing domestic and foreign demands for U.S. agricultural products. 

Rather, both of these objectives should be pursued within the broader 

framework of U.S. support for a  system of international economic collec- 

tive security.  Such a system would both depot iticize access to raw 

materials and establish norms, procedures, and related agreements to 

rationalize interdependence.  Most importantly, central to a system of 

global economic collective security would be an inclusive conception of 

global equity, a conception within which rich nations and poor nations, 

consumers and producers alike, acknowledged their mutual needs and^ obli- 

gations.  It remains to be seen whether they will be willing to do so. 

/ 
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Introduction 

F or some time, economic warfare has been out of fashion 
with US policymakers as a meaningful instrument of national 
policy. There was strong academic interest ir. the subject dur- 
ing World War 11 and the Korean War, but little serious 
research has been done since then.' The United States has 
had statutes in force ever since the Trading With the Enemy 
Act of 1917 to provide a legal basis for the conduct of 
economic warfare. But in recent years, specialists and policy- 
makers alike have been disenchanted with the efficacy of 
such measures to support foreign policy objectives against 
substantial adversaries. As a consequence, most oi the eco- 
nomic warfare measures instituted since World War II, 
which have been directed primarily against the Soviet bloc, 
have not been energetically enforced. With the exception of 
some of the most sensitive military technology, little effort 
has been made to prevent leaks of important civilian tech- 

1 For useful dtanMMMM of donomii »a'.arc, sei R L* Allen, Sovirt Etonomic 
Watlwt iWimhinnion HuMu Attain fttw. IVftO), H. S. Elli». h.xchanxt Con- 
irot in ( vntrai tunipf, Hiirvurd Ecr.iomic Studies No. 69 (C'amhr;d|ic: Harvard 
(Inivrrsiiy I'rcM. I*»!), A O. Hir^chman, hlmlo'Ml Powrr and Ihr Siruclure of 
htirUgn Iraile cI o\ Aniuk-s I'niverjdy of California Pres«, 1945); J Vlner. 
Dumpin*. 4 rtohlrm n] Inirrnailimal Trnilr (Chicago, (Jniversilv if Chicago 
Prcs», 19211. V Wu, t.innomK Wartate I Enylewood Cliff» Prrntlce-Hall. 
I9S2) A uteful rcvirw of the development of the nibtett CM he found in the 
Inlrrntunmai tmytlopritm of ihr Voriuf  Sclrmrs, p. 4*7 
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nology to the Soviet bloc. Nor is there a significant consensus 
among policymakers as to how (if at all) economic warfare 
should be conducted in the future as an element of national 
policy against actual or potential adversaries. 

The Arab oil embargo imposed on the United States and 
other nations in October 1973 has, however, stimulated a 
reconsideration of the utility of resource control as a means 
of influencing international diplomatic behavior. 

Postwar economic and monetary arrangements (Bretton 
Woods and GATT) were designed to support an eco- 
nomically interdependent world. This system has been based 
upon the notion—developed in over a century of economic 
thought—that free international commerce would inhibit 
military competition among the nations, and at the same 
time enhance their economic welfare. The 19th century 
economist and philosopher John Stuart Mill observed:2 

It is commerce which is rapidly rendering war obso- 
lete by strengthening ant« multiplying the personal inter- 
ests which are in natural opposition to it 

The higher economic standard of liv.ng which has been the 
result of the international specialization of labor in an envi- 
iohment of the free international movement of economic 
resources has become one of the most conspicuous character- 
istics of the postwar world. This interdependence involves 
risks that were not easy to calculate in advance, but which 
have been made painfully evident in the wake of the recent 
oil embargo. 

OuolcU m J K VhlrMimtr Ihr Huluiial kionomi / Sammal Srcunly 
iPr.mcr N«w York. IWiO). pp IW.|4() An cnu»lly re ,wn»d economiil. John 
Mivn,it,l Kcyncs. .unmd thai micrnjlional cionon-. auiarky raiher lhan Inter- 
dtpcniknic wa» prcferahlt bciauic ol iht "■"...ma whkli he believed to be 
in-vnable under a svuem ol mierdependcnce The ann-Amencan nalionilltm thai 
ha» been arouwd in Canada, South Amtn, . and Europe againat muUinailonal 
US flrmt it a convenient illutiration. See J. M Keynet, "National Self-Suffl 
tiency." Yelr Krvltw (Summer l»JJ), pp. 7V..75II 



Introduction 

The Arab oil embargo, designed primarily as an instrument 
to support Arab policy objectives in the Middle East conflict, 
is interesting from a number of perspectives. 

(1)  Unlike the conventiunal perception of OBOBsmic war- 
fare, where the objective is simply to inflict some 
substantial losses on a potential opponent in order to 
limit his war-fighting capability, the Arab e-nbargo 
was limited to specific diplomatic objectives in a well- 
defined set of circumstances The connection between 
the sought-for behavior of non-Arab states and the 
termination of the embargo was made explicit by the 
OPEC nations. As a result, nations heavily dependent 
on imported oil (for example, France and Japan) 
could be induced to cooperate with the OPEC gov- 
ernments conducting the embargo; and this made it 
more difficult for other countries to organize an effec- 
tive opposition to tL 

(2) The «xtenl to which resource control may be effec- 
tive as a means of influencing governments does not 
necessarily imply a total cutoff of deliveries. There 
can be dramatic political payoffs from a small cut- 
back, or even in a failure to expand production at an 
anticipated rate. Table 1 shows that the Arab oil 
embargo involved a reduction of less than ten percent 
in pre-embargo shipments to the oil importing nations.' 

(3) Primary or semimanufadurcd products may be more 
effective instruments of economic warfare than manu- 
factured products because of higher short-run substi- 
tution costs for the former. 

rStx«tf«« AW wa ftWA'TÄ 

—«Hjp^"* 
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TABLE  1 
Arab Oil Shipments, September 1973-Janu&ry 1974 

September January Volume Percent 
Volume" Volume" Change Change 

Saudi Arabia 8,569 7,520 -1,040 -12.2 
Kuwait 3,526 2,836 -690 -19.6 
Abu Dhabi 1,398 1,223 -175 -12.5 
Qatar 608 518 -90 -14.8 
Oman 302 299 -3 -0.1 
Dubai 273 180 -93 -34.1 
Bahrain 58 70 +2 +2.9 
Libya 2,2i«6 2,032 -254 -11.1 

Total Par- 
ticipants 17,030 14,678 -2.352 -13.8 

Nonparticipants in Cutb?;ks 
Iraq 2,112 1,82! -291 
Iran 5,828 6,137 f309 

-13.8 
,5.3 

Grand Total      24,970        22,e3t        -2,334 -9.3 

* In ii ■imj-'K of hurdt per day 
■MM   Fetrolrum Intithgence Wttkty 

Hconomic wari'an- may become the gunboat diplomacy 
of the backward nations of the world. Arab success in influ- 
encing tkj policies of the United States and its allies in the 
Middle  Fast crisis is subject to at least some degree of 

■    ' ^ 
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f) ( ar. Wv Awn fu <>*>„„■   Warfare m Raw Mavnah' 

Ihc most obvious potcnlial instruments of economic war- 
fare available in the structure of US export capabilities are 
advan ed industrial technology and agricultural commodities. 
Manipulation of the flow of advanced indusr ial technology 
as an instrument of economic warfare has several disadvan- 
tages. These have become apparent under a variety of cir- 
cumstances, from wartime restrictions against the Axis 
powers to peacetime limitations on trade in advanced indus- 
trial and scientific technology with the Soviet bloc. To be 
specific: 

(1 ) The United States does not h^ve a monopoly on ad- 
vanced industrial and sc enfific technology. The ex- 
pertise and production capability for a wide range of 
advanced technology products exist in mo«} of the 
West European countries and Japan. Over time, the 
ability of a target natior to procure advanced »ech- 
nology f-. .m nations Mf!,er than the United States v 
likely to  ncrease. 

(2) There are very fe v examples of advanced technology 
that are both essential and unique (that is, for which 
no substitutes are feasible). In the more typical case, 
substitutes arc available, although at higher cost and 
educed efficiency The effects on cither Soviet beha- 
vior or capability ire likely to be slight. Historically, 
the Soviets have generally sought to offset their tech- 
nological inferiority in the military sphere by adding 
additional manpower (to the detriment of their 
civilian economy) and by proliferating less sophisti- 
cated weapon systems than we have been able to 
deploy." 

SLrMfr ALOES'   "••?,r'«-   "'   "WMMknUd   m.nnrd   bomber   deploy. 

«MM    ,» w..uld h..r hr,n done h» ,h,   DMM Sam .ml mo«  *£.,  Fur. 
V.r.  ; ns

l'"
r0   """  •   "'n'1"'  '•<«•'>    K.iher.   >hc   Soviet,  ,imp.   pr, 

K. . . iA • """''" ,h"> •»• d.m. M higher cM th»n woul 1 hi>e 
•STÄfJ! ~T»»«K.red .o.!.,«,.,.«, ,quipm,nt .ould h.v, been employ,/ 
Hut th, V.v,,, ,pp,o«h ,J,d provld, .n rtlective «tr deleni, »yuem   Cn,pl0y" 
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Iflcct.vcly employed m many pans of the burcu 
r    Lara us  of  the   ccntraliy   planned   Sov.et ^ appa atus ^ ^ comrol of 

economy, out it CDUIU .«uem« 
rada-s and m.ss.les m a ...ph.st.cated ABM system. 

The largest component to our total exports is Hf^m. 
TK f« rrefl cts a degree of technological soph.sttcat.on that rh.s fact reflects    ocg e us       cu,_ 
b'T ITSÄ STÄ!^ $17 btlllon. or IM 
''^ n^Jhl^hc" u >7nona,r.cultural exports to risen 
STSi ^c m The employment of agrtcultural ex^.rts as 
rU^rof^-Tw.^ presents charactenst.es 
.hat are not present in mdustnal commodmes 

m The most advanced agricultural technology has been 
(,, L^e^d and .plotted m the ^Ued States^ As 

conseouenct. there exists a vast capac.ty for export. 
es^ully in ra. agrtcultural commodit.es (such as 
wheat, com, rye, and oats) 

(2)  The United States i. the only nafon able to export 
Lcultural commodtties in large quant.t.es that has 
a parallel capac.ty to augment output in rrsp<mse to 
hang's in worldw.de demand  The other  na.or n.- 
.on"   w..h   an   agricultural  export  capac.ty   cannot 

tural' surpluses .n large enough volume substan ta ly 
,o dim^h An.er.can dominance nf .he agncultural 

export market 

•• A«. mJ» 
,h, t IM   rMHi   li i> -'< inic»i-l kompontm ..I 

^ (1... • sue  AHM »y»icm 
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f3)  The abHUy of .ar^c. nations la suhs.Uu.e mdigenous 
production for „„por,s, or ,0 imp<>rt „^J^ sub 

st.tutes, « extremely |lmilcd   This is especially :rue 
n the case of feed grams m the Soviet Union and 

UHKJ grams m the underdeveloped nations 

(4J Fhe US comparative advantage m agnculturc .s in- 
creasmg (,ver .ime retlthe to that of other nattons as 
^ resu t of a h.gh level of research and investment in 
agriculture 

(5) Al pe, capno mcomc increases in the Soviet Union 
(and other nat,ons). there is a strong desire to en- 
hance the quality of agricultural products consumed 
This sh.ft in demand ii f equently impossible for the 
already inadequate agricultural sector to accom- 
modate without massive shifts in domestic resource 
allocation t) the agricultural sector 

(6) L*. agncultural productivity in the Soviet Union is 
difficult ,o remedy because of an inadequate agricul- 
Ural mfrastructure (such as the absence of adequate 
nterfarm marketmg. | rural road net. and so forth) 

>. support mcreascd investment in agricultural tech- 
-ology of the kind commonplace in the United States 
(such as feedlots for livestock). 

The United States has every reason to use this vast agri- 
cultural lever m support of i,s d.plomacy   Many of the na 
..ons ...h which N has .„„..rtant conffic.s ./in   ro      c 

preciM-ly those whose dependence on US agriculture is like 

K K TX ft?6"" 0m ,hc ncar ,crni The manner in 
which the conflicts are resolved is important, they may no" 
be capable of politically acceptable ESto. Jroug 2 
****** of force The agricultural lever, howevef. may 
g.ve ;S diplomac) improved prospects (or success in an in 
tcrnational environment where it may be difficult to sustain 
our foreign policy objectives by other means 

— -»—— — 



IntniJuilinii 

The- balance of this essay Mill i xaminc in detail the po- 
tential of agricultural producU as an instrumcnl of economic 
warfare Chapter Two will review briefly the recent history 
of economic warfare in the United States Historically, many 
policymakers have often expected loo much from the em- 
ployment of such techniques As a consequence, more realis- 
tic opportunities to employ economic warfare in support of 
forngn n«>!icy objectives have frequently been overlooked 
Chapter Three will investigate the capacity of the United 
States to cmplo, . ^ricultuial exports as an instrument of 
economic warfare Our preeminence as a world supplier of 
agricultural commodities has increased substantially over the 
past four decades Parallel to this development have been 
demand shifts that appear likely to sustain this preeminence 
for mai'y years to come Cnapter Four will suggest some 
bureaucratic and inst'tutional mechanisms to implement this 
form of economic warfare Chapter Five will analyze the 
strategic implications of employing agricu'tural exports for 
economic warfare purposes in three iltcrnalivc circumstances 
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l;S E«P«rience Witl, E conomic Warf «re 

n<e United States hut K.^ 

on .he books since 19,7 Vco^T* ^^ «™« 
tication of the« control, h.7 C.OI,,prehens'venfs$ and sophi,- 

^ " The first C^Xrw t^ ^ ^ 
Port Control Ac, of ZfZT** ** " J«^ the Ex- 
Woc THi. Ac. however, lül^ ff»» -t the Soviet 
o prohibit or curtail Ä .J^ 8C,1Cra, au^"'y 

three purposes. (,) ,0 Drcv 'f/"  US "P0"* 'or any of 

Policy objectives. (3) to ^PP0" US foreign 

«nen« m 1962 specfyng S« «^T ' '^^ an am«d- 
'o Prevent -ny^^   d ^ f

CO"'ro|s should „, used 

economic potential „f "r^l ^ ,0 ,he m',^ry or 
"« -port of technolo/y frorZ'5;, ^ ^"^ ,h^ 
«Lblished a iKrensin. m,em «K ^n, S,a,CS Th,; A« 
Control in the Depan^ o ^CoT ^ ^ of ^ 
Expori Control e^^'. ^"^ . The Office of 
one level was th* gcneral ^ U" '«"^g Sys,cm. Q,, 

Port of most goods to mL '.   hKh P*™**** the ex- 
c.t»n by theT;; tc:%h7^^w,'hou, ^ -PS- 
v-Wated license, «qu ed stc «7 J^' ,inOWn a' » 
Propriate agencies oTZ ml aUthort™"* 'rom .p. 
Communist bloc countr es  ^ Sr'"  ^ "^ * ne Pr,m«ry criteria for the de- 

10 
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•""^ < I I cnmnhJc . h ! ",C np0rt* ™™- 
-'=•" ->' «he cumrv. :, I ",,,";rv "r ***** po- 
«H*T> purp.,scs. ;.nd , U*** * ^  ***** for 

*"e espoflcd under MM ,. '" ' ' h' *** comm.xi.t.cs 
>"r Ucr, Pn^nd .aV p,^ "" ^ ^ **« N«. A 
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rcfvlari)   been  more-  liberal  in their  mlerprclation  of the 
range   of. g.KHJs  that   should  be  cmbar^Hrd.   As   ■   result 
C CX OM countries regularl) export a.mmodu.es to the Soviet" 
Noc which arc prohibited to United States exf^rtcrs 

There .s cons,derable ev.dencc to surest that statutory 
measures to support US restnct.ons on t.ade with potential 
or actual enemies have been based upon a grossly exagrer- 
al:d set of rxpectahons   A recent study of the h.story of 
JS-Sov,el  trade, and of Amencan efforts to inhibit   ,uch 

trade by statute, argue^ that econom.c warfare measures must 
have a d.recl  major impact on the military or economic 
potential of an adversary if they are to be successlul« US 
Mrategy to undermine the military capability of Nazi Ger- 
many   by  saturation  bombing of supposed  bottlenecks  in 
the German economy *as not really successful   While the 
Germans were prevented from producing adequate supplies 
of some strategic items, they were nevertheless able to main- 
lam a formidable military capability   "Denials, whether by 
bombing or embargo, to be really effective must be very 
broadly based and nearly complete." Moreover, "at present 
m peacetime, even a very tight embargo may be a cause of 
passing inconvenience and delay, and .«rhaps a small cost 
but no more than that   Small costs like these are especially 
easy for a centrally-planned esonomy to bear "" Arguing that 
an embargo must be virtually airtight to achieve a significant 
effect the author conclude that a US trade embargo against 
to Soviet Union could no, be- very effective in inhibain 
soviet economic and militar> development 

By thus establishing a very high set of expectations for 
economic warfare, such techniques have often been dis- 
missed since the mid-1950.. when they were tried and found 
wanting as almost wholly ineffective I would argur how- 
ever, that this perspective on economic warfare is incorrect. 

mm«.  IS «.«,„„„   junr  ;7    ,iV' '      '*'   ""    ,,"nl   ^"»"nu   torn 
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required annual mtreasc will have to be a thirJ higher, or 
4 5 percent, to meet the objectives set " 

The overall increase in inputs to the agricultural sector— 
primarily industry inputs—will undoubtedly strain Soviet 
industrial capacity This is likely to be especally true for 
construction materials and agricultural fertilizers. The broad 
details of the plan are summarized below.'- 

Investment directly into agriculture is scheduled to 
be nearly 129 billion rubles (about $172 billion) dur- 
ing 1971-75." Meeting this goal will require agricul- 
tural investments to grow an average of 9.5 percent a 
year and to rise as a share of all investments from 2^.5 
percent in 1970 to 27 5 percent in 1975 

Total investment in machinery and equipment (pro- 
ducer durables) for farms during 1971-75 is planned 
to be 35.5 billion rubles, a 54 percent increase over the 
value of such deliveries to farms in the last half of the 

1960s 

I 

About one tilth of total mvcktment in agriculture is 
to be expended on land amelioration, mostly reclamation 
by irritation and drainage The boost in investment in 
land reclamation is to result in an expansion of about 
JO percent in the slock of irrigated and drained land 
In support of the reclamation effort. Soviet industry is to 
deliver new construction equipment into agriculture in 
an amount equal to nearly 90 percent of the total inven- 
tory of such equipment in '.he overall construction sec- 
tor at the end of 1970. 

1 I)    ■    llumonü   *nd   «      B    kru«fi       Kcirm   l)«»«l.>piiicni',   in   (Hiipul   ami 
PtudiKiivii»   in   So»:H   A«tKullurc,"   m   Soviel   ttmumii    frnxprm   tc   Ihr 
W», p   <1» 
lh,J . p   Uli 
Ihc nomind «*lur <•( the IUM« n "^ tuMc% lo US »I ( onvtiMtm ai ihit 
>alu« •"<■> a rough idea ■<< Ihc mttmiu&t ol nimomK >4uamili» involved in 
ihc prugiam 
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these areas, only  (he United Stales has the capability of 
hemj; an export« on the stale required h> the Soviet Union 
In   these   eireumstantes.   *h.ii   might   be   accomplished   by 
usmj;  ajincullural   e>ip<iits   as  an   instrument   of  economic 
warfare? 

It is MM reasonable to expeel that denial of United States 
agricultural exports to the Soviel Union would bring the 
Soviel economy to its knee» In fact, with a few rare excep- 
tions, virtually every modern economy is immune from crip- 
pling economic warfare of this variety What economic war- 
fare van do in these circumstances is the following: 

(1) Because imports of grains are important to the Soviet 
plan for agriculture, denial of these grains can have 
an importanl impact on agricultural resource alloca- 
tion wilhin the Soviet Union, and consequently affect 
the success of the plan 

(2) In order to make the agricultural plan effective, in the 
absence uf United Slates grain imports, the Soviets 
would be forced to take rckuurcc» away from other 
sectors of the economy, especially the defense sector 

(3) The Soviet agricultural plan is politicaüy important, 
not only for reasons of economic autarchy, but also 
to restructure the system of incentives in order to 
raise productivity in other sectors of the economy. 
Thus, it will not be lightly abandoned 

(4( the political stake that the Soviets have in the suc- 
cess of their agricultural program may open up diplo- 
matic opportunities for the United States to obtain 
political quids pru quo fur our agricullural exports. 

Similar opporiumtics m other circumstances will be dis- 
cussed al a later stage I hew opportun lies arise chiefly from 
the US position as a major f»Hxl txponer to regions of the 

' 
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world whuK agriculture is inadequate to suppo.t domestx 
needs If ones expectations as to the crtcctiveness of manipu- 
lating foreign agricultural sales are distorted by the World 
War 11 notion of br.ngmg an opponent lo heel, then economic 
warfare ts likely to be a failure On the other hand, if one 
views economi. warfare as a device for significantly influen- 
cing the behavior of potential adversaries, then such I 
strategy can make a useful contribution to the achievement 
of foreign policy objectives without resort t.> .he threat or 

use of force 
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lABLh 2 
World Agnctiliural PriKluclum, 1466-73 

lotal Agricultural Production 
(1^61-65        |(X)) 

Developed Duvduping 
Year Wcrld Counlries* Countries 

1461-65 KM) 100 100 
1466 1()X 110 105 
1467 112 113 110 
i46K 116 117 114 
1464 117 116 114 
1471) 120 III 123 
1471 124 123 126 
1472 123 123 124 
1473 130 131 124 

Her ( ti/niu A^ruuituial Production 
(1461-65       1U0) 

Developed Developinj; 
Year W ifld' ( ounlrjes' Countries 

1461-65 KM) 100 100 
1466 102 106 97 
1467 104 lOK 100 
I46K 105 lil 101 
1464 104 104 102 
1470 105 110 103 
1471 107 113 103 
1472 104 112 99 
1473 10X 117 102 

' t liluilrs ' I4MHHMI  A%i<t 

J".I  Ni *   /.  .1 .ri.l 

iÜSi'Sn&ÜZ:!  ' ' ■— *-• *'- mmm 
S^Mfir    fHrr«««« Mr  ,),.(..,,* f.t < ■•■i-  ii 
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,mm .hc n.l^ d .he world  Many have actual!, eiperi- 
,,Kcd suhManual rctTORrcssu>n in recent years. 

Be. .use of dwindlMig *orW P«« ™*™' ,,K: '^''.V i 
, J :; I   .l,rKU..ura. ccomnn,  IO res^nd u, shoMfalls   n 

Uppi   . .nae.s.nmv dependen, upon North Amer.ca     ..nd 
X"'M:S, ^cuttura. e^rts   T.ble .sum.nan.es .- 

'cm ^ram a crvc trends on a worMwkk bas.s 

lABll   3 
Woild dram Reserves. 1461-74 

Year 

1961 
1462 
1463 
14M 
1965 
1466 
1467 
146K 
1464 
1470 
1471 
1472 
1473 
1474' 

Ke<"-'vc 
SUHAS 

nf (nam 

drain 
\ qmvalenl 

pi MM 
US 

( loplanil 
Intel 

Rc«tr«n 

muMimwni meine tons» 

222 1S4 
131 
125 
128 
113 
44 
loo 
116 
136 
146 
120 

131 
10S 
H4 

6H 
HI 
70 
70 
71 
7'» 
M 
61 
73 
71 
41 
71 
20 
0 

212 
145 
148 
184 
178 
151 
177 
204 
217 
161 
204 
125 
84 

KcsciveN *>> ShMt ot 
Annual drain 

( onMimr'lon 

mo of daysl 

45 

ipeiccnu 

26 
24 
21 
21 
14 
18 
15 
17 
14 
14 
14 
18 
10 
7 

<8 
77 
77 
64 

<' 

62 
64 
64 

51 
66 
37 
27 
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Histiuicall). mcrcisis in afifKuliur.il oulpul have come a> 
a consetiuenc« of increases m planted acreage and >iclds per 
acre ( I able 3 indicates that the former option is no longer 
available in the United States, ciopland acreage withheld 
from planting has declined from M) million acres in 1972 to 
/er«, in IV74 ) [here have also been substantial MRfWOVc- 
ments in the yield per acre m cereal production as a result 
of improved technology particularly in high-y.Jd strains of 
wheat anJ rice In some cases, particularly Pakistan, the 
yield per acre has nearly doubled."' 

As noted earliei, however, as prr lapim income increases 
lhere is a marked change in preference in favor of the con- 
sumption of high quality protein, especially livestock In these 
circumstances, livestock convert high protein feed grains into 
beef, pork, and poultry On a per mpm, basis, the average 
American consumes over one Ion of gram per year, only I ISO 
pounds of which are consumed directly; the remainder is con- 
sumec indirectly m the form ol animal protein." It is in the 
production of feed grains that the United States has its most 
conspicL-ujs ;ind enduring predominance 

The United Stales, which exports 75 perccnl of total North 
American feed grains in the international market, is also 
dominant in soybean pr.Kluclion, the most important soiree 
of hvolock protein Ihroughoul the '«WK and |y70s the 
United Slates produced 90 percent of the worlds exports ol 
soybeans ■«■ Moreover, because of the importance of soybeans 
to if.e diet of both the developed world (in the form of indi- 
rect consunipoon ihrouj.;, livestock) and the underdeveloped 
world (nearly one billion people consume soybean product« 
directly as a protein source), that dominance is lik-ly to 
continue  for  many  years to coi.ic    With the exception of 

IK    Hi.m...   H,„u   »MftaM   «..../r..   , V inu».     Nv»   y,,,,,   wu    m    H 

Syvv7»1'   '" p,■p""", kn"'n",hc <j',,n 

IK    «„,«„.   H..,u   »„hau,   «„rj,,,   .Vmu»,     Nr»   York    mil    „    «. 
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Brazil, ^hich has tv^ur. \o produce s*)ybeans. the United 
Slates is the only nation with B sinnihcanl surplus available to 
the international export market I he ability of the United 
States t«) expand soybean production is limited, however, by 
ledmology and the absence ol implanted acreage In recent 
years, the major portion of the fourfold increase in the soy- 
bean crop (K5 percent) has come about as a consequence of 
addmonal planting of soybeans Increases in yields are not 
vulnerable to the technological changes we have experienced 

with wheat and rice "' 

While there has been a fourfold increase- in the production 
of soybeans since 1^0. yields per acre have increased only 
one percent (one fourth of the average annual increase for 
corn over the same period) Nongram substitutes for prole« 
are difficult to obtain I he most important, fish, has been a 
declining source of protein since 1^64, after increasing at a 
live percent annual rate since 195(1 Moreover, several of the 
30 kinds of commercial grade fish now taken wi'l not sus- 
tain the current level of catch " Advanced ieelmological 
etlorts to produce synthetic forms of protein from petroleum 
are not yet a ct)st-effective solution, and may not be so for 
several years   This situation has led one observer to note/-'' 

Wc may be witnessing the transformation of the world 
protein market from i buyers market lo a seller's 
market, much as the world energy market has '.Ken 
liansfoimed over the past few yeais 

The Woridwide Demand for Vgricullural Impurts 

As .i consequence of several factors, including organiza- 
tional shortcomings, inadequate mvcsimeni in agriculture, 
increasing population, climalological shifts, and increasing 
IH-r vupila income, there has been a worldwide increase in 
the deinaiul for agricultural priKlucis from the surplus-pro- 

|h,  ,,,,,*„ , i.,,,.,».   .ill. -  huili in »u|>plv  »l nil...|icn.  <nJ .oni».».wmly 
IN n..l xuvtpnN.  I.' n ».n liO.lltl   ll«i . P   M 
Ihul . p   H 
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Jucmj: naiions i)f the world. Since 1971, US fooj pr;tm --x- 
porl\ have nc?fl> d<)uhli.'d. from Ih4 million metric t.ms to 
<l million metric tons in 1973-74 (estimated) Moreover, 
worldwide exports from the m.i|or producing; nations have 
increased bv 27 percent over the same period The export 
of food grains reflects suhstantial shortfalls in many parts of 
the underdeveloped world as a icsult of extended droughts 

The export ot feed erams. which has increased almost as 
spectacularK, underlines the constant shift in preference for 
the indirect consumption of feed grams via livestt>ck. Japan 
increased its imports of feed grams 2K percent over the same 
period These growth rates exceed the average increase of 
23.4 percent for US feed gram exports as a whole These 
data are reproduced in  fables 4 and 5. 

Statistics on Soviet gram imports reflect considerable vari- 
ability In the past two decades, the Soviets have experienced 
substantial prinJuction shortfalls every 3.3 years Table 6 (on 
page 2h) emphasizes the volatility of Soviet production. 

In the most recent year for which complete data arc 
available. FY IM7V the Soviet Union purchased over 38 
million metric tons of gram-the largest such purchase in 
recorded history Hased upon what is known of the Soviet 
agricultural program, it can be anticipated that the Soviet 
Union will YK a periodic net iiii|Hirter of gram for many years 
to come As mentioned earlier, the Soviet program for the 
expansion of their live.lock inventory i, a high priority 
program It is so important thai, despite the major crop 
failure in IV |«>7V (he Soviets did not slow down their 
program of gram imports In fact, they increased fur ia/uia 
consumption The Soviet Union has a long way to go before 
their hvestivk inventory can approach the United Slates 
At the present lime, the US has approxinii ', 40 million 
head of beef cattle, compared to some 2 million in the Soviet 
Union Substantial uugmcntation of agricultural output will 
take many years, and frequent supplementation by imports of 
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lAHU    4 
^hc.n   Pwduclkw. F»port», itnd Impim« 

Selected < ounlncs ami Rcgu»""--' 
(in n»illK)ns i>l metric tons) 

C uniula 
\ustr.ili>> 
(.rgcntma 
Western Europe 
USSR 
USA 

World lotal 

lt)ilM'rls 
Western I urojv 
Japan 
I-astern lurope 
Mainland ( hma 
USSR 

World lotal 

I'nulio IH'H 
Canada 
Australia 
Argentina 
Western I urojx 

USSR 
I ast I urope- 
USA 

World lotal 

( \fnsumpliiui 
World total 

122 13.0 13.5 

5.0 5.5 5.5 

4.1 4.7 4.0 

3.0 54 6.5 

3.4 149 5.5 

55.5 735 70.3 

144 I4S 17.0 
8.5 <<6 13.2 

5.7 fvK 5.4 

51 0 51 3 4t».8 
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300 30.7 31.5 
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355 4 
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FABU   S 
I iii! (ir;iins   Pniluition, F.Xportt, and lmp<irls 

Seieclcd CawNrin and Regions'1 

(in millions «>l mclnt tons) 

1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 
(e«t.) 

h.\.iu>ri\ 
Canada 4.4 3.6 3.5 

\iistrali.i ^2 IK 1.9 

Vrgcniina 6.3 4.3 7 1 

S»>ulh Ainu 2.2 3.3 0.3 

1 hailand 2.3 1.4 2.3 

Western Ewvpc 11.4 11.0 11.5 

USA 207 

53.4 

35 5 37 3 

World lotal 626 66 0 

Imi'urts 
Western tu rope 26.4 28.0 290 

Japan 10.0 21 0 13.1 

I SSR 3.9 4.9 5.0 
1 astern 1 u rope 5.0 3.7 3.7 

World Iota! «4 62.6 66.0 

f'niduclion 
Canada 22.2 189 192 
Australia VK 36 5 3 

Arjientina 9.5 t5.5 15 6 

South Africa 10.2 46 10.0 
Thailand 2.3 14 2.6 
USSR 70.6 70.2 850 
Faslern tu rope 50.1 55.1 55.3 
USA 189.7 181.9 

544.8 

191.9 

World total 563.4 578.4 

I onsumiHum 
World total 547.7 563.4 582.4 
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IABI f   7 
I SSR   Prt>grcss m Meeting l^TI-TS Plan Goals 

for Agneultuu- 
(in millions of metric tons) 

p(<KhH turn in priNjiKlittn in 
1»71 "^ 

Avridgr  (T-'OM. IHM 
nrfJed in   »171 7^ 

Hi mri-i  WH W 

dram 1^5 0 171 (» 21H> 

f »lalocs 1.1 K5.I in 

Vcgclahlcs 200 in 

Cotton 70-7.2 7.2 h.y- 7 2 

Sugar beets 17.5 73.4 96.6 

Sunflovkcr sccJs 6 7 5.5 7.5 

Meat 143 13.5 14.1 

Milk 423 «3.2 48.4 

Fggs' 467 46.7 46.7 

Wood 4M .421 492 
uffu t«l piiHlihiMtn 4*\. «re prewmed in (his uh4c in pcimii * iitmp«riu>n of 

•viujl prodiHiion aiih pUn »■>•!» In the LIK I>( «tain ind lunflowrr trrd«. ihr 
inwi, r ..In. ii..n u«crMai« »i«nih.»nily ihr nci uuMc •'uipul by an avciagr 
i>f ahoui ri«hi (»rrirni loi %unflo»ei «red« and IV pcixm lor «rain 
' Rawii .>n rirliminary rwimair« "I I'*'1.' priM)u>ti<in and KII al prodiHtiun in 
l»1l 

Not a«ailaMr 
Hilh m» ol tn\ 

further Although Soviet leaders are counting on sub- 
stantial gains in 1973-75 to bring production back m 
line with the original 1971-75 pian goals, the actual 
gains arc very unlikely to bring the USSR's farm output 
up to 1970 US output by 1975 

Ihc 1971-75 plan goals for the production of meat, 
eggs, mit cotton could be achieved, but the increase m 
target % for production of milk, grain, sugar beets, and 
sunflowrr seeds, are probably bc> >nd reach (see Table 
7) In t rder to produce an av rage of 195 million 
(gross) Ions c.' graiti in 1971-5. for example, the 
USSR would have to gel an average crop of 211 mil- 
lion tons m 1973-75—43 million tons more than 1972 
crop Fven if achieved, this w mid not yield enough net 
usable gram to come up to the US level of 1970. 
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< an H'r -ix,,, I,, ,„„„„.,  M nrlarf m HUH Maivr,al\ ' 

More impormnt, the ISSR surcl> wUI race increuin« 

difficullicx m 197.1-7^ m meciiaf requirements for 

er;iin from domestic resources if the leadership holds to 

Us commitment to streniiihen the livest.K'k sector As 

mdicated ahove. the expansion of livestock herds and 

mtreased feed rations per animal, coupled with con- 

tinued ineMinencv in converting feed In live weipht. 

have raised S..viel renuirements for feed suhstantiaily 

At the same time, vields of forage crops have virtualiy 

stagnated. I'acmg the burden of supporting the live- 

stock program on feed grams The USSR, however, will 

not he ahle to grow the corn and soybeans which are 

the hasis of US rations Thus. Bre/hncv's livestock pro- 

pram, if it s maintained, will become increasingly 

costly, m pjrt because of a contmuine need to bu\ 
foreign gryin. 

Many other factors will mnuence farm prinJuclum 

m both the US and USSR -political development ,s 

well as economic consi faints Unusual developments in 

export demand, for example, could result in more rapid 

urowth of US output, us.ng land now held out of pro 

duction to meet output i,,ed- In the USSR, on the 

other hind, the further i<pansion of farm output de- 

pends largely un resources .md technology still untested 

under Soviet eo'dilions .md on polices not fuffj ,ormu- 

lated ( ontmued Soviet purchases of US feed grains no 

doubt will stimulate Kith USSR lu'put ol livestock 

pr.Kfucts and US output of feed gramv The unceitamty 

surrounding future gram purchase« noiwithstan.bng. an 

extem.on of recent trends in US and USSR farm out 

puts suggests that Soviet priKluction nugh* increase to 
only aK.ut KS-KK percent ol US output b,   IV7S 

i 

hor different reasons, circumstances in the undeideveloped 

world als. sugge-' a continued ir'-rest in purchasing US 

agricultural imptrts Historically, the nations of Africa and 

Asia were  self-sufficient  in grain  production    but  this  has 



■turn nl uml I-ii>iin\ 2^ 

ih.ini'nl MIKO ilu   mill llM(K    Ituv  hiivc ^MK frmn   i net 

ixpolling puMiiiui dl Ihrvv millinn riK'trk tons cspiirled an 

nu.illv in ihc l*/34-^K pcmKi, in .1 net impiHlin^ POMIHW of 

4^  mllNNi  iiulnc ions  m   IV7.V  .ucnnlin^  in an Ovtrwas 
IKvilopnicni Council cMiniatc 

luMv X pmniN .111 the iliamatn. shilK that have lakcn 

plate in Ihv pasl four ileeaiks m the <lislributioii of nel jiratn 

importer» and exporlcis I he mosi amspicuous aspect ol this 

•.luliini! pattern is the almost total ileperdenee of much of the 

>MIIIII on Norili Ameneaii ^ram pn.Juetion 

I ABI.I   H 

I he ( hungmyi Pattern of W)»rlil dram Trade 

RcfiMI IWU-.IX I^K-i:   IVM»       h»h«>    1^73' 

I millions of metric Ions | 

Noiih AinerKa | S        . 23 

I aim America • V .1 

Western I uiope 24 22 

r.istern I urope 

and ISSK , S 

Alnca . I 11 

\sia , 2 ft 

'Xuslialia and 

Ne* /ealand .3 .3           . d          , K          1 - 

Plus M^n arnoiiN i»i i«p.iM%   numis Mun drnnl.s tttt  HMMH 
'  I slinwli 

\1n4n,    fHffww l>t »cli'pnunt ItiuiKil 

I his depenüence is more st.irk, than the dependence of 

Western lurope and Japan on Middle I astern oil. primarily 

because ol the inadequate character and hijih costs of suhsii- 

tules foi IS a^'rieulluial priHlucts as compared to the inter- 

mediate and lone-term suhslitulHtn possihiliiies toi petroleum 

1 '►'   '   *•".   .iLnmhi   ■.   In,    i««..  mn   ,hi,u  ..I   id.    14   million  inns 
III.IK.MII   Kt     AS1..11   n.H    a, |mii,-,|   hv    |nJi.,     Dnm^l,^   .„„u    ljMu 
MtfVMI    IIII|,..||   .ti tM.t(i-l>   IHI   .i   isir.Ji,    h.,sis 

♦ .^ f 5«> | KK 
i) ♦-5 4 

25 27 21 

11 4 27 
_2 7 4 
17 34 39 
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Thnc increatci in dcm.md. when set sfaimi supply 
sluulfalls und changes in taste in the developed world, have 
left a very formidalc burden on the underdeveloped nations 
Since \-\ 1^72. the pram imports of the underdeveloped 
nations of the world have increased from 20 h million mcfric 
tons to 2<v7 million in FY 1474 -'• At the same time, there 
has been a 207 percent increase in the price of itram, and 
this more seriously inhibits the development »if many of the 
nations involved than the increase in the price of petroleum 
in recent months 

As a consequence .if unfolding events aHectmg both the 
supply and demand for agricultural commodities on a world- 
wide basis, the United States has- -without planning for it— 
acquired an unparalleled capacity for influencing interna- 
tional economic welfare through manipulation of agricultural 
exports Stated simply, the combination of an increasing 
worldwide demand for the agricultural products the United 
States produces in abundance, and the absence of significant 
alternative sources of production, will place the United 
States in a unique peacetime position We have, in short, 
an effective near-monopoly of the raw materials of sub- 
sistence For the near and intermediate term, moreover, 
the inevitable growth of foreign demand and the dominating 
position of US supply make it likely that this situation will 
continue for several years 

I he strategic implications of these unforeseen circum- 
stances have not been widely explored, nor have the tactics 
for exploiting them been developed in a systematic manner 
I he following chapters of this essa; will attempt lo sketch 
some of the strategic dimensions of the situation, as well 
as how they might be exploited to advance the national inter- 
ests of the United States 

"IIS Dtpaiimcn' "f Aiiihuhuii tmmjic 

—. — •--» ■ ' <■ ^ 

"T-t- 
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Implementing Economic Warfare 

Fhc United S:alf\ has not employed agricultural exports 
as a component of economic warfare in any serious manner 
in peacetime As a consequence, it lacks the bureaucratic 
and institutional mechanisms to do so But wc have had 
considerable experience with similar institutional arrange- 
ments that are compatible with the conduct of economic- 
warfare, and this experience could readily be drawn upon 

I wo mechanisms would he useful to implement such a 
pol'ty The first is to obtain tight control by the federal 
government over the flow of agricullural exports There has 
been substantial pressure in recent years to do this for reasons 
that are primarily protectionist in nature to minimize the 
impact of foreign demand on domestic US prices by restrict- 
ing exports to a level that would limit price increases to an 
acceptable level Until the aftermath of the FY 1972 gram 
sales to the Soviet Union, there was little serious effort to 
carry out such a program because of Us potential adverse 
effects on international trade I he impact of the July 1973 
embargo on soybean exp..rts-especially in Japan and 
Furope. which arc heavily dependent on US soybeans—was 
formidable, however, and illustrated the kind of reaction that 
ould be- expet- . from any signrtunt interference with 

international agrwultural trade Bat the licensing machinery 
established undtr the Export Control Ac. of I'M1) docs pro- 
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U (M,WtAu„t.,<*o„m  HarU». ml<^ Mulcriuh 

vidcs .he nevesar, vehicle fi« limhinjj agucul.utal «port« 
, I« shouW -h .o do M. - Under Ih« syMcm. I .»r^ 
ura| cM-r.s would he reMU.rcd lo obla.n a val.da.cd «port 

U L * ■' n.anncr s.nnlar io prcscn. con.roK on .ho «port 
InÜ .na.cnal> and .cchnolo.y .0 «he Sov.c.  I'n.on 

Kou..nc  co-nnwrc k. .«  fricndl,   nalH«. -uld  be 
rouUncK approved  Bui «jwrts to natm» ^.th uspect  o 
wh   h the Kücd State, had a powerful pol.-cal reason to 
make sale cond.Monal upon some d.plomat.c arrangen en. 
r^d K- ...orous.y con.roncd   A. the ««C -™J^™ 
(, tl.n.ro. .ould be- far less m.rus.ve than -'^y f  he pr 
p.,sals .ha. have been advan. ed m .he .ake of .he W 
Im deal, .he effect of wh.ch would be to make a^ul.ura 
Sorten alnu.s, .o.ally subjee. to povernmen. mon. ormp of 
SS busmess afla.rs In add.non. th» procedure ******* 
on« apr.eul.ural commod.nes .n.o an .ns.rumen. of bo.h 

makers  would  have ava.lable  an  add.nonal tod of d.plo- 
HMtic leverage s^Uhou. ma^r .ns.uu.ional ehange 

Ihe flex.b.h.y of agrkul.ural expc.m as an ms.ru.nen. of 
iJZ, PONC) COUld K- fur,her enhanced .hrough .he e.eauon 

a ^nn reserve ,ha, eould he use-d enUrely » an ms.ru- 
1C ,  ,f govemmer   polky. Under the PL-48() program, .he 
rid Sa.es has rel.ed enurely on commere.al surpluses .o 

fernen, „r.eul.ural a.d ^.hcy ^ a ft** o, merea^ 
Worldw.de demand for agr.eul.ural conmuKh.-es. .here  h s 

K-en  a drama., drawdown of '^"f '7' Vlevel^ 
Pl..4S() sh.pmen.s have fallen to one .h.rd of \Vt\ levels. 

I here are a number of eu.ren. prufNMh fa es.abl.shmg 
, een.rally o.nra.ed wo.ld food rese-rve or an **^***** 
^LlmaK-d system of m nal reserves to cope «M fa- 

L 



Implrmrnlmv lionnmn Wutimt J3 

shxria^is In pmeral, thcso scheme« MC hurnanhiriin m 
(UiipoM-. ,itul ;iri di-sipnal lo .ISMS! in the ilisiribulion of 
cxisiini: ^r.nn reserves amon}! nations lh.it suffer from nnluritl 
dis.isiirs rcsullin|! in sipnificiinl shorifiills There h;is ;ilso 
hecn much iitncern Jinmu' ei>mmerei;il ajincultuial interests 
over the prospeel lh.il large jiram reserves siibjce: i>> Jüvcrn- 
mem control would heeome i ML'mticant "OverhMlf" on the 
market, resulting in itncertamt) in apricuNural prices To u 
significant extent, this concern is justified; high ngricullural 
priors can he .is much of a ilelerreni to consumption as physi- 
cal shortages ot the products themselves 

\ proposal more consistent with the commercial interests 
of the agrieullural exporting nations would he the establish- 
ment of a US government reserve, carefully partitioned trom 
(he domesln. market, that would be employed for both hu 
manitarian and |Miliiie.il purposes I he most important at- 
'nbutes ol  this system would be the following 

( I » Any eomtiKicial sales liom this reserve, whelhei 
foreign or domestic, would he I a price that approx- 
imated recent market prices at the time of sale 

(2t I he lood reserve should be iifiiintiUtrd by the gov- 
enimcnt in .1 manner that would mmimi/e the 11 ipact 
of such purchases on prices in domestic and lureign 
markets I his could be accomplished by adding to 
the reserve on'y in years when there is a sigmlicant 
suiplus  m domestic  agncultur. I   production 

( l|   Hum.iml.iii.in reliel would he coordinated with other 
agncultuial exporting nations, but the reserve would 

• Ihc   taH   I<M   XIIOII«   rivir«!   vhritH«   h*\   htm   nuiir   m    i Jotlinc.     An 
Im. 111411.»Ml   111 .111   KiMiM   l'..li. >       111   Wmlä   limj   \r. u'.li. Kr|x>rt   al  Ih» 
SutH.ininiiiiM   .11 I.'iimn  A|i>i> nil Hal  I'.iln  nl  ihc ( .immillti on  Aiiuullulc 
..nj I.M.MK    I s VIUI.    N..itnih.i  li,  Hhi   S   S   H..«rnlrlJ the Hohiii.« ol 
»■...»I      I,.„if,  r,./!,,   .Spun»  \<tut.  rr    I'.'v.  M    I)   II,.   ...   ••Ih» MtUn 
..I S..1111IV.    m ) W   Mnvt. ni . '*•  I   \   ,111,1 ih,   /•,../,./..! WmU, Airmi,, 
!„•  .4.11'n  iS.»   \1.1k    l'i.n(ii    Iftt. p(>   <| ^^ 



mat ic interests 

the mouroe of a *^« ^J agncul.ural commodities 
exercise  of economic warf -  «Jf^ ^^ many 

as . routine component of US ^ PkJa > ^ mcre CXIS,. 
tensions of exist.,.. J^SSiT^ constitute a 
Cnce  of   the   mstautional r**^, of US diplomacy 

;:r c^rr^r^uftura, ^ ***** 
a national necessity. 

! 

' 
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Strategic Impludlione 

I he .uliliimii öl ,i viabk iHiknii.ii lor econtmik warfwrc 

coukl K .1 tKcful liiploin.iln. liHil in add In the uptmns avail- 

.lbl^.■ m IS |iii|ii.\in.ikcis in tin.' pcrkid .the.id I or Ruui) yean, 

the noliiin ul I'S |>iilii.> us relKilmj! (hi HpoweriCMMie%,i nl 

iht pii^irful" has uiukrliiKil llu linnis on TS polic) choices 

In Ihc I'XiOs, it «.is krfHCd onK half in jcsl thai Ihc 

worliis onl\ two sii|Ki|vi«. is were Notih Korea anil North 

\ ict'Min, Keuuse ot then sermus milltar> provocations 

against the United Slates uhile in a |>osiiion of stark military 

\ulnerahilit\ .■iiJ siniultuneoiis |>oiitical nnniunity to US re- 

taliation 

In fact, this ciiciinisiance ledecls tiie liiniled nuniKr of 

|Hilic\ options availahle hetween simplv .ibsothinj; the |H)lii 

ical or mililais piovoealmns of minor powxw and resjionilin^ 

Mith an undue amount of lorce I Ins is quite unlike the OS 

Soviel ease, where llieie is now a well-devclnped theory o{ 

LMadualed response at vaivin^ levels i I pioviK'alion "' Much 

less altenlion has heen desoted to the lange of appropriate 

rcsjMinses to small .mil medium powers in a political snsis 

I he   leasilnhiy   ol   emplovin^   a^nculluie   loi   diplomahc 

ends is h)   no means the whole answer  to the  prohlcm  of 

St«      Ixt    i*.iiM|<U      Mi • MI.HI    K il'       llu    / v. .thm.'n      \1, ht/'tf**    ami    S. • NMNHt 
■:      ■       .1    lilllfXI     11141111111111 IVtl^lHM •' • 

3S 
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Slnili vii  IIIIIIIK nimm <7 

IUIKIIKIKIII. inipnii«! ill I S feed L-KIIIIS arc likil> ID be 

.1 iHiin.iruni miuircnH'ni 

Ihcst circunislaitccN piusuK sunw cxpiicil oprairtuniticx 

in :ilfcvi SIIVICI |Hi|iiitiil hchavnH il IIK US chmiMM la cm- 

pln\ Ms kviT.nv ,is a consrqik'iK'C «>{ us dnmmaiKc of the 

.tericultui.tl exixiri market I he lirM is in influence reaourcc 
alkicatMNi vMihm ihc Snvid eotmim) Wiihlu.klmg feed 
plains tiotn ilu SoNiels woM hau- a RMJOT mipael upon 

resiuirte alliKalion il the Vivieis soueht In niainiain their 

<)b|iuive öl HicreaMng livesliick prtHJuvtMHi I ivestoik pro- 
duetii'ii im|vises verj higil inlrasiiuclure eosts m any case. 

ID additmn in the pmbleni of providing adequate feed grain 

supplies, there aie coMt) feedlois hi develop and maintain, 

major improvements m W- mack in the Soviet system of 

mtertarm maikelmi' 11, the rural road network, and in 

maikelmg and ilistrihulion ».haniuls, and subsianti.il bmeau- 

tralie changes to suppoii tin neussary redirection of Soviel 
agtieulture 

Ihe leveiaee ol l.'S teed giam exporls would be- magmlied 

it Ihe) should be withhekl IN not aiiLMiiented durmi; periods 

ol sigmlieant shortla'ls within the Soviet I !nion Major short- 

ages of teed gram would require drastie shifts m the allocation 

ot lesnurecs from other seUois .if tin economy to the agricul- 

tural secloi, thereby mhibiiing Soviel industrial and military 

|»oteiilial In this regard, mampulaton ol agricultural exptirts 

t«> the Sovut l.mon is hkelv to have a much more sigmdeant 

impact on resource allocalinn uiilmi ihe Soviet t Inion than 

wiiliholdme inilusinal Uihnologv ( ommenling on this phe- 

nomenon   I'rolessot   I   (    Schelhng has staled  " 

Wheal shipmenis mav have (he same effect on mili- 

tary piograms as jet engine sales Wheat shipments may 

permit the Soviets to keep chemical industries onenled 

l.siim.«,,   ,1   Pi.l.vs..,    I    (      viir )    .■/,„.„„,„„   »„„»»,„   ,„„,,   , .„„ 
■nuiic ..ii (..irimi Mil    I S SUI.I.    MmtmSm   I***, p   IH 







1(1 ( CM Hi   )i<»/ I iiiiinniH  Wurftirf in too» Mahnals' 

four uhroiuium. ct>bjl(. manganvM.', 'ind tin) A substanti.il 
Iraclmn «>! the ownership ol thew rcMUirccs ts vested in 
cither ( onuminisi hloc nations, or in underdeveloped nations 
whose willingness to eniplo\ eonsirvation measures to im- 
pnwe their terms of trade or lor political purp«ises is. how 
ever. \et to be- demonstrated 

I ABLE: y 
US Import Dependence 

Bauxite 
Chromium 
("obalt 
Copper 
Iron Ore 
Lead 
Manganese 
Mercury 
Nicke» 
Tin 
Tungsten 
Zine 

Imporl» us 
a percent of 
coniumplion 

in 197? 

H4 
1(X) 
100 

I 
29 
19 

100 
82 
92 

100 
56 
50 

During the 1973-74 Arab oil embargo, the United States 
was not organized loi more than !■ i responses military 
intervention, and passive resignation in accept the short-term 
costs ol the embargo With appiopnate organization, a thud 
alternative would have been available as an instrument of 
diplomacy the manipulation of the delivery ol agricultural 
pioduds to the Middle last I his diplomatic lever is not 
only commensurate with the ptovocation. but also far more 
likelv to achieve success than the establishment of a con- 
sumers cartel, as was favored in some quarters. 

' 
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IllHl 
United Statis 
Canada 
•\UNir.ilKi 

oihcr Free Wtirlil 
l nnimunist C'Duntncs 

MannantM 
(i.ibtin 
Republic »it S»»uth Africa 
I mtcd States 
Other Flee NVnrkl 
( ommunist (tiunlncs 

MHCMJ 
Sp.iin 
ViHiDslavia 
Unüed Staus 
Olhi-r Free Wortd 
( oiiimunist (    untiks 

NhM 
Nc*   takdoma 
Canada 
( uba 
United States 
Olher I rcc World 
{'omnumisl CttunlriLs 

liH 
I hailaiul 
Malaysia 
Indonesia 
Dmlcd Slates 
Other free NVoild 
Communisi Countries 

Percentage 
of workl 
reserve* 

38.9 
13.2 
8.3 

22,2 
174 

15(1 
8.5 

35 0 
41 5 

H9.1 

8.7 
7.2 

219 
132 

33.3 
13.6 
9 1 

4 
21 9 
21.6 

33.5 
14.4 
13 2 

.1 
■M.8 
17.1 
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CHANGING AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY IN 
THE MIDDLE EAST:  AN ANALYSIS 

by Edward S. Boy Ian 

With the advent of the "energy crisis" with all its ramifications, 

there have been increasing calls for a reexa.lnation of American foreign 

poHcy in the Middle East, in particular the strong support the Un.ted 

States has given l.rael in its struggles for existence. Critics of 

current policies argue, in essence, that support of Israel: 

.1  .rfve.selv affects relations with the Arab nations, which is 
a)  ^ndeürlble because of that bloc's oil resources and growing 

economic wealth; 

c) provides opportunities for increasing Soviet influence in the 

area; 

d) carries ehe rtth of a superpower conflict in the region; 

e) Is dancerously weakening American military strength. 

While these arguments have elements of truth in them, they do not 

appear sufficient to justify any sharp change in American foreign policy. 

For it is -ar. for any major plank in American foreign policy to be an 

i  .inn -n nations  In addition to the shortcomings 
unalloyed blessing, pleasing all nations, 

of cur,...t policies and the benefits of proposed alternatives, one must 

also consider the benefits of current policies and what negative develop- 

ments are likely to result if changes are made. 

in particular, diminished support for Israel: 

a) would have adverse International implications In many -.ea$ 

of the w^rld; 

fc>  Is not likely to have a significant impact on American energy 

problems. 



c)  will not guarantee harmonious relations with all the Arab 
nations; 

d) could, under some scenarios, be a spur to war in the region; 

e) may possibly lead lo nuclear proliferation, in the Middle East 
and elsewhere; 

f) would certainly have undesirable domestic consequences. 

To discuss tdese points in order, one should note that except for 

longstanding obligations to NATO, Japan and perhaps Taiwan, few aspects 

of American policy have been as firm and longlasting as the commitment 

to support the existence of Israel.  Presidents of vastly different poli- 

tical perspectives have all made support of Israel an important element 

of American foreign policy.  For the United States to suddenly weaken 

its commitment, not because of any change In Israel or the United States, 

but in essence because of external pressure and economic threats from 

Arab nation, would raise questions about the value and certainty of an 

alliance with the United States in many parts of the world. 

In particular, the Middle East may suddenly become a new "soft under- 

belly" of Western Europe. Any signs of increased Soviet influence in the 

area would create qualms in Western Europe.  If, after all, the United 

States could, in essence, be forced by threats of oil embargoes to cut 

Israel adrift, why r.ould they not Just as easily be dissuaded from aiding 

Western Europe by a similar threat? And would Jordan believe the United 

States would come to its aid, if faced with PLO aggression, when the United 

States had not aided Israel? 

Nor should one believe that a change in policy would raise American 

influence in Arab circles to such a point that renewed Russian Infiltra- 

tion Is impossible.  What is striking when one goes down the list of 

>r—n n» -..- ■ 
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nations in the area i. that the only firm .riend of the United States 

is Israel! 

While some countries, such as Saudi Arabia and Jordan, are now "pro- 

Western," the political perspective of each of them could (literally) 

change overnight.  King Faisal now seems secure on his throne, but it is 

hard to know what political forces are seething below the surface.  As 

Faisal increases his armed forces to protect his regime from external 

threats, he may be creating an internal threat of even greater consequence. 

Who knows what Saudi Arabian Khaddafi is now a frustrated major or colonel? 

The Shah of Iran is another pro-Western monarch, but he is already 

past 50.  At any moment he could be felled by a heart attack.  Whether his 

son would be able to rule effectively in his stead, and with what political 

perspective, is not clear. 

King Hussein of Jordan is another American ally, but he has already 

survived numerous assassination attempts.  Who knows how long his good 

fortune will continue? Moreover, the originators of some of the attempts, 

the PLO, *ould be ensconced in their own state.  It is not unlikely to see 

them renew attempts to incorporate Jordan into "Greater Palestine." 

Nor should one forget that the PLO, despite noble 'hetorlc about a 

"secular democratic state," has received significant Soviet aid In the 

past.  Creation of a PLO state eltlier together with or In place of Israel 

would see creation for a new base for Soviet intrigue. 
■ 

Iraq and Syria seem rirmly in the Soviet camp.  No reversal of Ameri- 

can policy Is likely to chanyo the extreme left-wing orientation of those 

regimes.  As to the extent Egypt would show its appreciation to the United 

States for its changed policy, inquiries might be made to Moscow. Unless 
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is the decision by Saudi Arabia to reneqe on a promise to the U.S. that 

it would auction its surplus oil. driving down the price of oil, when 

other OPEC members objected. 

Conceivably, in the framework of an agreed OPEC price reduction, on* 

mnht expect, perhaps, a 10* drop, from $10 to $9 a barrel of oil  Need- 

les m  say, while any price reduction would be welcome, a ]0%   reduction 

would r, t Significantly ease worldwide economic problems originating from 

hi gh oil pi *c»-s. 

Some stud "> done at the Hudson Institute have indicated that Saudi 

Arabia could, on i , ^wn, force th- price down while earning «VM more 

revenue, making up on -), ime what it loses on price per b?-rel.  Whatever 

econometric models may sha  such a development seems politically dubious. 

Following years of being "expl. Ii#d" by Wester.- nations and their oil 

companies, no Third World nation i  :;kely to expo.t vast amounts of oil 

at "cheap" prices, regardless of ratic i;«. 

Finally, with regard to price, it se,. -s rlear that OPLT will lower 

its prices only with reluctance; only a?ter  s ^ .g markot (and perhaps 

political) pressures.  For the U.S. to change po lees because of the 

''--il weapon" would be interpreted as a sign of weak »s .  Ai such, it is 

likely to be counterproductive to any campaign to conv nee OPEC to lower 

prices. 

With regard to availability of oil, it seems clear that another 

embargo is a distinct possibility in the event of another middle East war. 

But It is far from a certainty. 

In many ways an embargo would be more difficult to institute now than 

in 1973.  First. Arab nations have invested largo amounts of their excess 
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finally, in many «„s ,he Western nations are more prepared to face 

... embargo.  Reserve stocks of ol, have been increased. Emergency mech- 

anisms for distributing reduced amounts of oil are in existence.  Perhaps 

most important, the miütary problems of regaining by force -ha, was 

darned by politics have no doubt been extensively ,„.,v2,d , ous 

Western nations. 

One should not forget that the 1,73 embargo did not occur with the 

onset of fighting, but only later, after the United States committed 
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could dramatically disrupt oil exports from the region.  In particular, 

important Iranian oil fields lie dangerously near the border between them. 

In a sense, Israel serves as a lightening rod, focusing Arab atten- 

tions on that pi:rt of the Middle East rather than on the Persian Gulf. 

One should not foroet that the Egyptian adventure in Yemen was not ended 

until the fiasco of th^ Six-Day war.  Similarly, until 1967, there were 

grave doubts as to the stability of the Saudi Arabian government. 

The previous discussion  in many ways explains the third point, that 

adopting a more pro-Arob policy would not Guarantee harmonious relations 

with Arab nations.  The hiddle East is an area rent with many disputes 

and conflicting po'itical ambitions.  If and when the Israeli issue is 

resolved, one can assume the United States to be forced to "take sides" 

In these conf1icts. 

It is often stated that if Israel did not exist, then the Soviet 

Union would have to create her.  The argument being that only the Arab- 

Israeli issue provides an opening for Soviet influence in the area.  It 

often goes unnoticed, however, that the Soviet Union has shown itself 

capable of creating other "Israel" type issues elsewhere in the world. 

The growth of Russian influence in India, for example, is not due to U.S. 

support of Israel.  Even in Egypt, the Russian "breakthrough"--the arms 

deal of 1955"-stemmed froTi Nasser's displeasure with other American 

policies. 

Nor should one discount internal political factors leading to govern- 

ments not particularly "pro-American." If Egyptian economic woes continue 

to mount, Sadat could well be forced out of office, for example.  Whether 

! 
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a  successor would be <is admirinq of American Secretaries of State is not 

clear.  Possible developments in Iran and Saudi Arabia have been discussed 

above. 

Adoption by the United Stales of an "evenhanded" policy, far from 

reducing chances for renewed conflict, would most likeK increase them. 

Unless matched by Russian evenhandedness, hardly a li,.jly prospect, such 

a move would only harden Arab political demands and give them renewed 

hope for military conquest of Israel.  The most probable end result would 

be a massing of Arab forces together with a political ultimatum to Israel. 

While conceivab'y, given the unfavorable political outlook, Israel might 

acquiesce, the more likely result would be renewed hostilities. 

The outcome of such a conflict is hard to predict.  Israel today seems 

still superior to the combined prowess of its Arab cntagonists.  What the 

situation might be in a year or two, especially if Russian supply efforts 

were not matched by the United States, is more uncertain. 

If the tide of battle did seem to be turning against Israel, there 

would be strong pressures on the United States to come to Israel's aid. 

One can hardly conceive of a less desirable development than the United 

States entering the fray on the side of an ally weakening before a military 

assault.  (See Korea.)  The cost in lives would be great.  The likelihood 

of some Russian response, perhaps even sending "volunteers" to the region, 

could not be discounted.  An oil embargo becomes almost a certainty. 

If the United States did not come to Israel's aid, the sifjatlon 

would not be much better.  Defeat of Israel would be interpreted as a 

defeat for the West.  Russian prestige would be immense, for It would have 

been Russian military equipment which had gained victory, while Russian 
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■'..inish, or even threaten to be lost c^pletel,. deployln, „„cle.r wea- 
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«til the Arabs themselves obtained s ar weapons. 

While the situation might appea, ., ,.,„ as 9rim for ,srae| ^ ^ 

nucle,r Hiddie East, considerahie t,m wouid have been gained, and who 

knows what politica, changes might occur in th. interim? 

».«less to sav. ,srae,i nuclear wea^ns «uld inevitably be matched 

by Arab nuclear weapons. They could either be furnished by .he Soviet 

Union or, if that s<>urce .„ „^ ^„^ ^^       ^ 

<h.lr h„^ „i, venues, the cost would be baarable.) What the con..- 

duences of nuclear proliferation in the Hiddie Eas. „ight be are far from 

claar. but it does not seem a desirable dev.lopn,nt from an African 

perspective. 

l-.rhaps the most dangerous aspect would be that even if the Arab- 

-sraeli is somehow resolved, nuclear weapons would r.™,n „ the 
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Just as in 1973, to minimize adverse reactions in Arab countries, 

It is desirable for the United States to play as small an active role in 

supplying Israel during hostilities as possible.  The more equipment on 

the scene, the less active involvement necessary after fighting breaks 

out.  Moreover, after the recent changes in the c.jvernment of Portugal, 

resupply efforts nwy be more difficult than in l.'^3. 

These last few paragraphs, in a sense, are J reply to those who warn 

that military shipments to Israel have gravely we«:-ened American military 

strength.  The goal of the United States :s not to win wars, but to deter 

them from occurring or to minimize adverse consequences to the United States 

if they dc occur.  By decreasing the likelihood of war, increasing pros- 

pects for a speedy termination of hostilities and minimizing over involve- 

tnent of the United States in any fighting, military aid to Israel seems 

fully in the American national interest. 

One can argue, to be s^re, that such support only increases Israeli 

intransigence over political concessions and increases the likelihood of 

a preemptive Israeli military attack. With regard to the latter, unless 

Arab forces seemed particularly menacing--such as occurred in 1967--there 

seems no motivation for Israel to launch such a strike.  If the Arab nations 

were indeed girding for battle,  there seems no reason why the United States 

whould prefer a 1973-type scenario over a 1967-type scenario. 

To discuss the former point in the depth that It is worthy of is be- 

yond the scope of this paper. Crucial to this argument is the perception 

that it is Israeli insistence on perfect security rather than Arab insist- 

ence on the replacement of Israel by an Arab state which is the primary 

stumbling block to peace in the area.  This analyst would argue that a. 
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least some important segments of the Arab political scene, such as the 

PLO, have not renounced their desire for the elimination of Israel, and 

that this is the key issue prevent inn peace. 

While support for the existence of Israel obviously exacerbates re- 

lations with the Arab states, paradoxically perhaps, it also in many ways 

increases the importance and prestis« of the United States in Arab eyes 

as well.  It is far from a coincidence that President Nixon received a 

tumultuous reception in Cairo within a few montns after the United States 

had saved Israel from a disastrous military defeat. By again demonstrat- 

ing its resolve to preserve the existence of Israel, it became clear to 

at least some Arab states that their political gjal? could be achieved 

only through American acquiescence.  If the United States were to retreat 

from its commitment under threat of an Arab oil embargo, respect for an^ 

concern for good relations with the United States could easily diminish. 

In this regard one must emphasize again, as noted in the beginning of 

this paper, that Israel is i part of the West, sharing a common culture 

and heritage with the United States. As part of the West, Israel has con- 

tributed as well as taken-  its scientists have made discoveries In many 

areas;  its armed forces contrioute in a small, but r.ot insignificant 

manner, to the military strength of the Western world.  If Israel were 

defeated and destroyed, a part of the Western developed world will be 

lost. The shock waves from any such defeat would be felt not only In the 

Hiddle East but around the w-tld, and in a manner not favorable to the 

United States. 

To summarize, then, sharp changes in American support for the exist- 

ence of Israel would have adverse international repercussions. Other 
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nations allied with the United States would begin to reexamine the value 

of its alliance.  Pressure-, for development and deployment of nuclear 

weapons would rise in Israel, leading to nuclear proliferation in the 

Middle East and other areas of the world as well. 

If the United States were merely to reduce, but not abandon, its 

commitment to Israel, the end result could easily be an increased iilceli- 

hood of war, with the possibility that the armed forces of the United 

States might be forced to inf'O'ene on unfavorable military terms. 

Many of these trends would be accentuated if the Un; ed States were 

to shift to a strong pro-Arab position.  Especially under these circum- 

stances, adverse domestic repercussions could be articipated.  Significant 

spread of anti-S«mitism and civil unrest would adversely affect American 

Ii fe at home. 

Moreover, the supposed benefits of such a change seem less than (tight 

be imagined.  The effect on the price of oil will most likely be negligible. 

While an embargo is a distinct possibility  in the event of a war, it is 

far from a certainty.  The diplomatic gains to be made in Arab nations by 

such a change are likely to be shortlived.  The Soviet Union has a firm 

base of operations in the Middle Last in countries like Iraq and Syria. 

Creation of a Palestinian PLO government would create another pro-Soviet 

country in the area. 

Finally, existence of Israel has benefited the United States in many 

ways.  It has weakened the Soviet Union in some respects and hindered their 

resupply efforts In North Vietnam.  Its scientists have contributed to th? 

world of knowledge.  Perhaps mo-it important, Israel Is perhaps the strong- 

est, certainly the firmest friend of the United States In the strateglc- 

- t -* 
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IRAQ AS A SOVIET PROXY ON THE PERSIAN GULF' 
THE NEXT DECADE 

by Raphael Danziger 

A«  Underlvinr Prolestl rma 

Any analysis of future developments must be based on 

a set of projections relating to the principal variables 

underlying the analyzed subject.  It is felt that making 

explicit at the outset the basic projections affecting the 

present study wculd provide the necessary framework for it. 

The following projections underlie the central issues 

analyted in this paperi a drastic change in any of them would 

necessitate a revision of its conclusions. 

1. The basic internal and external posture of the 

Soviet regime will remain unchanged. 

2. The U. S. and the major West European states 

will remain NATO members with essentially unchanged internal 

systems. 

3. The U. S. and the USSR will continue to be the 

undisputed superpowersi China will lag behind, and will not 

become a major factor in the Middle East during the period 

under review. 

*.  The underlying global rivalry between the USSR and 

the ü. S. will continue, whether in the framework of an open 

cold war or of a limited detente. 

—---•»  »' 'mm  »"»imm up  ,.. 
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5-     The availability ot Middle ^8torn oil wlll con. 
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nd that none of then has yet und.rgon. Known d.velop.,nts i„ 

the opposite direction which are .^„^ enough to ^ 

forecast of a drastic change in it during th. nsxt decad.. 

B' -^"«round,  Tr^o-s Btdag_aaj rr ^ 

Since Juiy 1968 lnq  h„ ,„„ ruled ^ the Ba(th 

through a Revolutionary Command Council (Reel .h,„K wltl"L 1«CC/| which, under 
h. Provisional Constitution of .uly i97o. ls r..ponslbl. for 

el9Ctl0n ^ th9 PrM"e-- *-*»*. th. laws, and ov.r- 
■••8 the command of the armed forces  iinH^ 

lorces.  under a constitutional 
.».nd^ent enacted in July l97,. th. R0C ,„ trilngf6rre(1 ^ 

Po-r to appoint end difB!,. an nlnl.t.ra ^ ^^ ^ 

tHe President of the H.public. who is .1,0 the Presidsnt of „CC. 

"." «.rshal Ah^d ...an .l-B.kr. head of the «ilita^ wing of 

—^ -*.■** -~- -■ n.i mw _.^., I 
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^ r«.M evnc. - coup. ^ vlc9.pr98ld,„t ana 

«.. two -in«, of tM -"ng ^ at the 6b8.no. of -hicn 

. ^.a. a «ortlnB ^^W-.    - ^ — 

tu» of I«., consl.« of 2 3. 

^t, offioUU of - -;h;w|th regVBe haB b..n «1«. *• 
,„ ..noe .968    . ^^    ^ „**, 

than «alcing -ove, toward 4 cont.ct. only with 

tM gov.r-.nt. th. r.gl- "^ notably th. Kurdl.h 

oth.r r-oognlt.. ^^^ ^ U»). 
0.^10 Part, CK.P. .-J    ^ ^ ^ „, of ^ 

th. Kurds. con.tltutl ^ ^^^ „.. 

10 BU11on —r^Xr—g ^n an. ^ . 
: -:::::. r^L.. .f f..:::.: r - 
,«r« In a a« Le4. by Mustafa ■» 

„„,nt b,tw«.n 1961 snl 197u „h»,., m 
g0v.m».nt „.„.nd.4 autonomy and a larg. 
Pr,.1d.nt of KDP.  t..y M---      ^ itorch 1970 th9 prs..nt 

lm.. 6o—"* ftnd re90Ur
e. „.«.„.nt .1th KDP. granting 

— — "ClTstan and Posing ** — — 
ths Kurds autonory In Kurd 
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clpatlon In th. gov.m«.„t.  The hitch was that the area to 

be granted Kurdleh autonomy wao to be determined aocording 

to the exletonoe of a Kurdish majority as verified In a census 

-which the Iraqi government steadfastly refused to conduct. 

The rsason was Its fear that a census would prove Klrkuk- 

Iraq-s principal oil reglon-to have a Kurdish majority. 

Nevsrth.less, the government granted the Kurds some of the 

concssions promised, includina the recognition of Kurdish as 

« official language, several Kurds were also brought into the 

government.  Even this limited cooperation with the Kurds col- 

lapsed in varch 197,. when «arzani rejected a new Iraqi auton- 

omy plan for the Kurds presented in the form of a 15-day ultl- 

««..  The war between the Kurds and the Ira,l a™y ,»„ resun,d. 

although up till now on a limited scale. 

In addition to an estimated 2,000 regular members. I0P 

1. thought to have 10-20.000 sympathizers. These numben. are 

eufflclent to make ICP a fonnidable political force In Iraq. 

Deaplte the bitter legacy of a massacre of nu»erous I0P .embers 

by the Ba.th regime in 1963. the return of the Ba.th to power 

In July 1968 was followed by a rapprochement between the two 

groups.  After many ups and downs, sn accord was finally announced 

In July 1973 on th, declaration of a National Action Charter. 

The accord resulted In granting four ministerial posts to ICP 

»embsrs. a. well as in the reles.e from Jail of severai Oommu- 

nists.  No real power was. however, given to ICP. „one of whos. 

member» was admitted to the RCCe 
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In assessing the political power and the surviva- 

blllty of the present Ba«th regime in Iraq, it should be 

noted that so far it has demonstrated a greater resiliency 

than any of its predecessors since the fall of the monarchy 

in 1958.  The ten years preceding the rise to powtr of the 

Ba«th were punctuated by two successful coups d'Stat which 

eliminated the Qasim regime after four and a half years in 

power and the first Ba«th regime after only nine monthst the 

July 1968 coup itself finished off the Aref regime after four 

and a half years.  In contrast, the present regime is com- 

pleting its sixth year in power without showing any pronounced 

signs of weakness.  It weathered successfully an abortive coup 

in June 1973. and there is general belief that all potential 

opposition has been eliminated.  Iraq is expected to remain 

a harsh military dictatorship, with the Ba«th party holding 

exclusive powen cooperation with the KDP has collapsed and 

Is not likely to resume in the foreseeable future, while 

Communists will probably continue to be co-opted into the 

government as an insurance against subversive activities on 

their part but not be given real power.  The neutralisation 

of the ICP, the only nation-wide civilian group powerful enough 

to challenge the regime, will most likely assure the continued 

survival of the Ba«th as long as it maintains it control over 

the army.  The only foreseeable cause for the loss of this con- 

trol is a humiliating defeat by the Kurds--an unlikely even- 

tuality in view of the constantly swelling flow of sophisti- 
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**A  h« tYm  nnhinr oil money.  Another possible cated arms generatf.'d by tre puanin^ 

«uae for th. collapse of the present regime would be a fratri- 

cidal strudle between the mSlitary and civilian wlnga of the 

Ba-th. but this is also unlUely. the two wings have learned 

to prevent the stra.ns in their relations fro. getting out of 

hand in order to assure their survival.  As will be shown later, 

even if the present regime does fall, its successor Is not 

.xpocted to effect radical changes in Iraq's foreign policy. 

one of the factors enhancing the survivablllty of ths 

B.. th regime la the greatly improved economic situation of the 

country.  In 1973. «... running feud between the Iraqi government 

and the Ira, Oil Company (IK). «Mch had held down oil produc- 

tion for twelve years, was at last «solved, during the same 

year the new fields of North Rutils and Basra began producing 

.„batantlal quantities of oil. and oil prices sfcyroc.st.d toward 

the end of the year.  As a result, th. oil Income of th. Iraqi 

government jumped from $58U million In 1972 to $1.67 billion 

in 1973. it I» «pected to reach . prodigious *.* billion In 

„*. and if the current oil price, hold «P. it »ay rise up to 

$U billion in 1980 and $23 bUlion In 1985. On the ba.i. of th. 

growing oil mcom.. the Iraqi gov.nm.nt has smbart.d on an 

„bitlous program of industrial expansion, which is UK.ly to 

go forward smoothly due to the eagern.s- of W.t.m companl.s 

to carry it out.  Onllk. most other Arab oil producers, mq 

ha. also sn snormous sgrlcultural potential, about half of Its 

170.000 squar. «ll.s bas a potential ior agricultural productivity. 

.- — -——  —.■*—. 
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of which only 25-: are currently utilized.  So far agriculture 

hae been neglected and mismanaged, but there are signs that 

the government has recently begun paying more attention to it. 

The Iraqi government has been exerciuing tight control 

over the economy through powerful autonomous and semi-autono- 

mous organizations, which have been allocated special budgets 

and control most of the major commercial, tanking, and insurance 

activities.  It is likely that with the help of these organiza- 

tions, the government will be able to channel a part of the 

unprecedented income generated from oil exports to buy off any 

potential opposition. 

To sum up, it seems that by avoiding disastrous inner 

strife, by neutralizing the opposition, by assuring the support 

of the army, and by controlling and manipulating the booming 

economy, the Ba«th regime of Iraq has been able to overcome the 

weakness inherent in its narrow base of support and emerge as 

one of the sturdiest regimes in the Arab world, with good pros- 

pects of survival. 

Soviet-Iraqi relations will be analyzed in four differ- 

ent contexts. 1.  Bilateral relationsi 2. The context of the 

Middle East and the Arab-Israeli conflict? 3.  The context of 

Soviet preoccupation with the security of its southern bordersi 

and 4. The context of the Persian Gulf and the Indian Ocean. 

The fourth context wi.ll constitute the main emphasis and thrust 

of this paper. 
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3. Diminishing oil  production has made  the East 

European countries  increasingly dependent on oil  imports 

from  the  USSR.     In 1973.   the Soviets were forced  to export 

over 16% of their total  oil  production to East Europe,  a 

percentage which is likely  to increase even further, 

4. The Soviet decision in the 1960^ to import 

Western technology and equipment on a vast scc'le has  required 

huge amounts of hard currency,  and will require even more in 

the  future.     In order to obtain this currency,  the  uSSR has 

had  to export additional quantities of oil to the West.     In 

1973»  almost 12% of Russia'r  oil production went to Western 

countries,  accounting for over J0% of the Soviet Union's earn- 

ings  in hard currency.    Soviet oil exports to the West are 

also expected to increase during the next decade. 

As a result of these factors, Soviet oil production 

has not been able to satisfy  the growing domestic demand.     Oil 

deficits have been occurring since I965,  and they are likely to 

continue to grow until  the Siberian oilfields are fully exploi- 

ted—which is not expected to happen in the foreseeable future. 

The-Soviet answer to this problem has been  to begin 

importing Middle Eastern oil—wherever possible without paying 

for it in hsrd currency--and to encourage the East European 

countries to do the same in order to reduce their imports from 

the USSR which do not earn any hard currency from the Soviets. 

As a result,  in 1973 Soviet Bloc oil imports from the Arab 

j» 

/ 
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field as being "among the ten richest oilfields in the world" 

(International Affairs,. Moscow, June 1972, p. 66).  It is quite 

likely that the USSR will steadily increase its oil imports 

from North Rumaila and other Iraqi fields during the next ten 

years. 

In addition to oil cooperation with the USSR itself, 

Iraq has also signed, since 1971, agreements providing for oil 

shipments in payment for aid in oil exploration e.nd  exploitation 

with East Germany, Romania, and Hungary.  These deals have also 

been intended primarily to ease the burden of Soviet oil exports 

to East Europe. The year 1973. which saw a jump in Iraqi crude 

production from I.455 million b/d to 2.1 million b/d was also 

the first year in which East Europe imported significant quanti- 

ties of Iraqi oil, amounting to 160,000 b/d. This quantity is 

expected to increase steadily, simultaneously with progressively 

ir.vsnsifying Soviet Bloc cooperation in Iraqi oil exploration 

and exploitation. 

It is thus clear that Iraq has begun to play a major 

role in the USSR's quest to ease its oil deficit, and will most 

likely continue to do so over the next ten years.  Proven oil 

reserves in Iraq are estimated at 32 billion bbl., putting it 

fourth in the Middle East after Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Iran. 

According to H.I. estimates, Iraq will produce four million b/d 

in 1980 and six million b/d in 1985 (Senate estimates are even 

hlghen k,k  million and nine million b/d, respectively). These 

data should suffice to show that even on a bilateral basis alone. 

■- ^^ m*m  — wwrni. "w^- 
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Iraq has bocon. a cr.ntry of freat importanc. for the US-R. 

It hae beon. and is likely to remain, th. largest orud. oil 

aouroe  of the Soviet Hloc   in  the world. 

C-     PlS  "tddle aet and   th. Ar*h-Tn™*iy Confn^t 

Iraq's geographical  location makes it a relatively 

marginal country as far as  the Soviet interest in the astern 

Mediterranean region is concerned.    The 160 miles or so 

»eparat.ng Iraq from the Jsraeli  border and slightly more fro. 

the Mediterranean coast make it much less interesting In this 

context to th, Soviets than £gypt „ Syria, both of which border 

both Israel and the Mediterranean and have larger .™ies than 

Ira^s.  or even than Libya-a newly acquired friend of the USSR 

--with its long Kedlterranean shoreline  (See map in Appendix 1-1) 

Iraq cannot provide the Soviets with naval bases or facilities 

on the Mediterranean,  it has no power over th. crucla! Suez Canal 

(expected to be reopened within a year), and it cannot bear th. 

brunt of the fight against Israel. 

This ie not to say,   however,  that Iraq has had no 

Impact on events occurring in the Middle East.    It. army has 

participated in force in every one of the three major war. be- 

tw..n Israel and th, Arab state,   (m we. 1967. and 1973),  and, 

.ion. among the,,  Iraq has never signed an annlstio. agr..ment 

or a cease fire with Israel,     m other words, among the major 

combatants,  Iraq i, doubtless the moat radical in It. position 

vl.-i-vls Israel.    Thi, radical stand,  which has oolnold.d with 

I 
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the basic Soviet Interest of Keeping the *rab-l8raell oonfUct, 

• imBsrlng as a means of gaining influence In the Arab world, 

ha. been brought to bear upon Israel's neighbors during the 

meetings of the Arab leaders, in which Ira, has always had a 

strong voice.  Iraq has also been able to influence her neigh- 

bors Syria and Jordan through the presence of Iraqi contingent, 

en their territories.  It may be expected that the astronomical 

Increases In Iraq's oil income will enable her to strengthen 

her anned forces at a faster pace than relatively oil poor Syria 

and Jordan, and her power of Intimidation over her. went.rr. neigh- 

bore would grow accordingly. 

The USSR formalized its recognition of Iraq's role in 

the Arab-lsraell conflict in the Soviet-Iraqi Treaty of Friend- 

ship and Cooperation, signed on April 9. 1972 (for the text, see 

Appsndix III), which statsd (Articl. *). -They (ths USSR and Iraq) 

will continu. to wag. an unrelenting struggle against impsriallsm 

and Zionism.- Statements to the same effect have abounded in ths 

past, and will doubtl.s. be made in the future. At the same time, 

it is o.rtaln that the USSR will continue to regard Iraq aa a 

secondary power vis-J-v-s ths East Msdit.rranean basin, unless 

the unlikely following scenario takes place. Iraq pours a very 

Urge percentage of its oil income into a huge expansion of its 

army, ths Iraqi go-.rnment decide, to dissngage itself from the 

problem of ths Kurds, fron the struggle with Iran, and from the 

l>eraian Oulf area in order to concentrate on the fight against 

l.rael, It throw, a .!»,«, part of Its araed fores, into th. 

-— — -  
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battle with Israel through Jordan or Syria, possibly against 

their objections.  As long as this improbable scenario does 

not occur. Egypt and Syria will remain the mainstays of 

Soviet policy in the Eastern Mediterranean (growing US influence 

in them notwithstanding). 

^  Security of the Southern Soviet Wrt ers 

The issue of the security of the southern borders of 

the USSR is that which originally drew Soviet attention to Iraq. 

In February 1955 Iraq (then still a kingdom) concluded a defense 

alliance with Turkey, Britain joined in April. Pakistan in 

September, and Iran in October.  The Baghdad Pact war. thus 

complete, with the US as an observer.  Although officially 

defensive, the formation of a Western military alliance on 

the southern borders of the USSR (See map in Appendix LI) 

caused great anxieties among the Soviet leaders, who viewed 

It as an "aggressive pact" and conducted a massive propaganda 

campaign against it. 

The fall of the Iraqi monarchy in July 1958 and the 

almost immediate withdrawal of Iraq from the Baghdad Pr.ct by 

the new radical leadership provided Moscow with the opportunity 

of undermining the Pact, renamed Central Treaty Organization 

(CENTO) in March 1959. through the establishment of Soviet 

presence in Iraq by way of military and economic aid.  Egypt 

and Syria having already joined the pro-Soviet camp, the USSR 

had virtually leapfrogged the "Northern Tier." 
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During the yaa-.-a 1959-196^, Iraq played a crucial 

role in Soviet planning as a countervailing force against 

the two principal CENTO Tiembers in the area, Iran and Turkey, 

Both states displayed a great hostility toward the USSR, 

and considered their ^rticipation in the Western defense 

system against the USSR as vital to their security.  A pro- 

Soviet Iraq constituted a potential threat which forced their 

governments to divert part of their attention and military 

preparations toward their Arab neighbor--which served nicely 

the Soviet interests. 

This situation changed in I96U-65, when Soviet rela- 

tions with both Iran and Turkey improved dramatically.  Top- 

level visits were exchanged between the USSR and the two CENTO 

members 1 substantial trade relations were initiated 1 and Iran 

received, in addition to economic assistance, "non-sensitive" 

military aid from the Soviet Union.  Despite occasional strains, 

the "detente" between the USSR and Iran and Turkey has continued 

to this day.  This rapprochement resulted largely from Iranian 

and Turkish disappointment with various aspects of Western 

support and from the Soviet interest in exploiting this disappoint- 

ment to diminish the importance of CENTO as a Western military 

alliance.  It has served the Soviet purpose well, and conse- 

quently the importance of Iraq as a counterbalance to CENTO has 

greatly diminished. 

As long as the friendly relations between the USSR, Iran 

and Turkey are maintained, and there is no reason to believe that 
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the Soviet Union .111 act to undermine then,. Iraq «ill have 

only a «rein.! l.portanoe for the USSR In the context of th. 

eecurity of It. southern hordero.  If and «hen Iran and/or 

T^Key relapse Into a policy of direct confrontation «1th the 

Soviet Union. It Is certain that Iraq «ould l^.diat.ly resume 

her role oT exertlr.s preseure upon thoae countrise in order 

to ease theirs on the USSR.  This is not. ho«ev.r. a very 

mely possibility, ospoclally if the limited general dStent. 

between East and West Is to contlnua. 

p.  Th. Persian nnlf and th» Tndian Ocean 

(!) ataäiiattflU ^"v'et-lraal Rapprochement 

Ever since the collapse of ths Iraqi monarchy in 

July 1958. the USSR has maintained good relations «1th Iraq 

snd has supplied It «1th militanr and economic aid. Sovl.t- 

iraql friendship «ss especially close under General Qa.lm 

(1958-63), «hen at one point Kosco« supportsd him In his 

struggl. acalnst Prssld.nt Nasser himself, hut even during 

the rule of the Ba-th in 1963 and that of the brothers Aref 

until 1968. despite occasional strains, Sovls-Iraql relation. 

i 

remained good. 

in 1971-72. relations between Mosco« and Baghdad 

Und.r«.nt «hat may be described as a transformation Into . 

higher order of magnitude. The ground for the breakthrough 

«. laid in a little-noticed -rflt of Soviet Deputy-Premier 

^ 
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Novikov to Baghdad in Juno 1971, followed immediately by a 

visit of a high ranking ten-member Iraqi delegation to Moscow, 

In February 1972 Iraq's Vice-President Sadam Husain Takriti met 

in Moscow with Brezhnev, Kosygin, and Podgomy in preparation 

for the crucial events of April 1972. 

Between the 6th and 10th of April 1972, Premier 

Kosygin conducted an official visit to Baghdad, taking part 

In ceremonies marking the 25th anniversary of the Ba<th party. 

On April 9t 1972, Kosygin signed a 15-year Treaty of Friend- 

ship and Cooperation with Iraq (text in Appendix III), modelled 

on similar treaties signed with India and Egypt in 1971.  The 

treaty provided for regular consultations between the two 

governments, for immediate contacts to coordinate their posi- 

tions in case of a threat of an attack on one of them, and for 

further development of "cooperation in the strengthening of 

the defense capabilities of each," thus officially elevating 

Iraq to the rank of one of the closest partners of the USSR 

outside the Soviet Bloc.  The new relationship was further 

consolidated with the arrival of President Bakr in Moscow on 

an official visit in September 1972—his first visit to a 

foreign country, and the first visit an Iraqi Head of State 

had ever made to the USSR.  Additional high level visits were 

made since that time, including a recent visit of Soviet Defense 

Minister Grechko in Iraq (late March 197*0. 
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At the same  time, there has been a marked improvement 

in the Soviet attitude toward internal developments in Iraq. 

Whereas prior to 1971-72 there was frequent criticism in the 

Soviet press of the domestic policies of Baghdad, the post- 

treaty period produced statements such as "The technical and 

economic cooperation between the USSR and Iraq helps to shape 

and fortify the progressive tendencies in the Iraqi economy, 

in particular, it helps to develop the state sector, to intro- 

duce planning principles into the economy" (International Affairs, 

Moscow, June 1972, p. 66).  Even more strikingly, in March 197^ 

the Soviet media gave full support to the Iraqi government in 

its renewed struggle against the Kurds, something which the 

USSR had always avoided before in order not to offend the sensi- 

bilities of people in the Third World supporting the "national 

liberation movement" of the Kurds in Iraq. 

What are the causes underlying this new departure? 

There is no doubt that the bilateral aspect of Soviet-Iraqi 

relations, i.e. Soviet interest in Iraq's oil. was part of it| 

this is attested by the presence of Kosygin at the inauguration 

of the North Rumaila oilfield.  Soviet involvement in Iraqi oil 

exploitation and importation is not sufficient, however, to 

explain the signature of a 15-year defense treaty between the 

two countries. 

The context of the Middle East ant' the Arab-Israeli 

conflict was also part of it.  NovikoVs visit to Baghdad in 
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June 1971 came a short time after the ouster of the pro-Soviet 

Sabri group in Egypt, and the process of tightening Soviet- 

Iraqi relations was concomitant with a decline in Soviet- 

Egyptian relations.  Moscow has doubtless attempted to compen- 

sate for its losses in E^ypt by gains in Iraq.  The Soviets 

themselves placed the treaty in the Middle Eastern context in 

statements such as "The Treaty serves the purpose of uniting 

the progressive Arab states on an anti-imperialist basis" 

(International Affairs. Moscow, June 1972, p. 65).  As recent 

developments have shown, there is an advantage, in Soviet eyes, 

In Iraq's not being a neighbor of Israel.  The US has succeeded 

in convertim; her influence in Israel into a leverage in her 

relations with Egypt and Syria, both of which had lost terri- 

tories to Israel and found that reliance on American diplomacy 

la likely to get them back more of their lost territories than 

the use of their Soviet-supplied arms.  No such US leverage 

exists vis-i-vis Iraq.  In addition, while Egypt, and to a 

lesser extent Syria, are susceptible to American offers of 

economic aid as an incentive for a change in foreign policy, 

Iraq is in no need of such aid.  For these reasons, the Soviet 

position in Egypt and Syria is far less immune to erosion by 

growing American influence than it is in Iraq, which is a major 

reason for Moscow's eagerness to cultivate Soviet-Iraqi rela- 

tions. 

The context cf the security of the USSR's southern 

borders was a far less significant factor in the recent Soviet- 
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Iraqi rapprochenent than tho two other contexts already dis- 

cussed.  The conclusion of the 1972 treaty was not accompanied 

by a noticeable deterioration in Soviet relations with Iran 

and Turkey, and there are no signs that the USSR intends to 

substitute a policy of pressure and confrontation on her two 

southern neighbor« for that of detente with them.  At most, 

the treaty implied an element of warning against rmy Intention 

on the part of those two countries to relapse into confronta- 

tion! thus the context of the security of the USSR's southern 

borders was at ii.ost a potential factor in the Soviet-Iraqi 

rapprochement. 

Although all three contexts discussed so far have 

contributed, to a lesser or greater extent, to the new rela- 

tionship between the USSR and Iraq, they cannot be considered 

sufficient explanations for it.  Iraq has reciprocated In it, 

and a full explanation will have to take her interests into 

consideration as well. 

The Iraqi interest in Soviet military hardware and 

technical aid needs no elaboration.  But sich interest is not 

sufficient reason to sign a defense treaty, as other long-time 

recipients of Soviet aid such as Syria and Alterla have demon- 

strated.  The underlying explanation lies elsewhere, and is 

based on a strategic convergence of Soviet and Iraqi interests. 

This brings us to the fourth context of Soviet-Iraqi relations, 

that o^ the Persian Gulf and the Indian Ocean. 
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(2)  Iraq's Position on tho Gulf 

The Persian Gulf is Iraq's only outlet to the seat 

as the map in Appendix 1-4 shows clearly, the country's 

access to the Gulf is exceedingly limited and vulnerable. 

Its entire Gulf shoreline consists of a mud flat which pre- 

cludes maritime access.  As a result, Iraq had to build her 

ports along internal waters leading to the Gulf.  Since 

ancient times, Iraq's principal harbor has been in Basra, 

located almost 100 miles up the Shatt al-Arab river (See map 

In Appendix l-k, )    This location has the double disadvantage 

oi requiring transit along the Iranian border almost the 

entire length of the journey from the Gulf to the harbor, thus 

rendering it strategically untenable, and excluding access 

to supertankers and other large vessels due to the relative 

ehallowness of the river. A partial solution for both problems 

was found with the construction, several years ago, of a new 

port in Fao, located almost at the mouth of the Shatt (See 

map in Appendix 1-4)i Fao is somewhat less vulnerable to Iran 

because access to it does not require a long trip along the 

Iranian border, but it is close enough to it to be within 

easy range of Iranian artilleryi it can handle larger ships 

than the pcr^ of Basra, but they include only medium-size 

tankers.  Iraq's third port is Umm Qasr, situated on the inlet 

of Khor Zubair 'See map in Appendix 1-4).  its construction 

has solved the problem of proximity to Iran, but it is as 

-^— '■ i »W — 
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vulnorable to Kuwait as Basra is to Irani  ships sailing to 

Urara Qasr must travel in a narrow channel alonf, the Kuwaiti 

islands of Bubiyan and Warba for many miles.  Since Kuwait 

ie not nearly as monacinr. to Iraq as is Iran, Umm ^asr has 

become Iraq's principal naval base.  Similarly to the other 

Iraqi v^rts, it cannot accommodate large ships.  There is 

not a single point on Iraq's territory where a vort could 

be built which would be free from the strategic control of 

either Iran or Kuwait, nor is there a possibility of super- 

tanker access to any point in Iraq. 

The growing use in the 1960's of supertankers for 

the transfer of Iraqi oil to Europe and to Japan required 

new anchoring facilities.  The only solution was to go off- 

shore.  A new oil terminal named Khor al-Amaya was built 

15 miles southeast of Fao, with pipeline connection to Fao. 

But even this facility has become inadequtte.  In April 197i*. 

work was to begin on the construction of a giant offshore oil 

port, known as Khor al-Kha^'jl. 27 miles southwest of Pao (to 

which it is also planned to be connected by pipeline)? it la 

expected to accommodate supertankers up to 350,000 tons and 

ha idle ultimately as much as 2 A  million b/d of crude oil. 

The construction of offshore oil terminals has pro- 

vided a viable solution for the problem of exporting Iraqi 

oil via the Gulfi it has not solved Iraq's predicament result- 

ing from the lack of a naval base not exposed to the strategic 
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control ol   Iran or Kuwait.  This deficiency has prevented 

Iraq from becoming a naval power on the Gulf at a magnitude 

even remotely ccmmencurato with her « ze and pjwer.  As will 

be shown later, this handicap is one of the koys for the 

understandir.p; of Iraq's policy in the Gulf. 

(3)  Develop-onts in the Gulf Since 1V60 

Since I960, the area of the Persian Gulf (See map 

in Appendix 1-3) has undergone two processes of cardinal 

importance 1  1.  A spectacular increase in the production 

of crude oil and an even more spectacular one in the take of 

the local governments from oili and 2.  The replacement of 

Britain by Iran as The Superpower of the Gulf. 

1.  The oil statistics of the Persian Gulf are stag- 

gering.  Proven reserves of Persian Gulf oil rose from 150 

billion bbl. in i960 to 367 billion bbl.  in 1973, representing 

60^ of the world's proven oil reserves.  Crude oil production 

in the Gulf increased luring the same period at an even faster 

rate—from 5.2 million b/d to 21.2 million b/d.  The oil in- 

come of the Gulf states rose from $1,4 billion in i960 to 

$10,8 billion in 1972 and $18,3 billion in 1973. and is ex- 

pected to reach the astronomical sura of $67.5 billion in 197^, 

The undisputed leader in oil production is f.audi Arabia, currently 

producing 8,5 million b/dt it is followed by Iran with 6 2 mil- 

lioni Kuwait—2,7 railliom and Abu DhabJ—1,5 million. The 

order of proven reserves is the same as that of production, 

1 .m     ■ . 1  1 -t.. 
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except that Kuwaiti proven reserves are slightly higher 

than Iran's.  The bulk of the oil produced around the Gulf 

is shipped to West Europe and Japan, which depend on this 

oil for 5O-8CK of their energy needs. 

2.  Among the countries of the Persian Gulf, orly 

the "Big Three" —Iran, Iraq, and 3audi Arabia—were fully 

j independent in I96O1 all the others had been under British 

protectorate since the 19th .entury.  In addition, the Royal 

Navy ruled the /»aveo of the Gulf from its superb naval base 

in Bahrein.  British supremacy in the Gulf region was uncon- 

tested. 

The first major crack in the British protectorate 

I system in the Gulf occurred in 1961, When Kuwait—the richest        I 

among the principalities protected by Britain—gained full 

independence.  At the same time. Arab nationalism, fanned by 

Egypt•!: President Nasser, began making headway among the 

inhabitants of the British protectorates. 

Toward the mid-1960,3, Iran began asserting herself 

in the Gulf.  By far the country with the largest population 

on the Gulf (Iran has 30 million inhabitants 1 Iraq U\B 10 

roilliom Saudi Arabia 8.5 milliom and all the others less 

than one million), Iran had paid relatively little attention       ^ j 

to the Gulf before that time.  Its principal preoccupation 

had been with the direct Soviet threat from the North, which 

was where Iran's defenses were concentrated.  After the begin- 

-—  -w- «r» »im»«;;.,!.!» 
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nlnK of th. rapprochonent with the USSR dlScuSPSd earlier, 

Iran felt free to devote more attention to the Gulf. The' 

l-portance of the Gulf for Iran increased also ,. . re3ult 

Of the jump in her oil production from one „illlon b/d in 

1960 to nearly two nllllon b/d In 1965 (her Income from oil 

rose fro» «85 million to ^„2 million), and the need to 

•hip all thi. oU throueh the Gulf (due to the lack of 

international pipelines),  m 196.-65. «..r-for.. the Shah 

of Iran initiated a procram of rapid military growth through 

large arm, purchases in the US and Britain, with an emphasis 

on the formation of a modern navy. 

1968 was a crucial year in the history of the Gulf. 

Britain announced her intention to withdraw all her forces 

"East of Suez,- including those stationed in the Gulf, by 

1971. The British government immediately began preparing th. 

Gulf protectorates for Independence.  Iran, fearing the conss- 

«uenoes of a power vacuum in the Gulf after the British with- 

-rawsl, begsn making vigorous preparations for the assumption 

«f the role of the dominant Po..«r in th. Oulf m 1971. Th. 

program of «panding the navy and the air fore, was grsatly 

.cc.l.rat.d, and Iran laid a claim to th. small, unlnhabitsd 

islands of Abu MM. Greater Tumb. and Lesser Tumb.  The th,.. 

i.lands. stratsgically locat.d n.ar th. Strait of Hormus, con- 

trolling the passsg. b.tw..n the Persian Gulf and the Oulf of 

0~n (See map in Appendix --,.). had been und.r British control 

**  w.r. .xp.ct.d to go to m  .1-Kh.im. aft.r its ind.p.nd.nce. 
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On NovoTiber 29, 1971, one day before the scheduled 

termination of the British protectorate system in the Gulf, 

Iran unilaterally seized the throe islands, which she has 

been holding ever since.  By 1972, all the Gulf principalities 

had proclaimed their independence» Iran took stops to increase 

her influence in them, while simultaneously continuing to 

increase her military and naval superiority over all the other 

states of the Gulf (for Iran's military preponderance in the 

Gulf, see Appendix III).  As a result, Iran has managed to 

establish paramount influence in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), 

comprising seven of the Gulf principalities, and has made Oman 

a virtual Iranian protectorate (1,500 Iranian soldiers help the 

Sultan of Oman fight a left-wing, South Yemen backed rebellion 

in the province of Dhofari in rtorch 197^ the Sultan made a 

formal declaration of alliance with Iran).  All this was done 

with tacit Saudi Arabian approval.  With her ultra-modern war- 

ships patrolling the length and the width of the Gulf, and her 

influence in the Gulf principalities continuously growing, 

Iran has clearly taken over from Britain the rol« of the dominant 

power in the Gulf area. 

(^)  Iraq's Interests and Goal3 in the Gulf 

From the Iraqi viewpoint, developments could have 

hardly been more adverse than the emergence of the Pax Iranica 

in the Gulf as described above.  Iran, with an 876-mile-long 

border with Iraq and a population three times as large, was 

l"^,«|f*r^yi -mm 
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considered a dangerous enemy by Baghdad even before the latest 

expansion.  For many years, iran had been supplying military 

aid to the Kurds rebelling against the Iraqi government, and 

had contested Iraqi control over the Shatt al-Arab river, an 

important navigation channel for both countries comprising 

the border betweer them,  Iran's unilateral action in 19^9 

denouncinn, Iraqi :ontrol over the Shatt and forcing Iraq to 

acceot the Iranian right for free passage on it by pure mili- 

tary intimidation cmtrlbvted to the further intensification 

of Iraqi resentment. 

Perhaps the greatest objection of the Iraqi regime 

to the Iranian role in the Gulf has been ideologiealt Being 

a radical, pro-Soviet state permeated by the ideology of Arab 

nationalism, Iraq strenuously objects to what it regards as 

the increasing domination over the entire Ouli area of a 

"reactionary" stats, serving as an "agent of American impari- 

alism," and, above all, posing a mortal thre«.. to the Araohood 

of the Arab states located on the wer sm shores of the "Arab 

Gulf." Whether, as some critics claim, ;,he US-bacned expan- 

•ion of Iran'fa military and naval might was motivated by the 

Shah's desire for aggrandizement, or, as maintained by the 

supporters of the Shah and of the American policy of massive arras 

sales to his country, by legitimate self-defense needs, *he  con- 

ser cen:o is the same.  Ti-ao has been for some time, and is ever, 

■ore so today, profoundly dissatisfied with the balance of power 

in Inn  Gulf area and is, in this sense, a highly revisionist state. 

- —■■ ^.. 
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In order to reverse the status quo in the Gulf 

in her favor,   Iraq needs  to do two  thingsi    break the pre- 

ponderant naval supremacy  of Iran  in  the Gulf,   for which 

purpose sne would firot have to establish a secure naval 

base of her ownt  and iidicalize  the small Arab states of the 

Gulf by eliminating theii   eleven more-or-less  traditional 

dynasts,  who have been willing to welcome Iranian and Western 

influence.     Once these goals are attained,  Iraq would be able 

to begin realizing her aspiration  for leading tne Arab states 

of the Gulf in an anti-Iranian coalition.    From the Iraqi 

viewpoint,   it would,  of course,  be even more desirable to 

radicalize Iran herself and/or Saudi  Arabiai  these,  however, 

are not realistic possibilities. 

(5)    Soviet Interests and Goals  in the Gulf 

The transformation, since 1968,  of the Persian Gulf 

into an Iranian lake has been as much an anathema to the  USSR 

as to Iraq.     While being unconcerned about the threat to Arab- 

hood seen by Iraq in this process,   Moscow could not view with 

indifference the increasing hegemony of « firm ally of the 

West—Iran's good bilateral relations  with the USSR notwith- 

■tanding--over tue vital area of the Persian Gulf.    The theory 

advocateJ  by some experts that the  USSR wants to control  the 

Gulf in order to secure the supply of oil to the Soviet Bloc 

whtn the expected energy crunch comes seems far-fetchedt     it 

is not likely that the USSR will become really dependent on 

■m. ■■»■^ „. 
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Gulf oil in the foreseeable future, and in any case, peaceful 

commercial policies seem to be a safer way of assuring the 

flow of oil to the Soviet Bloc than strong-arm tacticsi the 

fears trat Moscow is interested in laying its hands on the oil 

tap of the West also seem exaggerated.  But the aftermath of 

the October War has proved that despite previous statements 

to the contrary by numerous experts, the USSR does want to 

see disruptions in the flow of oil from the Gulf to the Westi 

such disturbances are likely to weaken the West and further 

the Soviet aim of Finlandizing Europe, and would also consti- 

tute a considerable strategic disadvantage to the West in 

case of war.  How else to interpret Soviet pronouncements 

such as the following Radio Moscow broadcast (12 March 197^)1 

"...Some Arab leaders are ready to surrender in the face of 

American pressure and lift the oil ban before those demands 

are fulfilled» they are taking a chance by challenging the 

wh'Oc Arab world and the progressive forces oir the world, which 

. nsist on the continued use of the oil weapon" (Facts on File. 

197^, p. 139).  Since the Soviet incitements proved quite power- 

less to maintain the oil disruptions, it stands to reason that 

the USSR is interested in creating more effective means for 

the achievement of this goal. 

Unlike Iraq, the strategic horizons '.i the USSR do 

not end at the Persian Gulf.  With all its importance, the 

Gulf is considered not onlv on its own merits, but also as a 

part of the nuch larger Indian Ocean complej (See map in Appendix 

1-2). 
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The Soviets thenselves have spelled out the USSR's 

principal commercial and strategic interests in the Indian 

Oceani  "For a leading sea power like the USSR, the Indian 

Ocean is the only ice-free lane between its western and 

eastern ports.  Moreover, as Soviet economic and corame-cial 

contacts with the countries of the Indian Ocean grow, carriage 

of cargo to them by Soviet merchant ships likewise increases. 

It stands to reason that the build-up of Western •military 

presence» in the Indian Ocean imperils Soviet sea communica- 

tions- (New Times. Moscow. ..arch 1974, p. 5).  Clearly, pro- 

tection of Soviet communications in the Indian Ocean from 

the "threat" of the Western "military presence- there requires 

the presence of Soviet warships.  While at the present time. 

due to the closure of the Suez Canal, the Soviet shipping 

lanes pass in the southern Indian Ocean and around the Cape of 

Good Hope, thousands of miles away from the Persian Gulf area, 

this will not be the case after the expected opening of the 

Canal next yean  the lanes will be switched to the northern 

Indian Ocean and the Arabian Sea (See map in Appendix 1-2), 

thus greatly enhancing the strategic importance of the region. 

The linkage between the Persian Gulf and the Indian 

Ocean has recently become more significant with the beginning 

of construction by Iran—the superpower of the Persian Gulf— 

of fc giant airfioid-military base complex at Char Bahar on the 

Gulf of Oman, near the Pakistani borderi the new base will be 

mble to provide air cover for ships operating in the Arabian 
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S.a. It 13 quite likely that the USSK conaldera the eatahllsh- 

„ent of a military b... ao cloae to Ita potential ahlpplng 

lanea by a powerful nation baoked by the West as a serious 

potential threat to her Intereats. 

The foregoing analysis of the Soviet Interests In the 

Persian Oulf and In the Indian Ooean leads to the oonoluslon 

that there Is a remarkable converGenoe between the Soviet alms 

in the area and those of Iraq, disoussed earlier. Both states 

want to ohsllenge the supremaoy of Iran In the Gulf, and since 

Iraq Is the only local power which can hope to do that, once 

it has achieved a secure naval base on the Oulf. this Iraqi 

,i. is shared by the Soviet Union. The use of such a base by 

the Soviet navy would further the same goal, and would there- 

fore be welcome by Iraq.  In addition, the realitation of the 

Iraqi goal of toppling the traditional regimes of the smaller 

Oulf statss would also help fulfill the Soviet «im >f causing 

iifficulties and disturbances to the flow of oil from the Gulf 

to the West. 
At this point, two clarifications should be made regard- 

ing the Soviet goal of using a secure naval base in Iraq.  First. 

it is not liksly that the USSR will seek to ..tabllsh a full- 

fledged Soviet naval base (Guantanamo-style) in Iraq. Since a 

„ajor theme in Soviet propaganda beamed to the Third World has 

been an attack on Western military bases abroad and an emphasis 

on the non-existence of such Soviet bases, th. construction of 

a naval base * Iraq would seriously undermine the Soviet stand- 
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the Gulf of Aden,  acroaa from the city of Aden),  through which 

naval  headquarters  in Moscow can directly control movements  of 

its warships  throue:h the Indian Ocean,  as well as the use by 

Soviet medium-range  jets of an airfield  in  the same town and 

an anchorage nearby.     In addition  to these  facilities,   the 

Soviet navy has an easy access  to  Indian ports.     Each one  of 

these  facilities  is  preferable  for the use of Soviet ships 

operating in the  Indian Ordan to a base in  Iraq, which would 

not only be   further away but also have  the access to it con- 

trolled by Iran at the Straits  of Hormuz.     The Indian Ocean 

aspect of a base in  Iraq would  therefore be more limited, 

constituting the achievement of a counterbalance to the Iranian 

base of Char Bahar.     On the other hand,   it is certain that after 

the opening of the Suet Canal and  the expected increase in the 

size of the Soviet fleet in the Indian Ocean,  the vessels using 

the Iraqi facility would be drawn from that fleet. 

The convergence of Soviet and Iraqi aims in the 

Persian Gulf is what has made Iraq a Soviet proxy in the region. 

As in most other areas outside the Soviet Bloc,  direct Soviet 

military actions,  with th>ir great potential cf boomeranging 

politically,  have been ruled out   (except,  perhaps, as a very 

last resort).    The same is true of direct Soviet coersion of 

other states to act in ways desired by the Soviets.    Soviet 

proxy policy toward Iraq has consisted in supporting actions 

committed by her in what is believed to be the furtherance of 

her own interests,  which in fact coincide with those of the USSR. 
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Thia way it has been possible for the Soviet  leaders  to further 

their aims without paying the price of political backlashi  this 

proxy policy fits  in well with the preference for the use of 

Iraqi  facilities  over the establishment of a Soviet base in Iraq. 

(6)     Iraq as a So\iet  Proxy  1961-197^ 

The Iraqi aim of achieving a naval  base on the Persian 

Gulf free from foreign control over its access could not be 

realistically expected to be achieved by direct action against 

powerful Iran.     The obvious temptation has been to do it at the 

expense of small,  powerless  Kuwait.     Until  1961,  British protec- 

tion of that principality excluded any Iraqi action in this 

direction.    The opportunity came with the declaration of Kuwaiti 

independence  in June 1961.     Six days later,   Iraq's ruler General 

Qasim     declared in a radio address that Kuwait was an "integral 

part of Iraq," basing his claim on the argument that Kuwait had 

been part of the province of Basra in the former Ottoman Empire 

and that it had been recognized by Great Britain as such both 

before and after the treaty of I899 whereby Kuwait came under 

British protection.    The USSR supported  Iraq's claim to Kuwait. 

Its UN representative Zorin vetoed a British resolution at the 

Security Council to condemn Iraq's threat to Kuwait,  stating 

that the Iraqi government "has never contemplated and is not 

planning any military actions with regard to the Principality 

of Kuwait  (sic)  or enforcing Iraq's right to the area  (sic!) 

by means of arms"   (KfiA,.p.  18188).    A takeover of Kuwait by 
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Iraq would have not only placed the control over the access to 

the Umra Qasr base in the hands of Iraq and enabled her to build 

even bigger and better bases on the long Kuwaiti coast, but 

also tripled her proven oil reserves and her income from oil. 

With Kuwait an integral part of Iraq, Baghdad would have become 

a formidable challenger to Iranian supremacy in the Gulf. 

The Iraqi attempt in 1961 to take Kuwait failed as a 

result of effective British action, and in October 1963 Iraq 

formally recognized the complete independence and sovereignty 

of Kuwait in her present borders.  But this in no way meant 

that Iraq had abandoned her designs on Kuwait.  Iraqi pressure 

on her small southern neighbor continued, and Kuwait was forever 

granting large sums to Iraq as protection money. 

In early 1972, the present Iraqi regime opened secret 

negotiations with Kuwait for an agreement that would give her 

the right to establish a completely autonomous naval base on 

the Kuwaiti island of Bubiyan (Gee map in Appendix 1-4). Such 

a base would have freed irao from Kuwaiti control over t.ie 

access to her principal naval base. The negotiptions collapsed, 

and in March 1973 1,500 Iraqi troops attacked a Kuwaiti police 

post and occupied an area around it. Iraq's foreign minister 

announced that his country required Kuwait to cede the islands 

of Bubiyan and Warba (both of which control the access to Umm 

Qasr), indicating that otherwise Iraq could n^ver become a 

Gulf power.  In effect, Ira'i presented Kuwait with the option of 

either facing an Iraqi invasion of the whole of Kuwait or ceding 

- ■ ^- ■» " ■ ■!.» I«-^ !5W 
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relate to issues such as m ****     * ^ 
111 deflned bord8"' conflicting claims 

to th. continental shelf, etc.  ,„ additic* in all those states 

ere has been an influx of foreigners, especially ..lestinUns. 

ndians. and Pakistanis, who have added another element of 

instability, on top of it all  eh. <= ,. P or it all. the Sultan of Oman has had a 
»ajor left-wing revolt on his hands since 1965. 

Iraq has extended her subversive activities to all 
the seller states of «.. Culf. The ^^^ are      ^ 

-P-. the creation in the su.er of l97o of a movement n-H 

Mtiona! oemocratic Pront for the Ube^Uon of the Arab Oulf 

mo«,, to supplement the PDRy.backod Popular ^ ^ ^ 

3u tan of Oman, the establishment of iraqi Ba. th cell. in Kuwalt( 

****.  Catar. Abu Ohabi. and Bubai in i971( the inJ9etlor 

«,. element, of political demands into labor riots in «uact 

in September W1| and the initiation of the abortive coup in 

m  «l-Kbaima («A-) conducted by Saqr ibn Sultan i„ j^ry l972 
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The Soviet Union has, of course, never publicly 

backed the secrex Iraqi subversion in the Gulfi but it has 

expressed its desire to see the radicalization of tie Arab 

states of the Gulf, only two of which (Kuwait and Bahrein) 

maintain diplomatic relations with the USSR.  One examplei 

after a visit of a Soviet Party and Government delegation In 

PDRY, a joint communique waj signed in Aden on December 7, 1972, 

in which the two sides supported "the struggle of the peoples 

of the Gulf under the lea tership of PPLOAG against imperialism 

and aggression." The frequent Soviet pronouncements calling 

for the nationalization of Western oil assets in the ilulf, 

nuch as "The oil-producing countries are determined to put an 

and to the concessions, which are a disgraceful attribute of 

colonifilisra" (New Times. Moscow, September 1973, p. 20), may 

also be seen as part of the campaign aesigned to contribute 

to the radicalization of the '^ulf states. 

The various subversive activities conducted by Iraq 

against Iran herself have been excluded from the foregoing 

analysis. Whereas in the small states of the Gulf, Iraqi sub- 

version has the potential of actually achieving its aims, at 

least in part, the activities against Iran have been and will 

remain no more than pinpricks. The USSR <Jan therefore not have 

any great interest in them, and in any case, Soviet pronounce- 

ment« of support for them would immediately bring an end tc the 

profitable Soviet-Iranian d8tente.  For these reasons, this 

issue falls into the c?tegory or  Iraqi-Iranian relati-ns proper 

and is not a part of the Soviet proxy policy in the Gulf. 

—.»- -^- --. 

"— 
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(7)  Tran as a Snv^et Proxy 1Q7^1985 

Soviet-Iraqi cooperation is likely to continue and 

deepen even further over the next decade.  Soviet interest 

in maintaining its position in Iraq will become more urgent 

with the expected decline of Soviet influence in Egypt and 

Syria, and with the consolidation of Iran's position as the 

virtual ruler of the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of 0'.nan. 

Iraq's interest in Soviet aid will be bas .d on the knowledge 

that it need not apply for Western help in stemming (not to 

speak of rolling back) Iranian expansion in the Gulf. As 

«entioned earlier, unlike Egypt and Syria oil-rich Iraq does 

not need US economic aid nor US diplomatic aid in recovering 

lost territories, Baghdad's desire to increase Western invest- 

ments in the Iraqi econory. and even to pu-chase Western arm.. 

does not require any charge of policy, since the Western govern- 

ments and companies have been stumbling ovev one another in 

thoir eagerness to fulfill this desire. Thus, even if the 

present Ba« th regime falls (which is not likely to happen in 

the near future), no radical change in Iraq's foreign policy 

is to be expected. 

The principal preoccupation of Iraq In th. Oulf «Ul 

continue to b. th. creation of a credible naval preaen« in it 

in order to challenge the Iranian eupremacy. Hence, it will have 

to continue to strive for the eatnbllahment of a naval base on 

the Oulf with an access free fron, foreign ontrol.  The '«at 

»  —, 
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solution win continue to be at th. * 
oe at the expense of Kuwait U.K 
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rearmament has made Iraq's task 
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.rlea    , «'"action of the 400.000 b/d Abadan refln- 
•rlee.  located only a few thousand yard» f™ »H    T 

(Sea «ap m Appendix I-»,.  Saildi   , 
the Ir,,qi b0rd« 

• end f r■■,Ma• •hich ls "kely to • end forces to Kuwait In case th. i, 

"Oldlng off th, I^i , itl array BUCC"dS »» 6 on  xne iraqi  invasi      f 

::::r:. -.... _„ .„.. ~TJ-~~Z 
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terrl+n*^ oU    w 
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that tho more limited action is more likely to be attempted 

than the occupation of entire Kuwait, which is, however, not 

to be ruled out.  An Iraqi takeover f»f the whole country would 

bring infinitely greater strategic and economic benefits to 

Iraq (and to the USSR) than the occupation of the two contested 

islands, but also a much harsher political backlashi it would 

almost certainly wreck the Soviet dgtente with Iran, possibly 

even with the US.  It would doubtless be much easier to make 

the occupation of two obscure islands acceptable in the world 

than that of an entire sovereign state.  In either case, Iraq 

is certain to construct a major naval base on occupied Kuwp.itl 

territory and to invite the Soviet navy to make use of it. 

In return, Iraq would request th»- USSR to supply the Iraqi navy 

with naval hardware, espacially additional missile boats, with 

which to challenge the Irani in superiority in the Gulf. 

If, within the next two years, Iraq will not have 

made her move against Kuwait, her military option to do so will 

have been lost, as explained before.  In that case, there would 

be only one thing the Iraqis would be able to do in order to 

obtain a naval base whose nccess to the Gulf is not direct.ly 

controlled by any foreign power.  That is th« construction of 

an offshore navax base deep in the Persian Gulf. While this is 

technically feasible, it would be far inferior to a control- 

free base on Iraqi ter.itoryi  the line of communication of an 

offshore base to Fao, on which it would depend for Its logistics* 

would be vulnerable to attacj:.^ by tne powerful Iranian navy and 
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air fc -9 (the installation itsflif v, 
^ + , . itself, however, could be pro- 
tected by S/A and S/s missiles)  But ^ . 
Iraq balks at tn '  ' Politic^ reasons. 
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«-re base  If thl        ' ^ ^ ** th™*h ™ °**- 
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uit 
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A possible secnario for the radicalization of a minor 

Gulf state could be as follows, a coup d'Stat against its 

ruler is planned with Iraqi participation and Soviet concur- 

rence; at the planned time of the coup, Iraqi missile boats 

"happen" to be patrolling nearby, with Soviet warships not 

far off, the threatened ruler calls in Iranian helpi the 

Iranian vessels rushing to the scene are deterred from action 

by the Iraqi and Soviet naval presence, the radical new ruler 

aligns himself with Baghdad and Moscow. A variation of this 

scenario could be the active participation of Iraqi missile 

boats in the coup, as every capital of the smaller Gulf states 

is within range of the S&x missiles.  If Iraq receives a really 

large number of Soviet missile boats, it is not inconceivable 

that several such coups would be carried out simultaneously. 

If indeed one or more of the oil-rich Gulf states 

is radicalized with Iraqi backing, this would mean more than 

the collapse of the Pax Iranica in the Gulf. It would cause 

additional difficulties for the West in obtaining its oil from 

the Gulf, and the consequent disarray would advance the Soviet 

goal of Finlandizing Europe. The implications for NATO and 

for US security interests are obvious. 

None of these developments is, of course, inevitable. 

After all, the Middle East is probably the most unpredictable 

area in the world. The foregoing projections are based on the 

assumption of rational and unwavering conduct by both the Soviets 

and the Iraqis in pursing their common goalsi such conduct need 

WKHMJMnMUMMMMVI« 
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not be the case.  There is always the possibility that for 

some reason the Iraqi regime will get irritated with the 

Russians and turn to the West. Since, however, such a course 

of action would signify a recognition by Iraq cf the permanent 

supremacy of her hated eastern neighbor over the whole region 

of the Gulf, it is highly improbable. The process described 

above, of Iraq striving, with Soviet support, to establish a 

credible naval force in the Gulf and then engaging in a force- 

ful policy of radicalizing the smaller Gulf states, is a far 

likelier sequence. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 11 
Maps 

1. Iraq in relation to the Mediterranean, Europe, and the USSR. 

2. The Indian Ocean. 

3. The Persian Gulf area. 

h, Iraq's position on the Persian Gulf. 
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Appendix  TTi 

MilitarY  Forcea   of the  Persian  Gulf States,   July  1 op 

Sourcei     The  Military Palanca 1077-7/1) 

IRAQ 

Porul.uion: 10,I.1?,000. 
Miiil.iry service: 2 years. 
Toi.il anlief forces: lOI.SOO. 
Estinuicv! ONI' 1972; SJ.5 billion, 
UsnmatOiUleie.Kc evjvi-.d.u-rc 1972: J02 million 

Jmjrs (i3j>S tnilliün). 
0.33 dinars« SI 1 July 1972 
0.3Ü2dinars = SI JJuly 1973. 

Army: 90.000. 
1 armoured division of 2 armd bdes and I mcch bde 
2 ml divs. each of 1 mcch and 3 inf bdes. 
1 Republican Gu.ird mcch bdc. 
2 special forces brics. 

^'M'V anJ 9n T-J4 mcd ,ks: 45 ^-'6. 30 
i« i,  tks-;-bin" I-jC0 APC, incl C00 I)TR.|52; 
7Ü0 /5mm. 83mm. lOümm. 120mm. 130mm and 
5-mm   euns;  23mm.   37mm.   57mm.   85mm. 

iUümm AA guns. 

RESERVES: 250.000. 

N3V7: 2.000. 
3 50/submarine chasers. 
2 minesweepers. 
3 pw-class pairol boats with Sfyx SSM. 
12 P-6 tor^do ooats. 
10 pairol boais (le^s than 100 ions). 

Afr Frrcc: 9.800; 224 combat aircraft. 
1 bomber sqn with 8 Tu-16. 
3 fiphscr-bomher sqns wiih fO Su-7. 
2 FGA sqns with i(> Jluntcr. 
5 intcrcepior sqns wuh 90 MiG.21, 
3 fighter sqos with 30 MiG-17. 

2 tpt sqns with 27 An-2. An-12. An-24   11-14 
Tu-124 and//.w,. '      14, 

35 Nfi-4. 29 Mi-S and 5 Aloncttc II! hcl 
SA-2 and SA-3 SAM, 

RESERVES: 18.000. 

Pw-Mlitary   Forces^ 10.000   National   Guard. 
4.80Ü security troojfcind 4-5.0OÜ others. 

IRAN 

Population: 30.805.OOO. 
Military service: 2 years. 
Total armed forces: 211.JOO. 
Estimated GNP 1972: 515.09 billion. 
Defence budget 1973: 136.340 million rials 

(S2,0I0 million). 
76.6 rials = SI I July 1972. 
67.83 rials = SI 1 July 1973. 

Army: 160,000. 
3 armoured divisions. 
2 infantry divisions. 
4 indep bdes (2 inf, 1 AB. 1 special force). 
I SAM battalion with HAWK. 
60 Cliiefinm, 400 M-47 and 400 M-60AI med tks; 

about 2,000 M-II3, nTK-50 and BTR-60 AI'C; 
130mm and 155mm guns; 75mm, 105mm and 
155mm how; 40mm; 57mm and Simm AA runs- 
SS-11. SS-12. 70(1' ATGW; nAH'K Sr.M;" 
(740 Chief lain tks; 155mm. 175mm SP guns and 
203mm how on order.) 

About 30 It ac. incl C-45. Li-8, Cessna 185. 0-2A. 
20 lluikie. 59 A1J-2Ü6A and 3 CH-47C hel (46 

AD-205A on order). 

RESERVES; 300,000. 

Navy: 11,500. 
3 destroyers. 
4 fripiaes with Seakillsr SSM and Scacal SAM. 
4 corvettes (2 in reserve). 
10 patrol boats. 
4 coastal minesweepers. 
2 inshore minesweepers. 
4 landing craft. 
8 SRN-6 and 2 BH-7 Wellington hovercraft. 
1 $qn with 4 AB-205A, 6 AB-212 and 6 SHOD hel. 

(6 P-3C Orion MR ac. 202 AIMJ hel and 4 BH-? 
hovercraft on order.) 

Air Force: 40.000; 159 coml'at aircraft. 
2 F» sqns ssith 64 F-4D/E with SUkwmler and 

Sparrow AAM (70 more F-4E on order.) 
6 FB sqns with 80 F-5A (141 F-5E on order,) 
1 recce sqn with 15RT-33. 
1 med tpt sqn with 35 C-I30E. (20 C-I30H. 4 F.28 

and 6 Boeing 707-3200 tankers on order.) 
7 It tpt sqns with 12 F-27 and 6 DHC-2 Beaver. 
12 Jlnskie, 5 AB-206A. 5 AB-212 and 4 CH-47C 

hel (287 UH-1H/2UA huey Plus on order). 

RESERVES: 1^.000. 

Para-Military Forces: 70.000 Gctidarmeric with 
armoured cars, light aircraft and helicopters; one 
naval battalion with 40 patrol boats. 

' 
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Appendix II—continued 

SAUDI ARABIA 

Poputation: S.-SOO.WO. 
Müunry service: xoim.i.iry. 
Total r.rinc.: foavs; iZ.S'nX 
EstimauJ GN!' 197;; S5.2 h.liion. 
Defence iMiJi-.ei 1973^7.1: s;iuui riyals 3,990 million 

(Sl,090 million), 
4.2 rivals-SI   I Uüy 1972. 
3.66ri>als=Sl  I July 1973. 

Army: 36.000. 
4 infantry bric.iilcs, 
1 armoured baualion. 
1 reconnaissance battalion, 
1 parachute battalion. 
1 Royal Guard battciion. 
3 artillery battalions. 
3 AA battaliui'.s. 
10 SAM batteries with HAWK. 
25 M-47 mod tks; 60 M-41 It tks; 200 AML-60 

and ANtL-90, some Sirinhotml and Grcyhowui 
armd cars: r.nct scv^ut cars; Held guns; AA 
guns; ///UI'A'SAM. (30 AMX-30 tks on order.) 

DEPLOYMENT: 4,000 in Jordan. 

Navy: 1.000. 
2 torpedo boats. 
1 motor gunboat. 
2 utility craft. 

9 patrol boats (coastguard). 
8 SRN-6 hovercraft (coastguard). 

Air Fore«:.5,500; 70 coxbat aircraft. 
2 FU sqns with 15 F-SoF (140 F-5 and 30 F-4 on 

order). 
2 FGA sqns with 20 nAC-I6" (10 more on order). 
2 imcrecptor sqns with 35 F-52/l:-53 l.ichtniiig. 
2 tpt sqns with 10 C-130 and 2 C-14011 (4 C-130E 

on order). 
2 hel sqns with 1 Alouetie 111, 1 AB-204. 8 AB-205 

and20AU-206. 
1 T-33 trainer. 1 Cessna 31ÜK and 6 I72G It ac, 
37 Tlumdcrbird Mfc. 1 SAM. 

OMAN 

Population: 710,000. 
Military service: voluntary. 
Total armed fences: 9,600.* 
Defence   budget   1973:   25.5   million   rial   saidi 

(S77.5 nvliion). 
0.413 rial 5aidi = SI I July 1972. 
0.329 rial saidi= SI 1 July 1973. 

• Including some C00 expatriate personnel of several 
nationalities serving on contract or on secondment. 

Army: 9.000. 
4 infantry battalions. 
1 frontier force battalion. 
1 armoured cavalry squadron. 
1 artillery regiment. 
Salailiii armoured cars; 75mm pack how; 25-pdr 

and 5.5 inch guns. 

Navy; 200. 
1 fast patrol boat (2 more to be delivered in 1973). 
3 armed motorized dhows. 
1 patrol vessel (yacht). 

Air Force: 400 (including 160 contract personnel); 
12 combat aircraft. 

1 FG^ squadron with 12 nAC-167. 
1 air support squadron with 3 Caribou and 10 

Skyvan (2 more Skyyan on order.) 
1 hel sqn with S AB-2Ö5 and 4 AB-206A (3 more 

AB-205A on loan from Iran). 
1 transport flight with 3 Viscount. 

Para-Military Forces: 2,000; about 900 gendar- 
merie; about J;000 irregulars. 

Fam-Mili/ory I orccst 3,500 National Guard 
(formerly known a-, the 'White Army'), organized 
into regular ar.il semi-regular battalions; 6,500 
Coastguard and Frontier Force. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The sudden  rise  in oil   prices   is producing varied economic effects 
on Third World countries.     Most short- and  long-term  ^to  I9*J5)   consequences 
are related to the effect of the price  rise or.  the  industrialized countries. 

Major oi 1  producers—Nigeria,   Indonesia,  Ecuador,  Venezuela—will 
benefit considerably  from  increased  revenues. 

Non-oil  producers will   suffer depletion of monetary  reserves  to the 
extent   they continue  importing oil   to maintain previous   levels of consump- 
tion.    Higher oil   prices and  inflation will  also  increase costs of  Imported 
goods and food  from the  industrialized countries.    Total   increase  In  import 
costs  related  to higher oil   prices   is estimated at $12 billion  for  \<$lk. 

Key factors that would alleviate the financial burden of higher Import 
costs are: maintenance of high export levels and favorable prices for pri- 
mary commodities;  and  increased external  capital  assistance. 

Economic  recession   in  th«  Industrialized world would have a detrimental 
effect paiticularly on developing country exports  and  prices,  but to some 
degree also on  the amount of external  capital  assistance.    The private flow 
of oil  money  from producers  to users will  generally bypass  the poor,  non-oil 
producing developing countries,  but speci'jl   loan  funds  totalling about $5 
billion have been established by Arab producers and  the  IMF and  IBRD. 

The  impact of a prolonged economic recession  In  the OECD countries on 
the medium and high   level   (per capita GNP)  non-oil   producing developing 
countries would be a severe  to moderate resfiction   In economic growth.    The 
impact of prolonged economic recession  In  i-ne  Industrialized countries on  the 
poorest of developing countries would  result  In  zero or negative growth. 

That  the developing countries by definition are not highly  industrialized 
is a favorable factor  In coping with high energy costs;  their economies will 
be less severely disrupted  if consumption of high-cost  fuels  is curtailed. 
An estimated ^0 percent of energy consumed  is supplied  from "ndi-commercial" 
sources.    Similarly,  populations  not accustomed to high consumption  levels 
of consumer goods will  not feel   reduction  In current  levels so acutely as  the 
more affluent countries. 

Political  consequences of the energy-price crisis   include development of 
new raw materials producer cartels among  the developing countries, and new 
relationships between Middle East oil  producers and other Third World coun- 
tries.    Oil   revenues will  be used  In Arab economic aid programs  to bolster 
political  alliances with Third World countries,  especially those of neighbor- 
ing Africa and Asian countries with  large Muslim populations. 

Special  studies of  the growing  Interrelationships  among the Middle East 
and African states,  and particularly the economic and strategic Importance of 
the Persian Gulf,   the Red Sea and the  Indian Ocean,  are  recommended. 
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ENERGY AND THE THIRD WORLD 

I 

The price of oil has risen sharply and is not expected ever to return 
to 1970-71 levels. As with the industrialized countries, the impact of the 
1973 energy crisis on the developing countries has been assessed primarily 
in financial terms.  However, the future of the developing world depends 
heavily on the economic wellbeing of the industrialized nations that are 
at once their primary source of investment capital and technical assistance 
and markets for their commodities and manufactured goods.  If the developed 
world suffers a sharp or prolonged economic recession the developing coun- 
tries will be severely affected; their burden In financial terms will be 
measured not only by steep oil-import bills but by the reduction or loss 
of aid funds and export income. 

It i3 the industrialized economies, with some notable exception'-,, 
that are today facing the most staggering oil-related financial problems. 
Together, the U.K., Japan, Italy, and France will have a balance of pay- 
ments deficit for 197/* of $^«0-45 billion.  (The U.S. a.id West Germany are 
expected to have surpluses.)  By comparison, the Third World's estimated 
$12 billion/year deficit on oil imports seems modest. 

International economic specialists' views concerning the ability of 
the world's economic structure to cope with stresses created by the oil- 
price crisis range from fearful hope to gloomy resignation. Many expect 
a global recession of one to two years i f not a severe depressio',i; almost 
all have been extremely pessimistic about the developing countries' capac- 
ity to surmount the difficulties of either the immediate future or the 
longer term into the mid-1980s. 

Just what are the political and economic implications for the devel- 
oping countries of high world energy costs? And what are the disadvantages 
and advantages of the oil-price crisis peculiar to the Third World? 

The purpose of this paper is to offer a ti^ia base for discussions of 
these and related questions, to provide some evaluation of  the major consid- 
erations, and to indicate developing country influences In shaping the new 
world economic order. 

Political Implications 

There are several particularly significant political repercussions 
in the Third World from the oil embargo and price increase. One is a new 
sense of power exemplified by expressions of solidarity on the principle 
of economic sovereignty of producer nations over their natural resources. 
Another, combined with the first, was the direct political action of mem- 
bers of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) (and some non-OAU countries 
In the Caribbean) In breaking diplomatic relations with Israel. A third 
effect, at present religious and economic in character but with ultimately 
political consequences, Is the Intended use of large oil revenues by 
Islamic productr countries to promote Muslim solidarity In the Third World. 
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Producer Associations 

The developing countries, pleased and inspired by evidence that a 
needed raw material could be used as a weapon to obtain economic advan- 
tage and consequent political clout with the industrialized world, were 
quick to express their approval of the technique employed by the oil 
producers and their intention to follow suit with similar producer 
cartels. 

Minerals producers were in the vanguard.  The already existing copper 
producer association (CIPEC), composed of two African and two Latin Amer- 
ican developing countries, though unable in the past to exert control over 
world prices, now hopes an enlarged membership will help to achieve that 
aim.  The bauxite producers association was formed in 197^ in the after- 
math of the oil embargo.  Like the copper association, its first efforts 
are aimed at restructuring the industry so that the supplier of the raw 
material owns the resource and also shares in the downstream value added 
from processing. The success of these two producer associations in reach- 
ing their goals depends on a number of economic factors; an important 
political element is the degree of cooperation the member countries can 
sustain as well as the kind of support they get from other Third World 
countries individual ly or within the international organizations. 

The potential for new commodity cartels is discussed more fully begin- 
ning on page 10. 

Africa and the Oil Route 

The Third World countries most directly affected politically by  the 
oil   embargo and price  rise are  those of Africa,  both  independent black- 
ruled and  the white minority-ruled. 

The   Islamic countries of  the Middle East called on  their brothers  in 
black Africa  to demonstrate their  support by breaking diplomatic  relations 
with   Israel, which a number did with alacrity, others—particularly  those 
that had benefited  from Israel's  technical  assistance programs—with con- 
siderable reluctance.     In  return,   the Arab states applied  the oil   embargo 
to  the Portuguese  territories of Africa,  Rhodesia,  and South Africa,  and 
promised material  as well  as diplomatic support  for African  liberation 
movements. 

The black African states expected special  price and supply consider- 
ations   from the oil   producer nations as well  as economic development aid. 
Disenchantment with Arab  lack of performance  in these areas has  recent\y 
resulted  in a softening of some African states'  attitudes  toward  relations 
with  Israel."    But the severest  tests of Arab/African  unity  He  in  the 
future.    And  they will   involve a complicated series of considerations not 

...and a suggestion  that perhaps  the African states on  the upper 
reaches of the Nile should sell   its waters  to the Arab states,  "...a 
gallon of water for a gallon of oi1 ,  a barrel  for a barrel." 
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only  grcwing out of  the   inter-relations of   the Middle E^t  anH if  • 

l-erslan Gulf,  the Red Sea,  and  the  Indian Ocean  to  the  rest of the world. 

Gulf IL^  ]38S, the ^S'   eXpeCtS   t0 be assured of ac«ss  to oil   from the 
Gulf states and  to m nerals   from the Red Sea and  the African  continent 
If  .     expects   co be  in a position  to  influence political  and mil    arv 

na^onirr  i-/he area  in  the direCtion  li concei^    o b'  fn    'r 
^ e ef ort'thln^'^rr'5'  ^  '* WM,  have t0 devote cons de ably 

Asia and Lat?n America 

The use of of I   funds  to promote  Islamic solidarity may be e^oected 
to have some political  effect on developing Asian as well  as African 
countries.     (Seepage   17.)     (Japan  is also rapidly strengthenfnq??s 
econom.c connections with Arab countries.) strengthening  Its 

but mSÜf^cV^ Wit!: Latin American countries are virtually absent. 
but M.ddle East o.I  producers  have none  the  less signalled  their  Intention 
to promote closer relationships,  beginning with  trade and afS pro acts 

Economic  Implications 

faclnoItht!dTMr7uarf/üme 0J  the maj0r ^^V-re\ated economic problems 
facing  the Th.rd World keyed  to possible offsetting factors: 

'•    Energy-Related Problems 

A. Steep costs of  imported oil,  manufactured 
goods,  and  food and consequent drain on 
monetary  reserves 

B. Increased borrowing and consequent 
increased debt service burden 

C. Reduced exports   to an economic'"/y 
depressed developed  region and consequent 
reduction  in earnings 

D. Unavailability of substitute forms of 
fuel  and consequent slowdown  in  Industrial 
development 

Applicable Offsets 
(See Paragraph  11) 

('.  2,  3,  7) 

(5. 6.  7) 

(^  8, 9,   11) 

0,  3) 
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Shortages of  fertili7Pr  ar^ 

shortages of agr^i^^rp^^r6- 

developlnt *"*  C0"**W* stagnant 

(2,   5.  6) 

(5,  7, 8, 9) 

Effective Tim«. <:rr,n 

Years, 

3. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

10. 

II 

Elasticity of demand  for  fuel  nil   c«  -u 

Subsistence aqricul tun*.   ;* .   . unaff»^* J L  a«icuicure  is essent allv 
unaffected by energy crisis * 

oM-impore  fCi^'  f0r "evefopnene and 

Co^odi ty/serv.ce „arter arra„geme„ts 

\"i     exploration,  uranium) 

Competition among industrialized countries 
for strategic raw materials mainline i,! 
export prices maintains high 

Development of new sm.r^^e     c 

br.ng,  ,„ ^en^jrjr^^!;-,^^^ 

cHrop-y-st:rdcaf°.r-a
tro

a?oS deVe,0|""9 """«^ 
to rep.aL ^tr^ZuZTZT'  ^ "  ? 
detergents,  animal   feed Plastics, 

I  - 1 

<1  -  10 

<l  -  10 

1   -   10 

3 - 5 

5 -  10 
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™*^s-*'tmmm^mtinimfftesi 
m t'.l'W-l-.iStapiWnpj,,^, 

and  tjjeir wide  geographic distribucion should help  to move orlr**  A  

the Midduirr-,'"politici"reas"- ■"'"" =oL ™v hep;" u ^ ;m 

Water has been and  remains   the crucial   limiting factor for aqricul- 

Zt nnf IT areaS 0f the WOr,d-     C°"^derable progress  toward manage- 
ment of water resources has been made   in many of the poorest countr?!. 
where dependence on marginal   quantities of  rainfa   fmakes agrfcuUu a 
product, on hazardous at best.    With  the help of fo e^gn aid'p oa aT 

g w^Hs aTdTu, r' Pr0?UCti0n of food croPs and^wLtSck'by dig- ging wells and building earthen dams   to capture runoff      Surh nr™™ 
are  relatively  inexpensive and  require very  11 ufe petroleum    ' "    " 

In sum the energy-price crisis does not pose particularly new anH 

due?" 'TZ for/he
h
d-'°P'ng countries Slth ?es let o 'foo "p"' 

tn^l r  ^e.Past. «here world attention has been drawn  to dramatic 

Ä      c  "the worM^'  ^   '"  ^S"*  ^^   '"   the Sahel   re LT''0 
«rnca,   the world has  responded  to provide  relief    and    if asi»     ! -     -n 

he^nd^irianler^53? "OP  ^^r lll£'enLu    e'    «    o^ 
progral    ' ^ COUntnes--wou'd of course drastically diminish  relief 

To eliminate  the underlying causes o? chronic malnutrition and oeri- 

tlon such^K    hat   'V   ^ brin9 abOUt an ^"tional/agricuIUiral   revotu! 
t.on such  that population growth   is kept  reasonably  in balance with  thi 

eed        eif'wrn^ PO?U,:;i0n t0 mana9e  itS  ,and and wa e^re^o^es' o 

[985 wSuIeru^ ^oire,,fn9 Pr0b,em f0r the Third Wor,d ln 

LDC Export  Growth a  Function of OECD GNP 

The World Bank has attempted  to answer  the question whether devel- 
op.ng countr es-  exports  to  the  industrialized countr es wil    offset 
increased oil   import costs. "untnes win  orrset 

tncreasG^h/^? Pri0
f

r '0 the ener9y crIsis of  ^ Projected an 
increase of  the volume of  imports  by  the  industrialized countries  from 
the develop.ng countries of about  8 percent/year between  1973 Ind  I98O. 

Rate of growth of export volume  for  forty developing countries   in 
a  recent World Bank study are correlated  to high and ^estimates of 
annual^rates of growth of GNP  in  the developed^ountriet     (labfe"  1   6 2. 

Sri  Lanka    one of the poorest countries, will  have two fertilizer 

T^Tc nrOPerati0n by  ,978;  finan^9  's  from West Germany and    nd a 
The West German government and private banks are financing a 500 000-ion 
fertilizer plant  to be built near Alexandria,  Egypt. 
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oould resufr,        V  lower  tf,a" historical     '»„ nd """nutng at 

the   1976-8? period      r"  '? ^ annual  everage raL "fT>rt 9ro"th  •" 

f e e Port g-J-^^the   io , |    ^-JV^S^l-^ 
6 0f 3-6 percent.  severely affe^ed! ^"^ Wlth  '"dfa,  at 

^d^Srr?^ -^.r^;^,-'- - malntaln a .,air]y 
'"crease    n^ ^ ^n" ™™^-     ^VVsi^^^ ^  the "^ 
only  1.5 Percen /yea 0    ^  ^ P^ected.  equ va en? toVlT^^ 'L/yea.   in constant  dollars. va,eni:  to a decrease of 

,f  the   lower qrowfh  ra^«  e 
flmary commodity pr^es 1^  for  the  industrial  countries  U  - 
•"current dollars'a    e    iSP^**  t0  incr^e by o^y 2 DerS/' 
3-5 percent  In  real   te ns  ^   f0r an ^*** yearly^   ne

2 J^aT ealt' 
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ßrazl 17 Chile,  Colombia    nn™?  .(,97,   Per capita  GNP above $Un) •    A      ~~~ 
Mexico,  Peru    TurlJTu*  Do'n,nIcan Republic,  Greece    rtL      V       Ar9entina, 
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Probability  ot   Hi^h or  Low Variant  Occurring 

The World  Bank scenarios  are keyed   to economic condUSons   in  the 
OECD countries.     As  of  this writing   (September   197M.   the world outlook 
fs  g,™" with,   for examp.e.  predictions  of a  dangerous  slump   in  the 

U.S.   economy   lasting   through   1976- 

in these circumstances the Low Variant would appear most likely to 
oKt.Sn that is most developing countries can be expected to suffer an 
obtain,   that   is,  most uevc    v    y industrialized countries, 
economic  slowdown  corresponding  to that of   the   ,^^;   °'       .    t  this wm 

it  should be borne   in mind,  however,  as  suggested "^ ,er'   that .J1?'^'   ' 
lave  litle significance  for  the very poorest  countries-they "H     simply 
'go on subsisting.     Oil   producers among  the developing countries will  of 

course enjoy  a boom. 

Evolution of  Basic Commodity Prices   1950-1973 

Besides  volume of exports,   the   income  from developing country pri- 
mary comities   is crucial   to filling  the oil-import price gap. 

The developing countries,  spurred by   Iran and Algeria,  responded  to 

in April   of   1971t- 

A  frequently voiced complaint at  the U.N.   sess'.ns was  that  terms 
of  trade between developing country  raw   materials and the developed 
cLntries'  manufactured goods were consistently unfavorable to the 

oping countries. 

... J u    T^kicc  7 -  Q    oaaes   23 -   26, primary commodities A«;    ndicated by Tables   /      y»  p^ges     - r '   ,   \   jtJ  ^i,«., 

o "        u the  ulter part of  that r-'^-   '5^0 to  1573.   .ncraases 
f° priLry co^dity prices ware    ar 9reatar    h        he nse ^on,^ 

-:rctrduI:rirre^^oEr:r„ofaIrur:r^^yart.5 percent 

commodity exports  rose by about 70 percent. 

Despite  thi'   apparent contradiction of  the developing countries^ 

cent. 

devel- 
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TABLE 1 
ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS OF ANNUAL RATES OF 

IN GNP OF DEVELOPED REGIONS - ]S7h  TO~ 
GROWTH 
9U0 

(percent per annum) 

1972 1973 
Hißji Variant Low Variant 

1974 1975 1976- 1974 1975 1976- 
(Actual) (Eat.) 1980 1980 

Japan and 
Oceania 8.5 10.3 .4.0 6.0 7.0 3.0 5.0 7.5 

Weatem Europe 4.3 6.C 2.0 2.5 5.5 0.5 1.5 3.0 
United States, 

Canada 6.1 6.1 2.3 3.5 6.0 1.5 2.5 3.3 

Average, All 
OECD Countrlea 5.7 6.6 2.4 3.5 6.0 1.3 2.5 3.9 

Table 2 ahows how the different conodlty group« an influenced b» 
alternative rite« of growth in the induatrial countrie«. 

TABLE 2 
EXPORTS OF AO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES TO DEVELOPED 

REGIONS BY COMMODITY GROUP 

Average Annual Ra-tn of Growth 
of Export Volume.   1973-1980 

(percent per anniaj 

Commodity Grour. 

Food and  Food Products 
Non-Food Agricultural Product« 
Metal and Minerals 
Petroleum Products 
Manufactures 
Service« 

December 1973 March 1974 
Projccti on« Proje etions 

High Low 
Variant 

3.4 

Variant 
3.5 
1.9 1.7 
5.7 5.3 
9.8 8.9 

16.3 15.9 11.1 
13.5 12.7 

Source: IBRD,   "Additional External Capital  Requirement« of Developing Countries" 
Washington, D.  C.    i^arcu 1974 
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'     the   1950-73 period. 

Beef prices  'ncref'„^„rcent,  fish W nM'^,v\rrLl      (Increase 

cent.) . averaged  100 percent. 

«^tlls^-re^Ä .^ra^for .e ^er^,^ ,„ percen, 

h-.ghest at  355  P^^^^J   130 percent. 
eggs   150 percent,  and beef ^ ^^   is 

,       .ion  in  the primary price ^ raJ   'V'!^. widespread specu- 
Acceleration  'n  ™; "V     real   shortages of  ^PP'7'      .    ,n the case 

attributed to three  facto s;    re  ^ ^.^ currencles.  and. 

Utlon  in commodity ^mg       the producers. 
of petroleum,   join. V ^ ^^ ^^ 

A recent World  Bank study evaluates 

prices  for  1971*'- t'qhf   the natural 

■ ■„arkets  for  "»"'^^^leSfeed ^nthetic pro- 

^^"a     tnfraL Prices « ^-P^ ^ « st.V, 

-.rrctor may  ^^.-^f^tHal   countries,  at  least  in 
economic slowdown   in  the   m 

197'*' . for orimary commodities 

Beyond  197^.  ^^ ^T'lTtU  respect to growth  in rSraCÄtrarrrare .1 ^—- 
Auch products. 

.•,1   Pnr New f^Qdjty Cartels. 
PolSBii^--^1-11211- ^ •       -« rnise oil  prices  is a 

cartels  to conti^i  ^  

 . ^TTTri^rte^rpr i ma ry 
--^^^^f^^\   (^ci1 do.no. tfe into account 

Ä^n dtÄHrsr^r^orrrUrv c^,. 
^r'llcrudl^^tir.zers. 
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riMn.Warni!]95   •r0m  the   industrial!zed users   that  such action would be 
counter-product, ve;   the   industrialized countries  can  find substitute 

hoHflg the bag.53'' '      ^  ^ ^^ COUntrieS " ''  be ,eft 

Success  of  cartel   action  hinges on   (a)   scarcity of the material 
ib)   scrategic  need,   and   (c)   unity among producers.     Although developing 
coun  ry  food exporters of  bananas,   coffee,   cocoa have exercised some    ' 

(a / b    oua
enf°r,HPr0SUCtJOn ^ PriCeS   theSe -Cities   lack the 

(a)/{b)  qual,f,cat,on   for  successful   cartelization.     Some minerals  pro- 
ducers  enjoy   two or more of  these qualifications. m,nerais  pro 

Developing  countries  equal   or outstrip developed country suppliers 
of US     .mports of a number of  strategic minerals.     In   1972  the mosi 
s.gn.f.cant of  these were bauxite  from the Caribbean countries J^ca 

llTpercTnt    üyana'^'2 ^"^  ^ ^"^  fr0m the ^cot^ll'. 

Bauxite Association 

In March of  this  year Australia and Yugoslavia joined Guyana    Guinea 

Asso^i-;- ^Lrne'  ^ SUrinam t0 form ?he   'nteriatlonarBauxite ' 
Assoc.ot.on wi   h headquarters   in Jamaica.    Other bauxite producers will 

hi^;      ff0 i0"1-     ltS 0^ective:    t0 "cure maximum national owne' 
l-L        ffect've nat.onal   control  over  the countries'  bauxite  indus- 
tries,  and  to secure  fa.r and equitable  returns  from bauxite  resources 
Gu.nea has about  two-thirds   (8 billion  tons)  of  the world's proven bauilte 
reserves;   Guyana a virtual  monopoly on calcined bauxite. 

The bauxite producing countries and  the newly formed  ISA. while 

trade  "? ntenti0n  t0 atta:n ,We just'   reasonable and  le    tlmate 
trade  relations  between various countries." have been at pains  to assure 

userH    rK'f   ''   ^ ^-^   '^^^ 0f the Producers   ^ exploit  the users of  the.r  raw material.    At  the same  time  they do not appear to be 
.nt.m.dated by  the aluminum companies'   threats   to obtain  their raw material 
from alternat.ve substances available outside  the developing countries 

Jamaica was  first off  the mark  in exercising  the  ISA principle of 

m?n?nn,?nUy.uVe^reSOUr  ^ ^  !' sharp,y  'creased  taxes on bauxite 
mining for  the  first quarter  1974.    Mosv of the affected U.S.  companies 

CenteTfor WH6 ^l ^ haVe  laken the dispUte  to the  '"ternational 
c!?^ ff °    Settlement of  Investment Disputes  for arbitration.    Anaconda 
said  .t would comply with  the new taxes but only under protest of the" 

wMria-raMnCr?'aSf 0f 50me 800 P6'-""1"  '" revenue payments  to Jamaica 
which  it said constituted breaking the original   investment agreement. 

;;     ^   - ■. ii-riiinrjini im 
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Copper Group 

Four developing countries, Chile and Peru in Latin America and 

ZaTre and Zambia in Africa, some years ago formed the ""ter9°vern,l,f ^lr 
Council of Copper Exporters (CIPF.C).  Its objectives, l.ke those of OPE., 
are to stabilize copper prices and expand copper marketi. 

Zambia supplies 2^ percent of copper exports to the world market, 
Chile 21 percent. The Third World has the largest copper reserves in 
the world and produces 36 percent of world supplies, most of it from 

CIPEC countries. 

CIPEC has often proclaimed its intention to establish a floor price 
for copper exports, but has never carried through in the face of availa- 
bility of ample supplies in industrialized countries and the possib.1ities 
for substitution of other materials in industrial uses.  In addition, 
copper prices have in any case increased rapidly in world market since 
1970  It is difficult to see how the situation will be difrerent in 
these, respects for some time and therefore it would seem unlikely that 
there would be any dramatic action affecting world markets in copper in 
the near future. All of the CIPEC governments have already established 
national control and rwjorlty participation in their copper mmmg oper- 

ations . 

iron Ore 

In April \S7k  an informal meeting of iron ore producers attended by 
Peru, Venezuela, Chile. Brazil. Mauretania, Algeria, Gabon. Philippines, 
and India-with Canada. Sweden, and Australia as observers-discussed 
the desirability of setting up a producer's group simMar to those for 
oil. bauxite, and copper.  In addition to cooperating to «Jab ish a 
floor price for iron ore. the group also considered proposals to insert 
escalator clauses in sales contracts to protect the producers from unfa- 
vorable currency changes and inflation and to develop a system to corre- 
late prices of iron ore to prices of finished iron and steel products. 

Venezuela accounts for 30.6 percent of U.S. iron ore Imports, had 
7 percent of the world market in 1970. The Venezuelan government is 
current!  holding talks on nationalization with U.S. Steel and Bethlehem 
Steel, which mine all the country's 22 million ton/year output. 

Other Commodi ties 

Other essential commodities heavily represented on world markets by 

the developing countries are tin, Malaysia 50 percent and Bolivia 16 

percent; and rubber, Malaysia 38 percent. 

^ 
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TABLE   3 
IMPORTANCE  OF  COPPER   IN  SOME SELECTED COUNTRIES 

Copper Rtltrvit 
(million torn 

Country metallic Cu) 

United States    85.5 
Canada    10.0 
Soviet Union  38.5 
Chile   71.8 
Pern  24.6 
Zambia   30.0 
Zaire  20.0 
Other    40.0 

TOTALS   320.4 

Western Ind. Nations 111.5 
Communist World .... 56.5 
Third World _  152.4 

Coppir Production 
(tkous.md torn) 

1,560 

610 

1,100 

700 

212 

'504- 

387 

M)99_ 

6,?53 

2,706 

1,396 

2,251 

Halt ol Exploitation 
Ptrunt of rturvei 

1.82 
6.10 
2.85 
0.97 
0.86 
2.20 
1.93 
2.74 

1.98 

2.43 
2.47 
1.47 

Ytars of tturvtt at prttrnl 
Production    Consumption 

54.8 46.2 
16.4 43.7 
35.0 36.1 

102.6 348.5 
116.0 615.0 
43.8 1,500.» 
51.7 2,000.0 
36.4 12.2 
50-9 503 
41.2 20.6 
•40.5 37.9 
6/.7 5910 

Source: Minerals in World Affairs 
Alexander Sutulov 
University of Utah Printing Service 
Salt Lake City 1972 

I. 
2. 

3. 

The Third World has the largest copper reserves In the world. 
Its demand for copper is Insignificant and most of its 
production Is being exported to the Industrial countries. 
Even with this Increased production, which Is 9 times larger 
than consumption, the Third World depletes Its reserve» at a 
lower rate~1.5 percent per year as compared with 2.5 
percent in the developed and communist countries. 
At the present rate of production, the Third World has copper 
for a period 1.6 times longer than the Western World, and at 
the present rate of consumption, for a period roughly 30 times 
longer. 

a "" :y^m "V"^ -V""""-'"^*" w«i*.'.ayii» .^«WTOrnwi*^^^^ ■ MI. , 
lJ'!''V" ' ' " '■'■■.'*Vv-": 
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The two Central African countries who are members of CIPEC, Zaire 
and Zambia, provide the U.S. with ^3 percent of its imports of cobalt. 
Gabon, ZaTre, and Brazil supply 55.5 percent of U.S. imports of manga- 
nese. 

Developing County Oil Producers \S7^  Estimated Revenue $100,000 Million 

Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Iran, Abu Jhabi , Quatar, Venezuela, Iraq, 
Algeria, Libya, Nigeria, Indonesia, and Ecuador, the members of OPEC, 
are themselves developing countries.  They control 78 percent of the 
free world's known oil reserves (53 billion tons out of a total 68 
billion tons) and account for 57 percent of free world petroleum out- 
put--about 1,038 million tons in 1970 out of 1,810 million tons. 

In 1972 oil revenues of four of the group—Venezuela, Nigeria, 
Algeria, and Indonesia—fell far short of covering their total imports. 
World inflation and increased volume of imports would raise these costs 
in 197^ considerably. However, estimated 197^ oil revenues for each of 
the twelve OPEC members will produce a dramatic surplus of revenue over 
estimated costs of imports. Their combined revenue in 197^ is expected 
to be more than $100,000 million compared to some $12,000 million in 
1971. 

It is estimated that OPEC members will have revenues of about $500- 
600 billion available for investment in the 1970-1985 period. 

Cost of Oil For Non-Oil-Exporting Developing Countries 197^ 

If the non-oil-exporting developing countries reduced the volume 
of oil imported from the 1973 level of 1 ,51»7 million bbls to 1,395 
million bbls, at a price of $9.00/bl c.i.f. the import bill would be 
$12,555 million for 197^.  A modest increase in volume of oil imports 
at that price would put the 197^ Import bi11 for these countries at 
$15,120 million, an increase of some $12,000 million over 1973 estimated 
import costs   (Table 5, page 16.) 

Gross Economic Impact on 13 LDCs 

The gross economic impact of $9.00/bl oil imports on 13 developing 
countries with per capita GNP ranging from $70 to $760 may be roughly 
measured by adding the estimated 197Ä oil import bill and debt service 
figures and comparing them to the 1973 reserves plus or minus the dif- 
ference in export-import totals for 1973-  (Table 5, page'6 .) 

Sri Lanka, the poorest of the 13 countries, would show a $111 mil- 
lion deficit in 197^ on this basis.  Brazil, one of the wealthiesfe^of the 
13 developing countries, on the other hand, would show a positive balance 
of more than $^,000 million. 
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ESTIMATED  OIL 

TABLE 
REVENUES,   PER CAP ITA GNP, POPULATION 

•*  
AND TOTAL IMPORTS OF ELEVEN OPEC COUNTRIES 

Counlry 

Studi Artbia 
Uun 
Kuwiil 
Iraq 
Abu Ohtbl 
Qitir 
Venetudi 
Libyt 
Nigeria 
Aljeri» 
Indonni« 

Eitimated 
Govtrnmenl Oil Re 

IS million«! 
1973 1972 

2.988 
2,423 
1.600 

802 
538 
247 

1,933 
1.705 
1.200 

680 
480 

4,915 
3,885 
2,130 
1,465 
1.035 

3C0 
2.800 
2.210 
1.950 
1,095 

830 

1974 

19.400 
14.930 
7.945 
5.900 
4.800 
1.425 

10,010 
7,990 
6,960 
3,700 
2,150 

' Ettimalid 
Ptr Cipiu 

Government Oil Revtnu« 
III 

1973 1974' 

630 3,456 
123 461 

2,131 7,223 
141 551 

22,665 43,636 
2,'. 75 9,500 

250 870 
1,005 3,631 

33 114 
71 233 

7 17 

1972 

393 
79 

1,758 
80 

11,700 
1,941 

176 
820 

21 
45 

4 

Per Ciplti 
GNP 

1$) 
1971 

540 
450 

3,860 
370 

3,150 
2.370 
1,060 
1,450 

140 
360 

80 

Popu- 
titlort 

(million») 

1973 

7.8 
31.5 

1.0 
10.4 
0.1 
0.1 

11.2 
2.2 

S9.4 
16.4 

124.0 

Total 
Import« 

($ million«) 

1971 1972 

806 
1,871 

678 
696 
n.a. 
n.a. 

2.301 
712 

1,506 
1,221 
1,174 

1.229 
2.410 

797 
713 
n.a. 
n.a. 

2.433 
1.104 
1,502 
1.760 
1.458 

•OOC ...im... b»«J on World B.nh ....m.u. ^ OPEC ,ov.mm.n. o.l r«.n««, population (mld.1971|. and population »row«. ».1 

SCO.«,: Oi, *» -m.. «c... Banj ^--^ ^T^Ä^TÄ^Ä iÄS 
OC; World B.nk Croup.  15741; Import (.gur.. .r. OMTJ on Inltfntvon,! JiKlt,   19fl «ü.rwv. 
rul>lit.t>ooStl.»No. GATT 1973-3. 

,„: Grant. "Energy Shoe, and the Development Prospect" Overseas Develops Council. 

Washington, D. C, IS?1« 

♦Ecuador becaioe a twelfth member early In 197A. 

ii 
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Oil   Funds 

OPEC  members  have apnpr^ii- 

and   international   financ'I f      t^   ^ioT K:?^^ ^  ^ ^0r P-ers 
surpluses  should bo   recycled  to bene ?t   feHo   th*,r*™™"* oil   revenue 

-n  as  provldln. balance of ^^ll^To t^lolZ^ ** 

in olMm?oUrr^^:^r^d^o^^t^te^$!2•000 mi,,i0n —   '"crease 
-«ans  Proposed--primari   y conce ^önL Ttr,eS Wi ''   in  fact be ^t  by the 
from the  traditional   sources as^U^  fTon ^   "V^  inve^-ntS 

but also  from  increased prices of o her nr neW,y  rich 0PEC members, 
developing  countries   to  the developed"oMr^  COmm0dities ^PO^ed  fro^ 

n August   the Middle  East oil   produce  s  and r       ^'consuming countries, 
to  lend  the   IMF some  $3./, billion  rnf- anada comP'eted arrangements 
ber countries  having  d i f f ic        0 a °ng

f' J^.-ed f ts   through   1975  ?o mem- 
the  poorest  countries would not OUII^JZA       tic90'*3'       As   lt now stands, 
worthy"  for   loans,   but  a new ?ype o      L  ^ rT,ati0nS as "cred't- 
so  t at  assistance can  be given'to sol^    7 of'th"1^  t0 be aPProVed ^on 
developing  countries       IRRn u^  u     5U",e   " / or   the poorer non-oil  exoortinn 

.0 ^rtL^zsTi]\^TXv:rrä"bee:proposed bv «H= u.N. 
to coo«  from the oi l-produclrto aartonT    ^°i' ",th half the """^ ^ain 
appears   in doubt,  however" chletybdcauj?^^^'0; 0f the pro'>osal 

are sa,d  to prefer  channdUp,  .^Ir^^r^^^^^^Lr""'5 

Saudi   Arabia   is   takinn  m«   1     J   • 

Bank  to assist Muslim projL s  {n'Afr L^w"! "I"9  the  ,S,amIc ^elopment 
are ^pected   to contrib'uti a ^i     ^^$21 miM-     '''  'US,Im C0Untr^s 

for   loans,   but  75 percent of  the   inml,   $i  KM       ^ ^  t0 be e,i9lb,e 

>s expected  to come  from  the Mldd e Fae!  $  1
b,l,'on cap,talizatlon goal 

e made  to Muslim governmensbu 'large ^  l^r'"5:   .MOSt  ,oa- would 
Islam.c countries  such as   Ind a    Thlf^        !    communities within non- 

be eligible.     A new currency    aMed-U^'-^n. ^n^1 ' ^P1"65 wou^ also 
would have   the value of one S^R. 'C D,nar     is  t0 be c^ted;   It 

Africln^ntr?:^^ ha^ s^ttl ^a^^^SlStanCe t0 neighboring 
being allocated by an OAU co^i   L    Trll^T mMli0n  fUnd' Whfch   !' 
the developing world and  thHt "invest Bank O'^^'TK9'"6 t0Urin9 

Investment  plans  for Brazil. Beirut has announced 

Saudi  Arabia   is providinn <?i   0 KJ 11 • ; "": — — 

«5 0 ""Hon, K^ait. USoJZll^l'lZl    S^i !???-,""''i^' '™™^ 
million; Canada. C$300 million. million; Oman, $24 

"*»l»V«»,"WtlfKy* 
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OiI   funds  are a I^n   - 

Mse, most of the ol 11 "" for s<»>e consid.r»hl .,h0Se ha''i"9 
to How out to other o^r ^^'^ int° '^ OECD '' 'n,e' '" a"V 
'■"3 ''eveIop,ng ~

E
S

C° —'"■   -the.  .^"^X^?,'i^^. 

In  sum,   the oi l-H   f•   • 
amount of  relief  r , r,Clt;  developing count-r!« 

-'^^ cowdUi J'?-'^™.nte„a„£o: h^ 

PopulaTUond!V?n0fo^ """tries, with more  than  70 „ 
of energy. I970 —ted  for abont   IJ percen "f^n^H   "* """"^ 

world consumption 

Latin America 
Africa 
^sia   (Communist) 
Asia   (Other) 

7 
9 

22 
31. 

.8^ 
■ 7 
0 
3 

4.3% 
1.7 
5.3 
4.5 •n quadriI I ion  BTKc 

Jections   for   Igfiq ^   f    WOr d consuniption   in   iQVn 
lions'  shar^Var: f^,^-—- of QeiS ^Wd^iop (Pro- 

ing 

Latin America 
Africa 
As'a   (Communist) 
Asia   (Other) 

9.13 QBTU 
3.68 

11.30 
9.56 

•D'   tfiat  is,  a   I  percent 

 . 
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increase   in  GDP WJS   dccompdnfed  by  .1   1.6  percent   increase   in  demand   for 
energy.     In developed market  economies   the coefficient   is approximately 

Oil   a Major  Source 

Oil   as   the  source of  energy   in   1970   in   the Third World was  as 
follows: 

Latin America 67.8?, 
Africa i«8.7 
Asia   (Communist) 8.2 
Asia   (Other) 58.7 

"Non-Commercial" Sources  Significant 

Many  developing  countries  report only part  of   their  total   energy 
consumption because   there   is  no systematic accounting  for  the consider- 
able utilization of non-commercial  sources of energy.    These non-commer- 
cial  sources are primarily  fuel wood,  bagasse   (residue of sugar cane) 
and animal  and vegetable wastes.   Best available estimates   indicate that 
non-commercial   sources  account  for about hO percent of  total  energy con- 
sumption   in  the  developing  regions. 

Contribution  from these sources  to total   energy consumed  is esti- 
mated at 27 percent  for Latin America,  56 percent  for Asia,  and 48 per- 
cent  for Africa, 

(Garbage and manure are also utilized  in high  technology countries. 
Some  120 million cuft of methane gas  is produced  from a $4 million manure 
gasification plant adjacent  to a beef cattle  feedlot  In  the U.S.    The 
dried manure  residue  is  used as an animal   feed  supplement and as concen- 
trated  ferti lizer. 

Such plants  are not numerous,  however,  and   the American Gas Associ- 
ation has  recommended a $10 million government-Industry  researci and 
development  program  to produce gas  from solid wusste.     SRl'   est'mates 
75 billion cuft of gas  can be produced from solid waste   in  the U.S.  by 
1985.) 

I 
Limited Coal Reserves 

The Third World has very limited solid fuel resources.  Coal produc- 
tion In Asia accounts for over 90 percent of total production of solid 

-:, 
Stanford Research Institute 
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Most coal '0    ^ the ,ar'es' 

C °f Korea has appreci.aB^t 

'he Far Fait  c   . 
reserves  exic   .     subreg'on and Afrl^ 

^here   is 
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,he sucrose moler i 
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Because the U.K. process is still in the development stage it is 
not possible to assess the full degree of substitution of sugar for 
petrochemicals that ultimately may be feasible, but it is estimated 
that some 150 million tonnes/year of sugar would be required for indus- 
trial uses once the process is widely employed—perhaps within five 
years. 

The potential significance of this for tropical cane sugar producing 
countries is apparent from 1973-74 world production figures for raw sugar 
which is estimated at little more than half the above-mentioned tonnage, 
or 80 million tjnnes, ^8 million from cane, the remainder from beet 
sugar. 
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UJ^J.MPQRrs  OF   SELECTED M 
IAI11I    ;, 

1J!1|MLS__FR0M PRINCIPAL   SUPPLIERS.    197? 

Importi j$ 

Per cent of U.S. 
MincfJl Conjumption 

■ Aluminium, 

Bauxit» 

Alumina 

Cobalt' 

Copper* 

Iron/Siecl* 
(iron on). 

Lead» 

Mangancsi1 

Mercury* 

Nickel 

Sulrur* 

Tin' 

TiUnium* 

Tongslon 

Uranium* 

Venadium* 

Zinc* 

80 

MtUl 

Chromium6 106 

98 

18 

28 

36 

95 

68 

74 

13 

77 

JZi           '",           ' ^'^M3JOr M''0f ^"'"P-a C '""try 
^„SupphcdbyE.ch          .      SuFpl,e,. Supplied by E,* 

72 

44 

12 

32 

52 

Auttralia, ?.0% 

Austrolia, 40.9% 
Canada, 0.0% 

Canada, 63.1% 
Noiway, 7,G% 

Soulh Afiica, 32.0% 
USSR.. 27.8% 
Turkey. 2^.6% 

BelQiiim- 

Luxembourg, 28.8% 
Finland, 10.0% 
Norw.iy, 7.3% 

Canada, 34.1% 

Canada, 50.6% 

Cinar'j, 33.1% 
Australia, 17.4% 

South Africa. 14.0% 

Cnnjda. D?.7% 

CcnoUa, 7D.0% 
Norway, 10.ß% 

Canada, 75.4% 

Auitr.ilia, 09 0% 

Canao'j. 30 O'i 
Aujlr.ili.i, 1 l.o?4 

Canada, 100% 

Soulh Attica. 50.0% 

Can.ida, 50 0?i 
Aiulr.-ilid, 5.0% 
Bclgiufn- 

Luxembourg, 5.0% 
West Germany, 4.1% 
Japan, 3.8% 

'Fc-iureum DrtLmitvry. 
"CuomiU or« imporl« only, 
Eflimji«. 

SOURCE: Baiccf on Otpinmtnl ol ih. 
Appcnd.cti, Juo« 1973, 

In:    Grant,  "Enurgy Shock «nd 
W««hi,ißion.  D.  C., 

2.0% 

41.5% 

70.7% 

85.4% 

46.1% 

34,1% 

60.8% 

60.5% 

14.6% 

52.7% 
85.6% 

75.4% 

99.0% 
41.0% 

100.0% 
56.5% 
69.4% 

Jamaica, 53.5% 
Surinam, 27.4% 
Guyana, 7.3% 

Jamaica, 26.0% 
Surinam, 19.8% 
Guyana, 0.6% 

Zaire, 34.5% 
Zambia. 8.5% 

Peru, 23.2% 
Chile, 14.7% 

Vtnezucla, 30.6% 

Ptru. 22.0% 
Mexico, 9.7% 

Gabon. 26.3% 
Brazil, 18.8% 
Zaire, 10.4% 

Mexico, 18.7% 

Mexico, 24.6% 

Malaysia. 64.3% 
Thailand, 23.3% 
Bolivia, 8.9% 

Bolivia, 18.0% 
Ptru, 12.0% 
Thailand, 9.0% 

Mexico. 8.3X 
P«ru, 6.8% 

Total, Major 

Developing Countr 

Suppliers 

68.2% 

46.4% 

43.0% 

37.0% 

3o.e%. 

31.7X 

55.5% 

18.7% 

24.6% 
06.5% 

39.0% 

14.1% 

»Interior, Semmt Annutl H,pcrt of if* 

t 
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TABLE 7 
EVOLUTION OF BASIC COMMODITY PRICES SINCF 1950. 

MEASURED IN UNITED STATES DOLLARS. 
BY MAJOK CATEGORY OF COMMODITY 

23 

Pt*(.i*lAii   CMANUt   oVt«   StLfCItO   PERIODS 

PHIOO  COVcHcO     1950   tu        Hb\i   TO        I960   TO 
I9;j-*Q I960 1970 

Pf«l«UHV   COf«OOIIIES 

rono 

CeRE«LS 

8tVEP»CE   CPQPS 

MEAT 

D«|PV   PRODUCE 

OTHER  EOOOS 

MN-fOOO   «r.P   RAW   H«T 

^*ISi   OIlS   «NO  OILSEE JS 

TtniLf   FIBRES 

NOOD   «NO   kOOOPULP 

OTH   N-EOPD   «OR   R«M   M«T 

HINER«l   R*W  M«r 

HETAl   OBfS 

NON-fERMOUS   OFfS 

EUEIS 

N-EERROUS   0«SC   «ET 

K«KUr4CTUPfl.   rOf'Oi   E<P 

UiJ-Ti 

I»53-13 

mo-Tj 

19 50-7J 

II50-7J 

l»50-7l 

I l50-7i 

l#50-7J 

l»5J-7J 

H50-7J 

1150-7J 

1»50-7J 

US0-7J 

1950-73 

19 41-TJ 

1 #50-7 3 

■» 

120.0 

!••<•.4 

«6.5 

168.9 

117.8 

iU.'l 

6d.9 

tuu.a 

1/5.9 

10«. 7 

165.» 

173.« 

193.0 

103.J 

-10.0 

-6.0 

-13.1 

-16.5 

65.6 

1.0 

7.0 

-13.9 

-16.1 

-33.1 

27.7 

-0.3 

11.I 

23.5 

-3.9 

b.4 

23.3 

22.5 

9.1 

16.1 

«.3 

28.3 

16.6 

14.1 

16.3 

-3.8 

19.2 

-10.8 

12.3 

-25.« 

11.3 

22.0 

52.3 

9.0 

69.8 

19.« 

SOURCE - CKWPJ rOB MVEIOIWEOT PlAtMlW, PHOTECTlOhS AND POLICIZo OF TOE DEPAHINENT OF 
A«D SOCIAL MTAIR3 OF THE SECBETAfllAT. BASED ON PRJCE ITOICES^UniiqHrn^^^ 
BIAtlBTlCAL OFFICE OF TOE DEPARTMENT OF EcSSoSlC^ sS^S ^ " ^ 

1970   TO 
l973-«0 

103.7 

98.2 

170.1 

36.8 

107,2 

62.8 

78.5 

10«.0 

loo.e 

1«2.2 

92.« 

176.6 

115.3 

«7.5 

65.6 

135.6 

«0.0 

«0.2 

ECONOMIC 

In:    United ^ions^Study of the Problem, of Raw Materl.l« and Developcent" 
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LVÜLUIION   Ül    üAbll 

l'MU I    •'« 
LUMMÜDI Y   l'KUtb   MNLt     \\)t>0. 

MEASURED   IN  UNIItD  STATES  DOLLARS^ 
"FOR  SELECTED  BASIC  COMMUÜiTIES 

(ARRANGED ACCORDING TO  MAGNITUDC  OF  AVERAGE  ANNUAL  CHANGE   SINCE   1950) 

OtBCi^rAiE   CH^«it   OVER   StLCCIEO   P£"IOOS 

PERIOD CJVilcü      WW   TU        1950   TO        I960   TO        1970   TO 
I960      1970    1973-^0 

l»50-7i 
1 1 J0-7J 

126.1 
-ir.7 

«2.3 
19.9 

131.1 
355.* 

I 150-7 ) i^b.'J 39.7 113.7 *2.7 

I 150-7 5 ^11.9 23.0 65.9 92. 1 

IJ50-7) 218.3 36.* 106.7 37.8 

1»50-73 270.9 10.1 28.T <         6 
.   .    2 I 15)- 73 259.6 -20.3 20.3 

1>5<I- 73 i    iit.il 1     22.a) -M.* 3*3.9 

I 134-73 (    210.61 1         1.9) 0.9 201 .9 

U50-7 3 .    2<>9.1 70.9 75,5 16.* 

1 >ol-7) J    12*.?) t        0.0) «      13.5) 96.0 

I o0-13 215.6 56.3 27.3 59. 1 

1»30- 13 21'*. 1 3*.6 11.* 109.* 

I»50-73 1V0.7 25.J **.* 65.0 

m<.-73 i     154.6) 1     23.7) 7'..* 18.9 

19 .»1-7 3 186.2 10.3 18.8 Ufl.* 

I»50-73 174.5 10.S 53.3 6* .5 

1 »iO-7J 179.Ü 7.4 67.8 5*. 8 

I »50-73 
I »>J-'l 

172. 7 -10.1 
6.1 

12.* 
67.8 

170.0 
*8.6 

N 50-73 163.U 2.0 -2.0 163.0 

115 3-73 163.0 -13.0 -*.3 215.6 

17 j«.- 7i 
I 150-»3 
U50-»3 

I    13U.2I 
l'.2.5 

(   136.6) 

(   -23.S) 
0.9 

15.S 

31.3 
18.7, 
20.9 

130.2 
102.* 

i      69.2) 

1150-73 135.2 -26.7 - 26.* 316.0 

I»50-73 
11 50-7 3 

129.3 
I2f .b 

7.6 
-18.7 

iV.i 
25.7 

86. 7 
122.6 

I »ol-73 (      66.7) 1        0.0) I      -3.8) 73 .3 

1950-73 12^.0 12.2 35.9 *5.6 

\ 1 51-73 120.d 1<>.3 28.* 50.* 

I»30- '3 115.1 15.1 15.9 62.1 

I »5<.-73 
1753-73 
l15'i-73 

(      95.2) 
113.5 

I      91.5) 

(   -33.8) 
-2.* 

1        6.6) 

*1.7 
28.5 

8.0 

108.1 
70.5 

(     66.*) 

2INC OBf 
COPPF" OPE 
f  ISM 
COPPE" 

OILSEED  C»K{   *ND   MEAL 
»INC 
SISAL 
UNSEEOS 
NICKEL 

POIIITOV 
MUITON   «NO   LAfB 
tUMBER 
POP* 
NICKEL   OPE 

OLIVE nit 
COAL 
TIN   OPE 
met 
TIN 

CRUDE   PETROLEUM 
WHtAT 
COTTONSEED   OIL 
COCO* 
GROUNDNUTS 

LINSEED   OIL. 
BACCN 
ANIMAL   EATS   AND   OILS 
FUPSKJNS 
CHEESE 

MINE 
HOOOPULP 
SOYBEAN   OIL 
MILK 
PALM   KERNEL   OIL 

iniPf f   - cwrmr FOR DEVKWIWMT fUNNING.  PHOJECTloNS AND POI.ICItS OK THE DEPABIMEWT OF KOHOWC 
srupec     camtm ^foKÄEcgrÄB'tAT, ma> ON PRICE INDKEG PUBUSKED BT TW 

mTiwiCAJL OFJICE or THE Df www« or ECOKOMIC AND GOCIAL ATTAIHS. 

NOTE   -   EIOURES   IN   PARENTMESEi   '-»ER   LE.S   THAN  FULL   PERIOD   SHOWN 

. 

■ 

- 

■ 
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TABU 8 (cunlinutul) 
EVOLUTION OF BASIC COMMODITY PRICES SINCE 1950. 

MEASURED IN UNITED STATES DOLLARS, 
FOR SELECTED BASIC COMMODITIES 

(ARRANGED ACCORDING TO MAGNITUDE OF AVERAGE ANNUAL CHANGE SINCE 1950) 

PEI>Cc.«r.*:t   CH4Nit   CWtR   StLCCIED   PERIODS 

P:U')0   COV iAtO 195J   TU 19:.0   TO 1960   in 1970   TQ 
1973-*U 1960 1970 l973-«.0 

l«CN   ORE I »51-73 101.7 7-..6 -5.8 "22.7 
SOVBEANS I m-7j il.i -23.9 30.1 99.1 
EGOS I »30-73 »1.0 -*.5 -20.3 150.0 
BABlEr I »il-7? 90.2 -11.8 13.3 90.2 
FLSX I>i0-7J 89.0 8.5 IB.3 47.6 

LEiP   IRE 1^0-7 3 ad.O -21.8 *9.l 7«.7 
COPk« l»iJ-73 db.b -11.0 3.5 102.6 
»I'JMINIIIM l"»J3-73 do.o 71.6 10.« -1.6 
f064CC0 I IJO-73 tf3.a 27.<. 16.1 2«..l 
COCONUT on. I»50-73 63. 3 -18.1 16.1 92.7 

MAI^E I»3J-73 «1.9 -20.7 19.6 91.8 
bAJ«|IE 19 50-72 1      76.5) 7.« 90.« «    -13.71 
SUOAR HiJ-73 73.'. -^6.6 19.3 98.6 
IE 'D 19 51)-7J 69.9 -30.1 51.7 60.2 
Ct-ifi   ORE 19 J4-.J 1     «.v.«! 1      I*.«» 18.9 6.B 

CP'JfJI   ffRHlUM I »50-7 3 52.y 17.6 15.0 13.0 
r.RCHM^NUT   OIL l»iJ-»3 1     51.61 -1.8 2«.5 1      2«.11 
^»IM  KERNELS I » 50-7 3 1      «.B.JI 7.2 2.9 1      3..6» 
cnttcN »»50-73 "♦o. 3 -37.7 2.0 130.1 
Of (EE 1150-73 *«.2 -23.9 «5.7 30.1 

PAIK   OK 19 50-7 3 38.B -lü'.S I«.9 ««.8 
wrn I»»0-73 30.6 -36.6 -25.9 17 7.6 
BUT If a 1 »51-7 3 20. 7 -I.1 3.5 25.8 
rRuit »»><.-7 3 1        21.31 1        2.21 -I«.7 39.5 
MIJ['; I»50-7 3 22.1 -29.2 -l<..5 101.7 

jutr 195Ü-73 2Ü.7 32.2 -7.3 -1.9 
KUTPf* I »?•<- 7 3 -2.0 0.7 -♦9.3 92.2 
H»NO»NCSf   HfcE I JJ-.-73 1     -2.31 «      -».9» -3«.7 66.2 
TEA 19 JO-7 3 H -2'..U 0.0 -20.0 -6.0 

snuact - cEirrnE ron PEVüWPKENT PLANNIHO, pRojEcrioNa AHB POLICIES OF THE DEPARTMENT or ECOHOMIC 

AKÜ BOCIAL ATFAIRr; OK THE SECBCTAfllAT.   BASKD ON PHICE INDICES PUBLISHED Blf TMI 
STATISTICAL OFTICK OP THE DEPARTMENT OP ECONOMIC AMD BOCIAL ArPAIRS. 

NOTE   -   nCURFS   IN   P».ltNIHSF»   ': J / tR   LEi»    THAN   FULL   PtRIUJ   SHOWN 

In.«    UN "Study of the Problems of Raw Materials and Development"  2 April 1974 
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TABLE 9 
EVOLUTION OF BASIC COMMODITY PRIDES SINCE 1950 

MEASURED IN KLLATION TO UNIT VALUE OF EXPORTS OF pmFACTURERS 
BY MAJOR CATEGORY OF COMMnniTY ~ ' 

»t'CltJAn   CMVNÜE   OVER   SEIFCIEO   PERIODS 

PMIOO  lOVfHii)      l»5ü   TO        i9i0   TO        I960   Ti; 

PRIMARY   CCNMOOITIFS 

rooo 

ceof«is 

8tV£R«0E   CHUPj 

HE«T 

n«IFY   PRCOUCf 

niHfR Fnnas 

KtN-FCOC   AGR   RAw   M4I 

^»ISi   OILS   AND  OILSIEOS 

TEIIILE   FiaBiS 

WQOC   AMf)  MQOOPUIP 

OIH   K-FPOO   ACR   »AW   MAT 

MINERAL   RAW   HAT 

HETAl   ORES 

Nr.N-fERPOUS   ORES 

ruei s 

N-FFPROUS   «ASF   MET 

*ANUfACTUP?0   OCiOUS   t<J 

1)>0-)J 

IVäO-IJ 

».■50-71 

»150-73 

un-Tj 

1750-73 

I 153-7 3 

17 J0-73 

H50-73 

l»i'>-73 

lVi,V7 3 

l". 53-71 

17 JO-71 

I) i Wl 

I 7 > 1- / J 

Hii-li 

1751-71 

4 

4 

-2.4 

7.3 

19.4 

-28.6 

iJB. 7 

•6.4 

«.3 

-17.6 

-2.0 

34.c 

-0. I 

0.4 

iU.l 

33.s 

ti.V 

0.0 

-26.5 

-23.3 

-29.0 

-31.9 

J5.2 

-17.5 

-12.7 

-29.7 

-31.5 

-45.4 

4. J 

-19.0 

-9.3 

0.6 

-21.6 

-13.2 

0.6 

0.0 

-6.6 

-l.l 

-12.6 

T.i 

14.4 

-4.4 

-2.6 

-19.4 

-0.2 

-25.2 

-6.0 

-37.5 

-7.0 

2.2 

J!T.4 

-6.7 

42.2 

0.0 

1970   TO 
1973-40 

m'" - E^=z£B^E£!~HS^- 

45.3 

41.4 

92.T 

-2.4 

47.9 

16.2 

27.3 

45.S 

43.3 

T2.a 

31.3 

9T.3 

»3.6 

U'.3 

66.2 

-0.1 

0.0 

ECONOMIC 

-    I 

In:     UN "Study of  the Problems of Raw Material« and Development" 2 April  1974 
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TABLE 10 
PRICE CHANGES IN MAJOR COMMODITY EXPORTS 

OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Percenlaije Princip.il (Importen 
Change Per cent of Shutes of 

Major In Price. Total World World Exportl of 
Commoditiei 1972 1974' Trade, 1970'' Commodity, 1970 

Pttroleum 355 5.0-1 Saudi Arabia, 15% 

Iran. 13% 
Una 239c n.a. n.a. 
Rubber 311 .48 Malaysia, 38% 
Wheat 196 1.00 United Slates, 32% 

Canada, 21% 
Australia, 12% 
Argentina, 4% 

Palm Oil M7 .06 Malaysia, 44% 
Rkt 138 .36 United States, 27% 

Thailand. 11% 
Cotton 137 .76 United States. 16% 

Egynt. 14% 
Corn 114 .58 United States. 45% 
Slut 113c .02 Tanzania. 33% 
Sugar 105 .86 Philippines. 10% 
Cocoa 103 2/ Ghana. 35% 
Ground Mutt 91 .07 Nirjotia. 20% 
Copper 00 1.29 Zambia, 24% 

Chile. ii% 
Soybeani 79" .42 "Jr.Ue.1 States. 94% 
Tin 72 .21 Malaysia. 50% 

Bolivia, 10% 
Iron ore* 46« £0 Venezuela, 7% 
Coffee ?0 .93 Brazil, 32% 

Colombia, 16% 
Tea 10 .21 India, 31% 

Sri Lanka, 20% 
Jute 17 .05 Pakistan/Bangladesh. 50% 

t 

•Cnc« chjfuj» dorn 1977 (.ivcra^n) to 1'J?4 I Janujiyl. unleu oihciwiw noted. 
t>Woflil i>.»lc «lu.illwl $?Sil 4 Inllion in 1970. $jn.7 billion in 19/7, and S4tl7.6 billton 
in-1073 Iv'ti  MiouJ'ltf f.lim.ilrl. 
cPrlcvchjngc (roin 19/7 (.IVOLIUUI in 1973 (•IVFIB'JI!), 
dP'ic» clMni)i> (rgin 1077 I.WUIJIJII IO 1973 (Oiiolmd. 

OJIJ uv.nl.>hk' fur (li'vrlniniiij counlry VRpunrri only. 

SOUnCfS  BJ«<I on Inlefnalional Moncury f und, Inlnntimnjl f mcncitl Slttiitict, 
Orctinb»' 19/3, »nO WorlO H.ml. »Ijll «Jlimjlct 

In:    Grant,  "Energy Shock find  the Development Prospect"    Overseas Development 
Council, Washington,  D.  C.,   1974 

i      • ■■■ -^-jr""-';.?yrvT;-" j^nw.—-• y^r^.f-r,,-^ -:■—;,-:...i,„    ■■ —i : ;—rr— r— ........    ,   . 
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omciAL CAPITAL  now ASSOMPTmil ,V8o F0R F0RTV „,crTcr, 
AQF DECEMBgrfgrT      L":U LDC s. 

(miuon mi) 

Luu 

ritcrn-Ulrtiil Orwlntlyni 

•.    C^-nl tmm ti 
•>.    Dltl<urs«fwnU 
t.    Hmt IranaOr 

II.     ■'■■vfriimrt!» 

to.    DlsburstnOTtt 
f.    "et  trarufar 

•II.     .^iri'llrn Cradita 

«.    CoTiltnanta 
b.    Dlatnirf «nnntt 
e.    Hal i.ranafer 

■■    Coinltmnla 
<>.    Dtatnrtovntt 
t.    Hal tranafar 

• .    Coinllncnta 
b.    Dlaburawx-ntt 
e.    Nat trtnittf 

*!•    PiMlc  tnani n.a.l. 

a. Cwnltnuiu 
b. niaburaanmt« 
«•    Nat tranafar 

tOT/lW (a) 

(b) 

(o) 

iiraT Hadlun" f9Bö" jESa     In.on.,^;,,,^^^    ^    ^^    ^    ^^    ^„^    ^J^T      „„ 

MJJ 716 
».1« )75 

577 ?66 

X,OI7 
1.J6S 

811 
i.Wl 

2« 

260 
760 
-83 

66 
78 

5,381 

96U 

117 
5?8 

1,07s      l.o?) 
1,076      1,1?) 

105 6S8 

1) 
67 

-107 

0 
0 

-13 

68 
M 
?7 

1,111. 
750 
57» 

2,Sli7 

2,22» 

970 

0 
0 

-18 

25« 
721 

3,552 

3,153 

1.622 

2,6«fl 
l,li20 

798 

300 
300 
-7 

66 
60 

«,lil7 

5,li?H 

1,1:28 

616 
673 
330 

1.837     1,781. 71.1 
1.70J     1,37a        fw 

790 171 9; 

"° ».?« 1,057 
«8 LM 1,091 

<•* 1.12 598 

115 818 1, 
Ml 902 W 
W 131        -152 

0 
0 

-13 

1.5 
1.5 
21 

1.113 
8)9 
650 

2,00) 
1,722 

71.8 

2,1.52 
1,625 

891 

65     J.OIO 
7i      1,0)0 

-177 1J7 

7,678 

2,262 

876 

28) 
268 
211 

915 
559 
387 

1,629 ajj 
1.301 653 

»3        IS» 

311. l.TSO l.jrf 
327 1,811. l.isi. 
115 727 1,98 

1» 

-iff 

0 1.1.0 o 
0 U.0 0 

•»      US      -n 

3» 
1.3 
U 

1.1.76 
958 
756 

3.01.7 
2.51.9 
1,001, 

_Inccna 

1,153     l,6o? 
981,     1,1.65 
551.     1,1)6 

{'Vet     \'V*,     l'm     *'(>°7 
'«1    ^Si1    lMl    ?'5S9 »1 22li 79U      x,ll.O 

392 2.(18S 1,597 
371 2,1,11 1,58, 
139     - lj? Hi 

J.>78 7,j)6 

)»M7 6,269 

1.538     1,860 

»,J50 

z.ioa 

8« 

55 l.U.8 
56 1,1.1.6 

-"1        -191 

0       715 
0 71$ 

-1» 83 

no 
302 

J21 
1<,W8 

3,6U. 

1.760 

1.7 

_-6l 

>.6S3 

8.996 

«7 

90 
90 

-18 

0 
0 

-6 

30 
29 

■27 

i..062 

li,179 

1.U.3 

1,61, 
1.26 
-20 

25 
35 

-1.3 

1.1.5 
1.21. 

5,11.3 

li,899 

2.21.6 

''""""■    ;™"Ä Sr" C""t<■1  «•■'"'™— " —.op.n. C„u„trl„.. 
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Hi 111011  rr>1 ric tonn 

Latin Americu 

Artontlna 
Brczil 
Chile 

Mexico 
Peru 
Venuzuttla 

Subtotal 

Africa 

Morocco 
<!üzainblque 
Nißerla 
Southern Rhodesia 
'/"'ii,«j 

-'.ninbia 

Subtotal 

Asia 

A"chaniotan 
üurtvx 
India 
f'"ioao6in 
Iren 
P^icten 
Pl;ilij5pine3 
«'-public of Korea 
Thailand 
Turkey 
Countries WES 

Subtotal 

0.^7 
2.36 
l.Uy 
3.0 
1.5 
0.17 
0.03 

J..95 

0.1.5 
0.31 
0.20 
2.97 
0.07 
0.57 

1..57 

0.13 
0.01 

70.01 
0.10 
0.29 
O.89 
0.03 

I0.2ii 

«».77 
5.01 

0.01 

1.36 

0.10 
1.35 

 V Source.:    World y.nox-p 
Papers, nerietTj)^^ 

0.i»7 
2.36 
IM 
3.0 
1.5 
O.17 
0.03 

l*.96 

0.i»5 
0.31 
0.20 
2.97 
0.07 
0.57 
k. ■57 

0.13 
0.01 

72.17 
0.18 
0.29 
O.89 
0.03 

10.2i« 
0.10 
6.12 
5.01 

da^.S^ Watio- P"bHcati ions {Statistical 

Source:    UN "Petroleum in the 1970,. 
1974. 

„■ 
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Copy avcdlable to DDC does not 
pcrrr-i'c fully Icgiblo rep^auction 

TABLE   13 
CRUDE  PETROLEUM AND  NATURAL  GAS  RESERVES AND  PRODUCTION 
 "IN THE  DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.   1970 

Country 

npsorvcn Production 

Lutin America 

Caribbean America 

I'.cvbftdo» 
Coloitbia 
Cuba 
Honduras 
Mexico 
Triniilurt and Tobago 
Venezuela 

Subtotal 

South America 

AriV-ntina 
Tni Ivla 

ciiilu 
Ecuador 
Peru 

Subtotal 

IAL'II A'uoricn, total 

Afi ''•■'. 

Mediterranean Africa 

A' -.eria 

Libyan Arab Kepublic 
^•orocco 
Tuniaia 

Subtotal 

Fetrolcuro 
10tJ blB. 

8.025 
14.500 

29,200 
1 

550 

J«2,27<r> 

Matural 
par. 

loVTf 

Crude 
petroleum 

(mbAf) 

Natural 
fTUS 

lO'/Tf 
Producirm 

wells  (oil) 

a/ 
1.675 2,800 . 222 110 2,171 

ll* -' HA HA 15 

a/ 
3,250 

575 
11,600 
3,500 

1» 30 
ii»i 

660 
16». 

3,127 
3,133 
9,361» 

lU.oUo 25,1»0O 3.707 1.752 

19.SS1» "»3,300 »»,500 2,686 17.810 

1,575 8,800 •  392 223 5,».00 

225 
855 
125 

3,000 
270 

5,000 
6,000 
2,000 
5,000 

, 3.000 

16 
157 
35 

I* 
72 

21 
»»7 
365 
13 
65 

171 
1,015 

380 
708 

2,500 

6,050 29,600 676 73'» 10.171» 

25,601» 73,100 5.176 3.U20 27,981» 

lUl.OOO 
5,000 

30,000 
16 

1,000 

177.016 

9O8 
331 

3.321 
1 

87 

1»,72B 

100 

15 
2 

117 

775 
332 

1,083 
55 
1»6 

2,291 

Other Africa 

Cabinda 

UuhcifiOy 
Gabon 
niceri11 

Zaire 

Subtotal 

Africa total 

500 
1» 
1 

700 
9.300 

1 

10.506 

52,702 

1,000 

7,000 
6.000 

lit ,000 

191,032 

90 
1 

106 
1.083 

1.280 

6,008 

2 

119 

ll»l 
5 

100 
361» 

610 

2,901 

Copy ctvcdlabl© io DDC doei not 
pernnU Itilly legible reprodu-rtion 
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TABLE   13   (continued) 
CRUDE  PETROLEUM AND  NATURAL  GAS  RESERVES AND PRODUCTION 

IN  THE   DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES.   1970 '  

Keserves 

Country Petroleum 
lO6 blu. 

Natural 

109 cf 

Production 

Crude Natural 
petroleum 

(mb/d) 
fiaa 

109 cf 

Asia 

Vest Asia 

Abu Dhabi 
. Bahrain 

Dubai 
Iran 
Iraq 
Israel 
Kuwait 
Neutral Zone 
Oman • 
Qatar 
Saudi Arabia 
Syria 
Turkey 

Subtotal 

Far East 

Afghanistan 
Brunei 
Burma 
India 
Indonesia 
Pakistan 
Thailand 
Countries NLS 

Subtotal 

Asia total 

11,800 
C3U 
983 

70,000 
32,000 

13 
67,100 
25,700 
1,700 
•«,300 

128,500 
1,200 

6I«5 

9,500 
5,000 

750 
21»», 000 
18,500 

72 
38,000 
8,000 
2,000 
8,000 

««9,500 
750 
190 

3^,575       35l»,262 

95 
1,000 

fco 
956 

18,000 
>.l 

11*6 
20 

20,300 

361»,875 

5,000 
6,000 

80 
l,8oo 
3,000 

20,000 

800 

36,680 

390,91»2 

Total UU3,2Cl       655,071» 

13.955 

ll»8 
18 

135 
653 
10 

b/ 
2 

1,166 

15,121 

26,305 

7»»2 

59 

2 
10 
78 
98 

292 

1,031» 

'».573 

Source:    Based on data from Oil and Gas Journal and other sources, 

a/ Less thon 1 million barrels. 

b/ Less than 500,000 barrels daily. 

Producir;^ 
wells  (oil 

691» - ^ 
77 J»2 P*/i 
66 _ Xi 

3,829 6i»2 266 
1,566 28 113 

70 it V 
2.735 11 m 

501 _ J150 
33»» _ 6? 
362 15 W 

3,5l»9 Im 1.23 
83 m 90 
69 — ?Y9 

2,662 

'/J2 

20O 
2,136 

n 

3,ÜÜj 

36,830 

In:    UN "Petroleum In Che  1970s"      1974. 

-rr--»1-"^ •r-'*-~*a*-'ry;'-—'-~i. «mimnmj 
r*. 
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TABLE   15 
WORLD OIL AND  GAS  RESERVES 

January-!^   197^ 

wpiavbM 

i.   riVUOIT.P kPTJki 
of »him 

HOFTH vmck 
Ciinnda 
Unlttd  SKttt 

wiFTtpn amort 
Austria 
BelAlun 
r«nj»«rll 
Trancr 
Gvmiinjr f .^. 
Italy 
Rttlierlandi 
iorway 
^vfdrn 
Rvlttfrland 
t'nllfd kintdcaa 

ocrAttu k rcmrw «r«icf\ 
«uftralli 
Ncv Ztaland 
Fnuth Afrlc* 

of »hlch: 

ASU t MIDDLE CAST 
nmorc 
LATIt. AfHRICA 

a 

! 

Ptl   ■ ■ 
(■llllrti Mil) iMDIrn ou  ft) 

•2r.«>A t'^i.m 
ki.l» L1?!?»« 

4«.12« 

M.WW 
50.^99 

J'T.JIO 

Ml 
no 

5" 
Ml 
m 

k.COO 

i,»oo 
«,500 

1J.30« 
J.JOO 

M.OOO 
JJ,000 

10.000 JO.OOO 

li 1S2 

i.joo 
jjjoo 
JT.TOO 
1J.000 

I'-.IOJ H.iJi 

c. ctifTPAi.u ruriNED tconowies 

P. Oil. nPOHTlllC COUIffHItS 
Aliu Phabl 
AlcrrU 
Anitola 
••hr»ln 
BolUU 
IrunrUMaltyita 
Dubai 
Ecuador 
tWPl 
Gabon 
Indontalt 
Iraji 
Ir*i 
Kuvalt 
Libya 
Rtthfrlandi «ntlllaa 
■»utral   ?,ont 
iU'rla 
OvM^n 
Qatar 
Saudi Arabia 
Wiarjah ^_ 
Cyrla 
Trinidad t Toba«o 
Tunisia 
¥tntcurla 
ColoNbU 

»Jnal fltlda bald by laraak arc Included In Ada and MldAU taat, 
Indudta« ur.rH, Bo billion. China, 20  blUtoo and othara ) killlw. 
Including vor.t, 106  trillion, China, 20 trllltoa, Muoaan. J 
trillion and othtra, r.li trillion, 
rroductlon tipactad to atari It. 19Tb. 

Sal all Inforlln« davatapln« tnwitrUa. 

S,0U 1.0T5 
1,444 »fi.025 

4t( ».JOO 
• .DM »6,821 

»oj.ono/i T35.I.OOÜ 

i$ 12,500 
T,«I.O 105,915 
i.soo 1.50O 

J60 k,000 
SCO 10,000 

i,too »0,000 
2.500 i.ooo 
5.«75 5,000 
5.125^1 k,200 
1.500 6,500 

10.500 15,000 
«0.000 no .ooo 
J1.500 »2,000 
(b,000 J2,50O 
»5,500 »T.»0 

1T.500 a,ooo 
»0,000 ko,ooo 
5,250 ?,ooo 
«iJOO (1,000 

112,000 50.900 
1,500 1.500 
T,100 TOO 
2,»00 5.000 

»50 1.500 
Ik.000 k2,000 
l.kJ» ».500 

In: 
•«arcai    Oil and Oaa Journal. 

"Additional External Capital Requirement» of Developing Countries?    IBRD March 1974 
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TABLE 16 
WORLD OIL PRODUCTION 

(In  thouaand barrtli  far rf.tpt 

A;-A 

WCPL:. 

A.   D>."VF:!/)r£D  WIAS 
of which 

l»0HTII AHF.BICA 
Canadn 
Unitol ittattl 

Wt;TtBH PIPorE 
AuslrU 
DrlKiiwi 
DciMHrli 
rrwer 
Crnrnnj  F.B, 
Italy 
Rrtherliindi 
Horvay 
Pvtdcn 
Svlttcrland 
United MnKdon 

QCtAIIU  > rOITH AfRIC* 
Au>tr»lli\ 
Nrw Zrnliuid 
South Africa 

of vhlch: 

ATKIOA 
APIA t MirrLE M!;T 
tunon: 
LATIN A'IffiICA 

C. amur.u [UMKKD ICONOHIES 

p. oil nronTmc M.vnoriNC 
n wllii iTs *—" 

Abu I/hnlT" 
Alrerl« 
Ann 1«-Cab Inrt« 
MhVtin 
tollvla 
(runel-Milajrtla 
Cnlonbla 
Dubjii 
Ecuador 
ttm ii 
Gabon 
Indonaala 
Iran 
Iraq 
KuvaU /? 
Libya 
KlKrrta 
(Vian 
(jatar 
Saudi Arabia 
Syria 
Trinidad I Tobnfio 
Tunisia 
Vtnttutla 

ACUAL 

».HO 

t0.iB2 
l.iiT 

m 
«6 

t 
11 

119 
21 
11 
)} 

2 

ii 

3*1 

197} 
tSTIHAlt 

».20* 

ii.n> 

1,7)0 
».22} 

?00 
50 

J 
26 

133 
22 
it 
V 

1 

il 
«23 
J2Ö 

3 

l.«6« 

7 3» 
»7 Mk 

»6 »3 
1.147 1.118 

».312 

32.Ml 

1.0)0 1.28) 
l.OdS 1,03) 

1)7 160 
70 «3 
A) 47 

292 32) 
19« 186 
IJ1 22) 
«9 197 

2IS 180 
1)4 14) 

1,060 1.100 
3.071 6.000 
1,«A6 1,888 
3,2» 3,397 
2.21) 2,116 
1.SI7 2,000 

282 271 
«82 «J 

8.019 2.417 
119 103 
1)1 13« 
83 •2 

3.21« 3.320 

In: 

ii.     SI"«! fl'Id» prurturtton not Includa^. 
77  Including ncutrnl tone. 

11     ■•» all-laportln» davrloMn« couoirlaa. 

•ourcai   Oil and Caa Journal. 

"Additional External Capital Requirements of Devaloplng CountrietV    IBRD March  1974 

L i——y.^ .-»^ „^..^».vr-.,,..-^-. 
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